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THEMATIC ARTICLES
EXPERIENCES OF IMMIGRATION
‘It’s not enough to migrate. You have to deserve to be an
immigrant!’: Narratives as weapons of struggling for the true/best
immigrant group identity
Zehra KADERLI

Abstract: Based on the case of Bulgarian-Turkish immigrants who live in Turkey, the aim of
this study is to contribute to the understanding of the meaning and the functions of the
narratives in the special contextual conditions of the migration experience. This contextual
and functional approach shows us that narratives in the present life of Turkish immigrants
who migrated Turkey from Bulgaria, have a quite vital function as a form of expression and
an experiencing realm of sub-immigrant group identities which do not have any forms of
expression or concrete borders observable from the outside and which emerge only in
narrative domain in parallel to contextual conditions. In this study, it has been examined
how the immigrants construct and represent their sub-immigrant group identities in parallel
to the situational context in the narrative events they come together, considering the
contextual conditions of the immigration process which uncovers the meaning and the
functions of narratives today.
Keywords: immigration narratives, immigration experience, immigrant group identity,
contextual analysis, Turkish migrations from Bulgaria to Turkey.

Introduction
Immigration as an experience, because of the many general impacts and
characteristics it has, is an extraordinary event which people need to recount.
While the narration of this experience is a natural need and a common behavior
caused by immigration, it is not possible to say that the immigration experience is
narrated by all immigrants or even that it is narrated in the same way and with the
same frequency because even if people go through the same immigration
experience, they experience this event in the framework of their respective unique
personalities and subjectivities.
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Initially, immigrants narrate immigration experiences including the premigration and during-migration and the narrative expression is of reflexive nature
rather than strategic at this point. However, within the course of time, each
stimulus in the new environment compels them to make sense of their past and
migration experience once again in line with their new needs. The fact that people
attribute different meanings to their experiences separates them into two groups
as those who have experienced immigration and those who have given special
meanings to this experience and made it its identity. Transforming into strategic
instruments after this stage, narratives become folklore as a special form of
communication based on identity expression. For people who identify themselves
with an immigrant identity, there are two “other” identities and groups: the first of
these two groups is the group of people who attribute an ordinary meaning to their
immigration experience and are adapted entirely to the environment immigrated
to and the second group is the native population living in the environment
immigrated to. It is quite easy to observe from outside the forms of otherisation
concerning these two groups. However, as is the case with immigrants of Bulgaria,
it is quite difficult to observe externally the ways of otherisation and the “the
most… immigrant” categorization that immigrants practice within their own group
as well or even realize the existence of such a problem because these borders are
mental rather than material and they only appear verbally within the group. As a
member of this migrant group, I can say that understanding the ways of intra-group
identification of migrants of Bulgaria is of quite importance in order to understand
and explain their critical discourse concerning the native population live in Turkey,
who they regard as “the biggest and most dangerous other” despite having the
same ethnic and religious identity as them.
Traumatic quality of immigration experience and therapeutic functions of
narrating
Migration, regardless of its nature (forced or discretionary), is not acts or
events that mean people’s going to a different place individually or collectively than
where they live as a simple movement of displacement. Migration is a complex,
traumatic process, in which people, individually and collectively, also “cross
intellectual, emotional and behavioral borders” (Espin, 1999: 19) in the process of
crossing spatial borders. Therefore, the event or experience of migration is a long and
3
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painful process which includes the whole life of an individual and also directs the
process after it in terms of the impacts it creates and the results it brings about.
The most important reason why migration has a traumatic effect on those
who migrate is that it damages their sense of the self and that it leads them to
depression concerning their selfhood and perception of identity (Teber, 1993). That
migrating people share these experiences and feelings with one another is of utmost
importance. Thus, seeing that they are not alone and many people have been
affected by the experience at issue in a similar or the same way, migrants begin to
perceive the situation they are in as normal. This sameness and similarity provides a
collective motivation concerning the fact that most problems that arise in the new
life of migrants and that they find difficult to overcome can be solved. It can be said
that such a motivation was extremely influential on part of the Turkish migrants of
Bulgaria of 1989 in their decision to stay despite many problems and difficulties they
encountered in the face of the fact that some other migrants had a tendency to
return.
As we also stated before, perhaps the most significant therapeutic function
of migration narratives is that they provide migrants with awareness about the
traumatic situation they experience after migration. In this context, immigrants do
not only confront their experiences when recounting them but they also transform
the meaning of a given experience that creates a negative effect and restructure it in
the framework of a meaning that creates a positive effect.
Migrants naturally narrate the problems they experience in environments
where there are other migrants who experience the same problem as they do and
consider this to be a serious one because they know that what they narrate will not
be regarded as ordinary, nonsense, unnecessary or trivial. Above all, migrants
experience a deep relief in the face of the presence of people who listen to them
and, more importantly, understand them in the way they want to express
themselves. This situation enables them to regain their individuality and selfhood,
which they deny, trivialize and feel to have fragmented, and regard them as valuable.
As a result, although migration narratives creates different impacts on
migrating people’s psychologies, these acts and events of narration have an
extremely positive and therapeutic effect and function on the way migrants perceive
themselves and the world. In De Tona’s words (2004: 318) ‘diaspora is an earthquake
that opens ontological cracks in human lives; narratives are the social cement to fill
these cracks’.
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Narratives as a form of recollection and reconstruction of the past
Recollecting the past is a result and function produced by migration
narratives and the act of narrating. In the post-migration process, the past for
migrants is a way of maintaining their lives and the characteristics they have in the
same way before learning the new and different and developing an attitude in the
face of that. In other words, the past is not a time frame that is remembered but a
life style which is still lived in and maintained without change despite the fact that
the place lived in has changed. This process is also a process in which differences
apart from the difference of space is not completely perceived yet and therefore, a
disunity or dissociation concerning the ‘past’ and ‘present’ is not experienced in the
continuity of time, space and life. However, migrants come to recognize very soon
that the only thing they had to change was not a space and that the migration had
brought about a change that involved almost the whole of their lives. In addition to
this, migrants realize what they have exactly done with migration, what they have
given up and what they have ventured with migration. With the traumatic effects
of migration being started to be experienced, migrants begin to perceive time and
life not as a continuity that involves the past, the present and the future but as two
separate entireties as ‘the past’ and ‘the present’ with definitely drawn boundaries.
For those who migrate, the past is a meaningful entirety which is known
and in which one feels secure. However, the present is a new world which is full of
mysteries and is different, strange, terrifying, inspiring a sense of insecurity. In this
context, the past does not only mean a familiar space, social environment or a
socio-cultural structure. The past stands for the way all these are perceived, the
attitudes and manners developed in the face of these and therefore, a certain
identity. Hence, for migrants, the past is an entirety that describes the self and
identity, attributes a value to it, positions it and provides it with an existence within
the framework of certain expressions and behaviors.
Through narratives, migrants do not only remember their past but they
also attribute new meanings to and reconstruct the past and their memories
formed by this mentioned past in line with new needs. That the past is
remembered contextually and strategically and that it can be reconstructed
(Halbwachs, 1992; Assmann, 2001; Nora, 2006) is quite functional for migrants to
preserve and maintain especially those differences of theirs that they sense to be
positive and meaningful in the new and different environment migrated to. This
5
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situation enables migrants to make a choice concerning who they want to be and
support this choice of theirs with a past they can construct in the way they need.
Decide who to become and put on your narratives! Towards the
narratives of immigrant identity
People’s perceptions concerning their selfhood and identity consist of the
experiences they go through and certain perspectives, judgments, attitudes and
manners they develop as a result of these experiences. The perception of selfhood
and identity is continuously updated and undergoes a change in a natural way in
the framework of new experiences they gain in the course of their lives (De Fina,
2003; Ochs & Capps, 1996). However, such sudden, comprehensive and unnatural
changes as migration which occur in the framework of reality create a confusion,
suspicion, instability, disunity and insecurity in people’s perceptions of selfhood
and identity.
Migration requires a redefinition of individual and social identities(De Fina,
2003); however, it does not bring about an imposition that means a complete
change. People may make choices concerning who they will become in intellectual,
emotional and behavioral terms. After migration, what determines migrants’
perceptions of selfhood and identity is not directly or only the conditions that form
their lives but their way of interpreting these conditions. For example, having
migrated is apparently a reality that determines their lives. However, having
migrated is not a reality that affects the perceptions of selfhood and identity of
each and every individual migrant in the same way after migration.
For those migrants who establish peer to peer and face to face
communication with their daily lives, there may be many ways and environments
of interaction that ensure the collective identity and culture be lived and kept alive.
However, especially through narratives, migrants also have the opportunity to
establish a relationship and meet with those other migrants they do not share
anything in their daily lives. The impact of ceremonies and rituals is limited to those
people attending these environments. However, narratives are texts which
continue to be conveyed also after the termination of the performance of narrating
and therefore, that go beyond temporal, spatial and personal borders. Due to this
characteristic of theirs, narratives establish connections between migrants living at
quite remote places from each other and unify them as the members of the same
identity.
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The true/ best immigrant identity which Turks, who migrated from Bulgaria to Turkey,
constructed, experienced and represented in narratives
Historical background of the Turkish Migrations from Bulgaria to Turkey
The Turks of Bulgaria, the presence of whom in the Bulgarian territory
dates back to as early as the 4th century, became both a minority and an immigrant
society after Bulgaria broke away from the Ottoman Empire and declared its
independence at the end of the 19th century. During and after the OttomanRussian War of 1877-1878, Bulgarians and Russians massacred more than 350,000
Turks and caused about one million Turks to emigrate. Part of the migrants died of
hunger and diseases on the way and part of them were killed by Bulgarian attacks.
74,000 immigrants came to Turkey in 1886-1890 and 70,603 in 1832-1902
(McCarthy, 1998; Şimşir, 1986; 1992).
Also during the Balkan Wars, the Bulgarians headed for the Thrace and
massacred 200,000 Turks and caused 440,000 Turks to flee and immigrate to
Turkey (Halaçoğlu, 1994). Bulgaria continued its pressure on the Turks during and
after World War I; however, according to the Turkish-Bulgarian Residence
Agreement, which was signed on 18 October 1925, Bulgaria would not prevent
discretionary migration of the Turks from then on. In the period from 1923 to 1939,
some 200,000 Turks fleeing from the mistreatment of the fascist Bulgarian
government immigrated to Turkey. The Turks submitted migration petitions to
both Turkish and Bulgarian authorities also after the Russian invasion and the
socialist government was brought to power in Bulgaria. In August 1950, Bulgaria
asked Turkey to open its borders and receive 220,000 Turks within three months. In
this process, Turkey closed its borders when Bulgaria sent not the Turks but
Gypsies without a visa. That the borders kept opening and closing mutually due to
disputes caused part of the Turks to lose their lives due to hunger and cold weather
at the border gates during the 1950-1951 migrations. Some Turks remained on the
Bulgarian side although their properties or relatives crossed to Turkey.
After Todor Jivkov came to power in 1956, Bulgaria halted migrations and
prohibited even the mention of migration. Especially in the year 1963, the Turks
started to submit collective petitions of migration to the Turkish Consulates in
Bulgaria. In the face of all these, Jivkov declared those who wanted to migrate to
be traitors. Continuing its activities of Bulgarising the Turks, the Jivkov government
consented to an agreement as a result of Turkey’s pressure and the “Agreement
7
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concerning emigration from the People's Republic of Bulgaria to the Republic of
Turkey of Bulgarian nationals of Turkish origin whose close relatives emigrated to
Turkey before 1952” was signed between the two countries on 22 March 1968.
According to this, those Turks who had relatives who emigrated to Turkey
previously would be able to emigrate provided that they documented their family
relationships. However, these family relationships had to be first degree ones.
Moreover, married children of families, who had first degree consanguinity, were
excluded from the scope of emigration.
According to the agreement, the emigrants would be entitled to take with
them all their personal and household effects with the exception of those whose
export was prohibited. The emigrants would come to Turkey with a status of
independent emigrants. That is to say, they would receive or request no aids from
the Turkish government. The accommodation, nutrition of the emigrants and
rendering them productive would be in the responsibility of their relatives who
emigrated previously. Within 10 years, a total of 130,000 emigrants came to
Turkey.
Having decreased the Turkish population gradually through oppression,
Jivkov embarked upon an operation to eliminate completely the ethnic and
religious identities of the remaining Turks. He forced Pomak Turks and then Muslim
Gypsies to change their religions and names in 1972-1974 and 1981-1983
respectively. Massacring those who resisted and sending them to torture camps,
the government laid siege around those areas highly populated by Turks with
military forces and changed the names of Turks by force. In the following process,
the Turks were prohibited from speaking their mother tongues, wearing their
ethnic attires, holding ethnic and religious ceremonies. Muslim graveyards were
destroyed and the Turks were ordered to bury their deceased relatives in Orthodox
graveyards and in accordance with Christian traditions. Depriving the Turks of their
connections among themselves and with outside, the Bulgarian government made
them sign documents stating that they did not want to emigrate (Şimşir, 1986; Alp,
1990).
From 1985 to 1989, staging collective hunger strikes and protest marches,
the Turks tried to make their situation to the world public opinion. During this
period, lots of Turks were murdered and sent to torture camps. Turning a blind eye
to Turkey’s initiatives and the pressure put by international organizations and
countries initially, Jivkov made a speech through television, calling on to Turkey to
8
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open its borders and receive the Turks. According to the prescribed plan, the Turks
would be sent away with their passports under the name of free travel and thus,
Bulgaria would not be accountable to the Turks as they did not have an emigrant
status. As of 2 June 1989, Bulgaria deported hundreds of thousands of Turks forcing
them to leave their belongings, properties, social rights and even spouses and
children. From 2 June 1989, when Turkey abolished the visa requirement, to 22
August 1989, when it resumed the practice, a total of 311,862 Turks immigrated to
Turkey in groups of three to five thousand immigrants a day.
In the period when the visa requirement was in practice, a total of 34,098
immigrants came to Turkey from 22 August 1989 to May 1990. Bulgaria notified to
the Turks it forced to emigration that they would remain as Bulgarian citizens if
they preserved the passports they had, if they did not receive an ID card in Turkey
and if they returned to Bulgaria within six months following the emigration.
However, this promise was not kept and the Turks were not allowed to settle into
their former houses or villages and they were prevented from maintaining their
former professions when they returned(Konukman, 1990).
The period to start from that moment on and to reach the present day is an
experience of getting to know the new environment, categorizing it, surviving in
the face of new difficulties and making sense of life by making new choices and
constructing new identities besides ethnic and religious freedoms for the
immigrants who came to Turkey. And for those Turks who returned to Bulgaria and
those who did not emigrate at all, this period is an experience of surviving amid the
economic and social difficulties brought about by the regime shift that occurred in
Bulgaria in 1989 and the liberalization process and accommodating themselves to
the new circumstances. Though the truths that have been experienced and
interpreted are in need of being researched and questioned, Bulgaria openly
admitted to have oppressed the Turks in the past and guaranteed the rights and
freedoms of minorities in the 1991 Constitution, reinstating the civil, lingual,
religious and ethnic rights of both the immigrants and the Turks of Bulgaria in the
process to follow.
Contextual and performative characteristics of the narratives
The group of narrators of the narratives which constitutes the subject
matter of this study is composed of Turkish women who immigrated to Turkey
9
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from Bulgaria. The fact that the narrators consist of women only is not my personal
preference; this rather arises from the fact that female immigrants of Bulgaria both
regard themselves as the active subjects of the experience of immigration and they
claim that the boundaries and symbols of the immigrant group identity have been
constructed and are maintained by them. In these women’s opinion, what
differentiates the immigrant women both from the native population living in
Turkey and the community choosing to live back in Bulgaria is that they are brave
and active individuals who can make their own decisions.
In terms of level of education, their social and domestic roles and positions
and their visions of world, those who immigrated in 1989 are different from other
women who immigrated at different dates. Almost all of these women are
individuals who completed at least high school, who have a profession, who are
socially active and who have equal rights with men within the household. Their
world is not limited to family life and the surroundings of the house. All these
characteristics cannot be said to apply for the women who immigrated at other
dates because, unlike the immigrant women of 1989, those women did not have
the opportunity to pursue their studies, acquire a profession or become social
individuals within the social life equally with men due to the social, economic and
political situation of Bulgaria at the time in question. This generalization applies
especially for women who immigrated to Turkey before 1978. Particularly the
young ones of the women who emigrated from Bulgaria in 1978 exhibit different
characteristics because in these years, it became widespread for women to receive
education and have a profession.
The narrators immigrated to Turkey from Bulgaria in 1951, 1971, 1972,
1977, 1978, 1989, 1990, and 1991. Therefore, not all the narrators are narrating
the same event and experience of emigration but events of emigration experienced
at different dates. According to the immigrants, these differences differentiate
them from one another in a serious way.
The narrators differ from each other in terms of age. Those immigrants
who emigrated when they were young or middle aged define themselves as the
‘lost generation’. From the immigrants’ perspective, that they had to work right
after immigrating caused them to perceive and experience the differences and
negativities of the environment they emigrated to in a more intense and bitter
way. First of all, it was them to communicate and interact with the native
population. This situation has caused a separate generation identity and group to
10
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be formed among the immigrants. In their opinion, they are the most aggrieved
group within the immigrant hierarchy. Having or not having worked after
immigrating to Turkey is an argument immigrants use to otherise one another
among themselves.
Personal experience narratives are acts, texts and events of performance
that arise in dependence with the quality and direction of the communication and
interaction developed situationally by a certain narrator and listener at a certain
time and space. All performance, like all communication, is situated, enacted, and
rendered meaningful within socially defined situational contexts (Bauman, 1992:
46). Contextual characteristics determine and explain what is narrated in
narratives, how it is narrated and why it is narrated in a certain way. Personal
experience narratives are not predetermined, fixed texts. Each narrator makes
certain choices concerning the content, structure, style and meaning of her / his
narrative according to the qualities of the environment s/he is in, the content and
quality of the communication in this environment and the characteristics of the
listener(s) who listens to her/him and who s/he interacts with. Since the emerging
narrative text and performance is completely contextually structured, it is of a
unique characteristic (Bauman, 1989, 1992; Ben-Amos, 1993; Georges, 1969;
Langellier & Peterson, 1992; Langellier, 1989; Mishler, 1986).
During the performance of the narrative identity, taking the characteristics
and identities of those who interact in the environment, the narrator develops a
situational perception concerning her/his identity and selfhood. However, it is not a
matter of question for this perception to be reflected as is, which is developed
intellectually. Determining ‘how s/he wants to be known and viewed’ within the
contextual situations which also include the other people’s characteristics of
identity, the narrator filters her/his own identity perception and reconstructs it in
accordance with the context. The narrative, in this context, is strategically arranged
and performed in accordance with the selfhood and identity the person wants to
present and in such a way that supports them (Bamberg, 1997, Dundes, 1989;
Goffman, 1959; Langellier, 2001; Markham-Shaw, 1997; Ochs & Capps, 1996;
Riessman, 2002; Wilson & Ross, 2003). When narrating her/his personal
experience, the narrator excludes some information that is contrary to the identity
that s/he wants to represent, exaggerates some pieces of information and can
sometimes tell a lie. However, all of these are meaningful and functional
arrangements taking place in the interactive context in question.
11
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Contextual approach brings forward the directing effect of my identity on
the performance of the narratives that constitute the material of this study as the
primary contextual factor. The fact that I am an immigrant, that I have known them
for a while, and that I am of the same sex enabled me to participate in
environments of conversation which non-immigrants would not be able to
participate in. During each narrative performance different from one another, I,
even in my quietest state, was someone who immigrated in 1989 or an immigrant
who chose to remain in Turkey after emigration for the resource people depending
on the subject of the conversation and the identities of the speakers.
The informants live in a neighborhood which is highly populated by
immigrants and they have neighborhood and kinship relationships. Immigrant
women come together more often to chat especially during summer time. Summer
time is also the period when immigrants update their intra-group identity
categorization. The reason for this is that the immigrants want to certainly visit
Bulgaria during summer time and share their up-to-date information with one
another. Therefore, when the women come together, they start their conversation
by asking the person who has just come back from Bulgaria about her experiences
first. As one or more of the listeners are preparing to visit Bulgaria, the
observations of the visitor and the expectations of those who are going to go to
Bulgaria turns into a discussion of identification which also includes those
immigrants who are and who are not in the given setting after a short while.
Contextually constructed hierarchical borders of immigrant identity
New immigrants versus Former immigrants
For the immigrants of Bulgaria who live in Turkey today, the most
important criterion that determines their group identity is the fact that they
immigrated to Turkey. When looked at from outside this boundary, the immigrant
group is seen as a homogenous entirety. However, the immigrant group and
identity has sub-groups and identities based on different criteria. The existence of
these sub-groups and identities is a group-specific problem which mainly arises and
develops contextually and cannot be realized from outside the broadest
boundaries of the immigrant identity. The sub-identity category of the immigrant
group and identity, which is of secondary importance, is based on in which period
and at which date they immigrated.
12
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The immigrant group of each period has a tendency to otherise those
groups of immigrants that immigrated before or after itself and claim the
superiority of its own identity over them. The key criteria taken as a basis are the
circumstances the immigrants were in and the problems they experienced prior to
immigration, the opportunities they had while immigrating and their way of
immigrating, whether the circumstances they are in after immigration are better or
worse, whether efforts they make and the accomplishments they achieve as
immigrants after immigration are more or fewer. Setting out from these criteria,
each group of immigrants claims it was ‘aggrieved’ more than the immigrants and
‘suffered’ more. Therefore, the immigrant group hierarchy has a ranking based on
the grievance before, during and after migration.
The group of immigrants all immigrants- no matter when they emigratedposition at the top based on the difficulties experienced during and after
immigration are the immigrants who immigrated in or before 1951. The most
important reason for this is that the Turks who continued to live in Bulgaria and did
not immigrate yet after the immigrations of 1950 and before formed a collective
repertoire of narratives about under how difficult circumstances the old migrations
were experienced. This situation has created an unquestionable presupposition in
immigrants concerning the old immigrations and the hierarchical position of
immigrants even before they immigrated.1 In a setting where there are immigrants
of 1971, 1972, 1978 and 1989, W24, who is a 1972 immigrant, and W2, who is a
1978 immigrant recount which group of immigrants was aggrieved more as follows:
‘W2: The 51 (immigration) was harder...
W24: Those who came in 1951 suffered very much and so did those
who came in 1935. We didn’t suffer that much, they only had their
lives left, they were sent to the East.’
Following this, W2 and W27, who are 1978 immigrants, turned to the
immigrants of 1989 and said: ‘You are free riders’ (W2) and ‘You came when
1

For further information on the mythical narratives depicting the immigrations of 1950 and
before and the difficulties experienced by the immigrants, see (Kaderli, 2008).
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everything was better’ (W27). Following this sentence, supporting what has been
said, W26, who is a 1978, said:
‘Those who came later (1989) came with a lot of previous suffering;
however, when they came here, the state did certain things for them.
The state gave them foodstuff and other things but they still didn’t
like Turkey. I didn’t like either but I can’t say anything to them…’
Naturally, these sentences caused those immigrants of 1989
themselves:

to defend

‘W24 (1972): Daughter, after we immigrated to Turkey in 1972, those
remained there (in Bulgaria) were very comfortable there”.
W3 (1989): If you take a look at who came earlier, it was always those
who remained who were comfortable. Now ask my mother (1978),
we(1989) were comfortable.
W24 (1972): Be sure, they were comfortable. We worked but couldn’t
get any money; those who stayed (1989) started getting money
without working.
W26 (1978): I went to Bulgaria for a visit; your grandmother told me to
see you. And I saw them (1989), they were so comfortable. When we
lived there, they didn’t pay us properly. We worked hard for the
infidel, they gave us nothing. And then I visited Bulgaria in 1982,
people were in abundance.
W1 (1989): Did everything get abundant there just within two years!?
W26 (1978): There was such abundance to them then. When I came
back to Turkey, I told people not to ask their children to come to
Turkey. I said they are very comfortable and have a lot of ease. We
were striving hard in Turkey at the time; we went to people’s houses
as cleaning women. After my visit, I never told anyone to come to
14
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Turkey. But later, the infidel oppressed them(1989) very bad, they
were beaten to leave the country.’
According to the immigrants of 1989, the other is those who immigrated
especially in 1978 because the immigrants of 1978 did not suffer much from
Bulgarians in Bulgaria, they immigrated under very favorable circumstances and
most important of all, they brought all their belongings and properties they wanted
with them. Furthermore, the immigrants of 1978 did not experience financial
troubles much after they immigrated as they immigrated under favorable
circumstances and they were not excluded by the native population as much as the
immigrants of 1989 were. Among the immigrants of 1978, especially women
started to dress cloths showing less and look at the world in a more conservative
fashion. This situation extremely annoyed the immigrants of 1989 because the
immigrants of 1978 claimed that they dressed to open clothes and acted in a very
carefree way; they put pressure on them to wear clothes showing less, saying that
people did not welcome such behavior in Turkey.
For those immigrants of 1970–1978, the immigrants of 1989 suffered more
and experienced more pressure than they did in Bulgaria; however, they at least
received some aid from the state after they immigrated. Moreover, although they
experienced a lot of oppression, some of them forgot about this act of oppression
very soon and they couldn’t bear the difficulties they encountered after
immigrating and returned to Bulgaria. However, the immigrants of 1970-1978
stood the difficulties they experienced after immigrating and never talked about
returning.
The strongest criticism of the immigrants of 1978 about of 1989 is that they
talk about Bulgaria continuously, that they keep saying they miss Bulgaria and keep
comparing here and there on a continuous basis, that they sublime the positive
aspects of Bulgaria and, above all, that they go to Bulgaria whenever possible and
that they buy houses or land again in Bulgaria, saying that they want to live their
old ages in Bulgaria.And for the immigrants of 1989, the only reason why they keep
going to Bulgaria is not because they miss there. For them, going to Bulgaria now is
important in terms of seeing what they did by immigrating, what they gave up and
what they gained because those Turks who did not emigrate or went back to
Bulgaria after emigrating are in rather a bad situation both materially and morally.
This situation of those back in Bulgaria shows the immigrants that they did
15
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something right. Comparing their situation with them, they see what they achieved
after emigrating. This is also an opportunity to show and manifest their superiority
as immigrants who have overcome everything to those remaining back in or
returning to Bulgaria.
Another argument that groups of immigrants use to otherise one another is
the relationship they have with the immigrants of previous periods, the
experiences they have gone through and the way the previous immigrants treated
the new immigrants and their attitude against them. Each group of immigrants
immigrated with the expectation that the previous immigrants would help them.
The immigrants of all periods claim that the previous immigrants did not help them
much but they helped those who came after them a lot.
W13, who is an immigrant of 1972, puts the situation in question as follows
in a setting where immigrants of 1989 were in majority:
‘They (1951) were surprised and jealous when they saw us (1972).
They said these have this and these have that, they begrudged us
what we had. Anyway, we gave some of what we had to them. But we
were not jealous of those (1989) that came after us. They had
everything. There was this woman living next to us, she was an
immigrant of 1951. She still had not bought a house. But we did not
eat or drink but saved’.
The immigrants of 1968-1978 think that the immigrants of 1951 showed
quite a poor performance in terms of the accomplishments an immigrant is
supposed to achieve, that they grew lazy and became assimilated within the course
of time. They were also annoyed by the fact that the immigrants of 1951 were
conservative. Each group of immigrants holds the previous generation of
immigrants responsible for becoming more and more conservative within the
course of time. W1 (1989) puts how she observed the lives of previous immigrants
and how she contributed to their change within the course of time as follows in an
environment where immigrants of 1989 were in majority:
‘Saniye, who was a neighbor, came to me and said *You’ll get
accustomed.+ And I said to myself *I’ll lose if I get used to, this would
mean going 50 years back.] When we came, your Aunty Fatma had a
black scarf on her head and she had a long skirt on. They opened when
16
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we came. They were all wearing a headscarf. Zifi said [That is it, Sister.
Fatma should see you and open a bit.+ Now they’ll always say *When
you came, we recovered our morale, we opened. They were scared
when they came. They got off the ground when we came’ (W1).
Another reason why immigrants who immigrated to Turkey at different
dates have developed negative judgments about one another is that those
immigrants who immigrated previously and those who immigrated newly failed
initially to understand one another’s behaviors, appearances and the state of mind
one another was in. Based on observations from outside, each group of immigrants
has envied the other group of immigrants, thinking that they were doing better and
they did not need anything. These impressions have caused especially newlyimmigrated immigrants to have feelings of fear and complex that they would not
be able to overcome the difficulties after immigration and reach the living
standards of the former immigrants they envy. This has naturally caused the new
immigrants to nourish a feeling somewhere between pretension and jealousy
against the former immigrants. The following dialogue between W5, who is a 1978
immigrant, and W1, who is a 1989 immigrant, is quite remarkable:
‘W1 (1989): When we saw you dressed so beautifully, we thought you
were very happy with your jobs.
W5 (1978): You reckon! I had an internal conflict. I had it badly. About
work, for instance, how does it feel to work in a job you don’t like all
your life? And the environment is different as well; your husband will
leave at home and go the coffeehouse. The job is already tiring. And
the environment at home is different, too; you are left behind with the
elderly. It is such a life that you work from 8 in the morning till 5 in the
evening for ten years with no social activities after you come home in
the evening. But now we’re fine about everything. When I went to visit
Bulgaria, I envied them (1989).
W1 (1989): Oh really, we envied you!
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W5 (1978): They(1989) seemed to be living more comfortably. They
weren’t suffering pain at the time yet. Do you know when I said I’m
glad to have come to Turkey? When they started to force people to
change their names, then I said I’m glad to have come; it was worth all
those sorrows and suffering. We spent the most beautiful days and
times of our lives back in Bulgaria. In 1989, my brother seemed to have
cracked up. What had happened to that man with all that hair? He had
gone bald.
W1 (1989): When we came, you had a red blouse with a joint here. I
loved it.
W5 (1978): Oh honey, I wish you had asked me and I’d have given it to you.
W1 (1989): I said to myself “God, when are we going to be like this?
W5 (1978): We felt the same thing.
W1 (1989): Fatma bought my mother a cardigan and she had a scarf,
too. She had them on when she came to visit us.(after immig.) I
wanted them from my mother to wear them when going to work and
my mother would take them back and put them in the chest again. Ah,
how I wished her to tell me to keep them. Later, I had a lot of them,
too. I gave her a bunch of them but one doesn’t understand the other
in those initial days.’
As can be seen, that immigrants who immigrated to Turkey at different
times or under different circumstances share their immigration experiences with
one another has an extremely important function in order for them to correct the
prejudices and different perceptions they have developed about one another and
to understand one another better by showing empathy. Thus, realizing the borders
they have constructed among themselves are not indeed that sharp or deep,
immigrants collectively strengthen their immigrant consciousness and feelings,
which unify them at a more important point.
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Immigrants versus Returnees and Non-Immigrants
The claims of superiority and differentness of the immigrant identity, which
is constructed in accordance with the criterion of having immigrated and remained
in Turkey despite all problems and difficulties, are based on the fact that those
Turks who have returned or never emigrated are excessively criticized and
otherised on a continuous basis. This behavior of otherisation is an inevitable act
immigrants have to perform so that they can feel better, realize that they did
something right by immigrating and shortly, they can view their selfhood and lives
meaningful in the world surrounding them. In a sense, it is tendency to try to feel
the appreciation the immigrants expect from the native population in Turkey by
making up for it through certain mechanisms they have developed.
Having immigrated making all sorts of material and spiritual self-sacrifice
just for the sake of protecting their language, culture, identity and belief,
immigrants think that they showed such great heroism and achieved such a great
accomplishment that is worthy of appreciation. This situation has naturally created
a great expectation in the immigrants that they would be appreciated by the
Turkish society when they came to Turkey. However, the immigrants realized after
they immigrated that majority of Turkey’s native population, except for some
people, was not even aware of their presence, that they did not know what they
had experienced, and that they did not even regard the immigrants as Turks.2 This
situation caused the immigrants to think that their self-sacrifice and act of
immigration were meaningless, in vain and worthless.
The immigrants, who used to identify the concept of being a Turk with
Turkey and see them as the reflection of each other before immigrating, started to
evaluate these concepts separately in order to protect the value of their own
identity and their act after immigrating. According to this, Turkey may have lots of
negative aspects; however, being a Turk is independent from this and its value is a
concept which is not linked with the circumstances the country is in. Even if nobody
is aware of the fact that the immigrants behaved heroically for the sake of being a
Turk, they have insisted in regarding and making others see themselves and their
2

For detailed information on the ways the immigrants of Bulgaria otherise the native
population living in
Turkey, see (Kaderli, 2008: 382-405).
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act as valuable, superior and meaningful both as a result of their own belief and
because of the failure of those who returned to Bulgaria after immigration and
those who never immigrated and remain in Bulgaria in this challenging
examination.
While it is mainly the immigrants of 1989 who criticize those who returned
or remained in Bulgaria in the most rigid way, the immigrants of previous periods
criticize and otherise those who returned or remained back in Bulgaria in the same
way. However, the immigrants who immigrated before 1989 must take the
following important aspect into consideration in their thoughts and critiques
concerning the issue: Following the immigrations before 1989, the immigrants did
not have the opportunity to return to or visit Bulgaria frequently. We believe that
this situation ensured that they come to terms with the post-immigration process
and the circumstances they were in easier. It is extremely difficult to express an
opinion about how the immigrants who did not have the chance to go back would
have behaved if they had had the chance to return.
The former immigrants say that they suffered more as they did not have
the chance to go back after immigration; indeed, they did not experience a
hesitation about whether to go back in this situation they were obliged to be in.
According to the immigrants of 1989, the former immigrants did not have an idea
of going back because they did not have such a chance anyway and they came to
terms with the circumstances they were in without living a dilemma.
That some immigrants returned to Bulgaria following the immigration of
1989 is an important argument the immigrants of 1968–1978 use to support their
group identity’s claim of superiority:
‘Once you come to Turkey, you hold on to life, there is no hope for the
rest any more. People did not return at our time; it never occurred to
us anyway. Why should I return if I came here as an immigrant?
Haven’t they seen any hardship whatsoever? I call those who returned
delicate ones. They got used to abundance there. I think they did
wrong. Could they have lived here if they had hold on to life here?
Sure, they could have’ (W15).
The immigrants have started criticizing the Turks who returned to or
remained in Bulgaria in a more rigid and self-confident way especially at recent
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times when they have overcome all material difficulties and reached an extremely
good standard of living in socio-economic terms. For the immigrants, they have
passed the exam of immigration lasting more than twenty years. For them, today
no one, including the Turks who returned and remained in Bulgaria, can claim that
they immigrated in vain or their immigrating did not bring any good. That the
minority and citizenship rights of the immigrants of 1989 have been returned by
Bulgaria and that the immigrants can go to Bulgaria comfortably and at frequent
intervals have had significant influence in the formation of this approach. The
immigrants interpret the collapse of the socialist regime after they immigrated as a
twist of faith in connection with themselves.
Although the immigrants state that they want to hear an explicit
acknowledgement and confession from the others, in fact, that this does not come
true further nourishes their own group identity’s superiority claim. In other words,
the fact that both groups maintain their borders and discourse in the same way is
more functional in terms of the continuity of the groups. Similarly, though the
immigrants state that they feel sorry that their homeland where they used to live in
the past is unrecognizable now, they feel partially glad that the environment they
left behind maintains its negative condition in the same way, just for the sake of
feeling they did something good by emigrating. The immigrants criticize the living
conditions of the others in the framework in the conditions they are in and the
means they have at the moment.Ignoring the traumatic impact process of certain
changes brought about by immigration, they basically ascribe the current negative
conditions of those who did not emigrate or returned to Bulgaria, which arise from
political and socio-economic reasons, to the fact that they did not emigrate,
attributing their living standards which they are used to now to having immigrated
and not having returned:
‘Now when I go to Bulgaria, it doesn’t make me any good. I see people
get up at three in the morning to milk the cows or to go to work. We
sleep here late like pashas. And pensions are low back in there. Oh,
how much people suffer there. Now my money is deposited in the
bank and I go and draw my money. I can stay there (in Bulgaria) for a
month or for a week as I wish. I go there whenever I feel like going.’
(W18).
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According to the immigrants, just like those who returned, those Turks who
remained will not admit to have made a big mistake not emigrating. Therefore, the
immigrants state that they deliberately exaggerate their behaviors, speeches and
attitudes indeed during their stay in Bulgaria against those Turks who perceive their
behaviors or attitudes as showing off or humiliating them:
‘Ok, here is what it is but those who remained do not openly say you
succeeded, you suffered a lot; we couldn’t go because we couldn’t
bother. They can’t say *We couldn’t do this but we should have done+.
If they said this, we would feel sorry for them anyway but they won’t
say this. As they don’t say this, they seem to have come to terms with
that cruelty and we get angry once again. It’s always good to be on the
safe side, we at least managed to do this. (She adds laughing) We are
on the safe side but we can’t do without going to the other side! This
makes us good; we say [Look, we did the right thing] once again. Look,
what Sister Shehzade said to me a couple of days ago; now she’s going
to Bulgaria for a visit soon, I said *You’ve chosen yourself a very
ostentatious dress]. And she said [Well, where we are coming from
should be visible; let them see it]. They are starving now but they are
trying to cover it up. They did that mistake once in any case; they don’t
want to acknowledge it.’ (W3).
Most of the Turks living in Bulgaria today criticise and otherise the
immigrants on the grounds that they have become similar to Turkey’s native
population and naturalised and that they have lost their language and culture.
Therefore, those environments and times which the two groups come together in
today are tense and insincere environments where they simply involve themselves
in a contest of superiority with each other, where they reflect things in an
exaggerated way and try to impose on the other that they are right. Though this
relationship and communication pattern estranges the two groups even further
from each other in time, this situation is the sole source and way of defense
available to the both groups in order for them to be able to regard themselves and
their living as meaningful and acceptable in the situation the both groups are in.
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Conclusion
Identification is a process of otherisation and this process emerges also
within a group of immigrants based on contextual differences specific to
experiences of immigration and the ways these are interpreted, as seen among the
Turkish immigrants of Bulgaria. However, the identities within this group of
immigrants and the way these identities are manifested cannot be observed based
on material elements but rather narrative manifestations. This is particularly the
case about the manifestation of the ‘immigrants who immigrated in a certain year’
identity, which is the most important sub-identity of the group.
Today, it is impossible to realize that there is a conflict of identity among
those immigrants except for their conversation environments. However, the
immigrants of each period otherise one another because their experiences and the
meanings they attribute to these experiences are different even if they are the
members of the same family. These immigrants, who used to define themselves
within the same identity as Turkish and Muslim, otherise one another today based
on such criteria as having lived comfortably or under harsh conditions before
immigrating, whether or not having brought their household goods and belongings
with them during immigration, and having suffered more or less after immigrating
as they need to do so. Based on this, the group which deserves the identity of
immigrants is the one which experienced the immigration under the most difficult
conditions. Each group of immigrants of the same period lays emphasis on its
superiority only in environments where there is nobody else. However, in
environments where the immigrants of various periods are together, based on
numerical superiority, the immigrants either involve themselves in heated
discussions or voice what they want to say through pronouns such as “them, the
new ones, the old ones” indirectly instead of addressing people in the environment
directly.
The hot topic of discussion among immigrants of different periods is which
group has reached the best position economically based on the times that has
passed since immigration. While the discussion of superiority was seen only
between new and old immigrants in identity narratives of immigrants, two subgroups have joint this discussion since the immigrants started to visit Bulgaria after
they regained their right of citizenship. These two groups are the Turks who
returned to Bulgaria after the immigration of 1989 and those who never
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immigrated. The experience of visiting Bulgaria has enables the immigrants to add
new meanings to their immigrant identity and immigration experience from their
perspective. Having immigrated for an ethnic and religious identity is not
something which is continuously appreciated in the immigrated environment
especially by the native population. However, the immigrants had such an
expectation of appreciation when immigration, which has disappointed them and
caused them turn in upon themselves. This need of being appreciated of the
immigrants, which was not satisfied after immigration, was satisfied when they saw
those Turks who returned or never immigrated were living in negative conditions
during their visits to Bulgaria.
Those Turks who returned after immigration or who never immigrated
have identified the immigrants of different periods as the members of a group of
immigrants who ventured to emigrate leaving all sort of financial means behind for
their ethnic and religious identity and who chose to remain in Turkey overcoming
all difficulties. Although they involve themselves in intense identity discussions as
the old and new immigrants during their daily communications, the immigrants will
lead up to talking about the situation of the Turks who returned or never
immigrated after a short while and enable themselves to curtain their differences
and derive a satisfactory feeling of unity concerning their identity.
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Experiencing the Formation of Hybrid Cultural Identities In FirstGeneration Turkish Immigrants To The United States

Pelin HATTATOGLU, Oksana YAKUSHKO
Abstract. The paper is based upon the research that explored the formation of hybrid
cultural identities of five first-generation Turkish immigrants to the United States working in
the high-technology sector. Postcolonial theoretical perspective was used to conceptualize
the formation of hybrid cultural identities in the globalized world, and Interpretive
Phenomenological Analysis was employed to analyze in depth the lived experiences of the
participants. The research findings indicated four broad common experiences narrated in
the interviews: Shifting Identities, Identities in Comparison, Identities against Power, and
Transforming Self. These findings concurred with the postcolonial assumptions that
challenged the generalizations of cultural identity in clinical psychology theory and
research.
Keywords: hybrid identity, immigrant identity formation, interpretive phenomenological
analysis, postcolonial theory

Introduction
Globalization is changing the immigrant narratives of identity formation
and their adaptation processes drastically from the previous generations (Adler &
Gielen, 2003; Portes & Rumbaut, 2006). Technological advances are allowing
contemporary immigrants’ ability to stay connected with theirhome country while
interacting with different cultures in their host country (Arnett, 2002; Kivisto,
2001). It has been argued that these new dynamics have the potential to change
the psychological structure of immigrants (Berry, 1997; Phinney, Horenczyk,
Liebkind, & Vedder, 2001).Hannerz (1996) arguedthat globalization gives
momentum to migration, which fosters transnational connections and in turn gives
birth to new ideas about self. Furthermore,Arnett (2002) suggested that the main
psychologicalimpact of globalizationis found in identity-related phenomena.
Thus, immigration results in tremendous interchange and juxtaposition of
people, ideas, products, and other facets of culture, which in turn give rise to new
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relational activities and patterns. Pieterse (1994) described the new relationships
that are formed under globalization as “a process of hybridization . . . [giving] rise
to a global mélange” (p. 161). Therefore, hybridization could be a relevant concept
in studying immigrant identity formation under globalization. Bhabha (1994)
introduced the concept of hybrid identity in postcolonial theory, which is defined as
a process that emerges in the liminal space where the two cultures interact.
Postcolonial theory as an academic discipline was presented primarily by the
writings of Fanon (1952), Said (1978), Spiviak (1991), and Bhabha (1994).
Postcolonial scholarship on identity emphasizes the dynamic process of identity
created in relation to the other (i.e., Gandhi, 1998; Gergen, 1989; Loomba,
1998).The theory’s identity conceptualization opposes any assumptions or textual
knowledge that gives no agency to immigrants to speak for their selves and argue
against conceptualizations that tie identity to nationality (i.e. Bhabha, 1994; Said
1978). It gives rise to concerns over whether the voices of immigrants are silenced
by the dominant discourse and emphasizes the impact of the historic relations and
power differences between cultures in the evolution of their identities (i.e. Said,
1978; Spiviak, 1991). It also highlights such concepts as Orientalization, which
originally conceptualized by Said as the creation of the East by the West to justify
colonization or the Spiviak’s concept of Subaltern, which implies the social group
that is outside the hegemonic power structure.Yet, for Bhabha, these are attempts
to create binary oppositions to help shape identity against the Other.
In consequence, postcolonial scholars suggest that immigration may result
in the emergence of a third identity, whichis a product of cross-pollination of
cultures and is distinct from the cultures that formed it (Bhabha, 1994; Felski, 1997;
Pietrese, 1994). However, traditional research in psychology focuses on onedirectional influence of immigration on identity (Berry, 1997; Sonn, 2002).
Specifically, the emphasis has been on how immigrant experience and the host
culture invariably change immigrant individual identity, requiring an immigrant to
either adopt or reject their home or host culture (Berry, 1997; Sam & Berry, 2006).
In contrast, scholars have called for studies that examine how first-generation
immigrants themselves define and create their identity, and how cultural
colonization may influence such identity formation (Bhabha, 1994; Fanon, 1952;
Said, 1993).
Therefore, our study sought to explore experiences of first generation
Turkish immigrants in the United States in order to understand the common
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features of their identity hybridization process. In addition, we utilized the
postcolonial perspective with its emphasis on socio-historical realities that
unconsciously shape individual identity within cultures (Bhabha, 1994; Said, 1978).
Therefore, this research, shaped by postcolonial theoretical framework, sought to
examine the immigrant identity formations without relying on generalizations,
fixed constructs, and one-sided conceptualizations. We argue that such
formulations imply separation of cultures, which may not reflect the integration
that is established through global relationships.

Method
The study used a qualitative method to examine the hybrid cultural identity
experiences of first-generation immigrants to the United States. Qualitative
research as a human science method attempts to understand meaning, experience,
values, and culture of the participants in general and allows for understanding the
phenomenon from the participants’ vantage point(Barker, Pistrang, & Elliott,
2003;Damico & Simmons-Mackie, 2003; Willig, 2001).We believed that through
qualitative methods we could collect richer description of the phenomenon that
involves social complexities such as hybrid cultural identity.
Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) is one of the qualitative,
experiential, and psychological research methods, which aims to explore
participants’ making sense of their personal and social world (Smith, Flowers &
Larkin, 2009).The phenomenological emphasis of IPA was particularly important in
capturing identity formation process of first-generation immigrants and how
presumed hybridity affected their lived world. IPA focuses on the protection of the
authenticity of such experiences, which are collected through the narrative
accounts of the participants experiencing the phenomenon in semi-structured
interviews (Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009).
In IPA, making sense of what is being said always involves interpretations of
the listener; therefore the analysis of participants’ lived experiences must involve
researcher’s interpretive presence (Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009). Such
understanding combines hermeneutic sensibility (i.e., interpretive focus) with
phenomenology (i.e., focus on lived experience through the lens of individuals
themselves), and it is the basis of IPA’s stance that acknowledges the researcher’s
standpoint in understanding such lived experiences of individuals (Smith, Flowers
&Larkin, 2009). The reflexivity component of IPA enabled the researchersto
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formally acknowledgetheir interpretive role in the analysis phase of research
(Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009). IPA also allowed researchers to capture dynamic,
conflicting, and possibly unconscious material presented by the participants in their
interpretation of their realities (Smith & Osborn, 2008).
IPA’s idiographic component was essential to this research, as it concerns
the particulars rather than generalizations (Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009). The
focus was on the experience of each particular case to understand the sensemaking context for the participants. Thus, “IPA studies are conducted on relatively
small and a reasonably homogenous sample, so that convergence and divergence
can be examined in detail” (Smith, Flowers,& Larkin, 2009, p. 3). Smith, Flowers and
Larkin propose that detailed examinations with idiographic focus can produce a
psychological research that can capture the complexities of human nature.
Participants
According to IPA guidelines for participant selection, the sample can consist
of as few as one or two participants whose experiences could be studied in depth
through extensive interviewing process (Smith, Flowers,& Larkin, 2009). In this
study five participants were selected from among adults of both genders who
immigrated to the United States as adults from Turkey. Saturation was reached
after interviewing five participants (i.e., no new information appeared to emerge
through interviewing) and the data collection was suspended (Shinebourne &
Smith, 2009).They currently live in the United States and work in the hightechnology sector. Several presumptions were made in this purposeful selection of
participants. First, we believe that immigrants who immigrated by choice as adults
have more flexibility in forming hybrid identities in contrast to those who migrated
as children or experienced forced migration (e.g., fleeing economic or political
instability or participating in formal refugee resettlement). Moreover, the sample
included only individuals who migrated by choice as adults so that their cultural
frames of reference were fully established at the time of relocation. Secondly,
Turkish immigrants were selected because their culture of origin was significantly
different than that of the receiving U.S. culture. Lastly, the rationale for selecting
participants who are working in the high-technology sector is related to the
sector’s association with Western values such as progression as well as features of
globalization such as rapid technology change and innovation.
Key details pertaining to the participants are shown in the table below.
Participants’ names and last-name initials are used as an identifier.
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Interviewee
Initials
GS
HG
OS
SB
CO

Gender
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male

Table 1
Participant Demographics
Age
Years in Job Title
the U.S.
44
17
Software Engineer
58
29
Software Engineer
44
12
Software Engineer
48
23
Information Sys.Specialist
46
26
Business Dev. Manager

The participants shared similar socio-economic and educational profiles
and they immigrated to the United States from Turkey with the expectations of
better employment and improvement in economic standing. GS, HG, and OS were
hired by U.S. companies, had work visas, and lived in the United States long enough
to be granted citizenship. SB and CO first arrived to the U.S. as students. SB
obtainedcitizenship through her siblings, and CO was hired by a U.S. firm with a
work visa after he completed his education and is now an American citizen.
Data Collection and Analysis
Data were collected through semi-structured interviews by the primary
researcher who is a Turkish immigrant. Semi-structured interview format which
allowed the primary researcher to be flexible in probing areas of interest as they
arose and allow participants communicate freely. This process not only cultivated
unique themes but also facilitated building rapport with participants (Smith,
Flowers, & Larkin, 2009). During the interview, the primary researcher monitored
and noted participant affect and responded to changes in affect as suggested by
IPA procedures (Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009). The transcribed data from the
semi-structured interviews were analyzed using IPA guidelines
As a first step, the primary researcher reviewed the five transcripts
numerous times to obtain an overall sense of the data, then took notes and made
comments on significant points through a line-by-line analysis of the participant’s
communications. The right-hand margin of the transcribed data was used for initial
noting and explanatory comments of the researcher. The goal was to produce
comprehensive notes and comments on data, which included the field notes and
reflections about the interview. This step focused on understanding the experience
of participants by exploring the language they chose, interpreting participant’s
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experiences, and also identifying abstract concepts. Transcripts were hand-coded
as part of the immersion within the data.
Secondly, these initial noting and exploratory comments were transformed
into emerging themes or patterns that convey concepts, “emphasizing convergence
and divergence, commonality and nuance” (Smith, Flowers, &Larkin, 2009, p. 79).
This stage of IPA data analysis includes the researcher interpretations while
focusing on the connection to the participants’own words. The left-hand margin of
the transcribed data was used for the emergent themes in the transcriptions.
Thirdly, the primaryresearcher searched for connections across emergent themes
in order to cluster them in a meaningful way. A descriptive label was given to each
theme, and the notes were turned into precise statements made by participants. At
this point, the overarching or superordinate themes were identified based on the
central theme arising from the subthemes. These superordinate themes were
triangulated through review by the second author as well as experts in the field.
The first three stages were repeated for each case and reviewed on their own
terms in order to approach each participant case freshly. Tables showing emergent
themes for each participant aidedin locating the patterns across individual cases
and facilitated the construction of master themes across all participants. At this
stage some themes are combined and reframed based on the richness of what is
represented by the theme and its ability to illuminate other themes. Finally, the
master list of superordinate themes and sub-themes was created and crossvalidated within the data and through consultation with experts.
Each superordinate theme for the group was then convertedback to a
narrative. This narrative described participants’ shared experiences in considerable
depth: making claims for the whole group while retaining the voice of individual
participants. The primary researcher returned to individual transcripts with the
explanatory notes and themes, and checked to ensure that the connections were in
line with the actual interview dialogues. The narrative included “relevant extracts
in the participants’ own words, not only to enable the reader to assess the
pertinence of the interpretations, but also to retain the voice of the participant’s
personal experience” (Shinebourne & Smith, 2009, p. 155). Including extracts from
the participants represents the phenomenological emphasis of the IPA, and its
interpretive part is represented by the researcher’s analytical comments of these
extracts. At this final stage, the goal included a creation of a conceptual framework
that relates themes to theory and to the literature on hybrid cultural identity of
immigrants.
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In IPA, the use of direct participant quotes in the narrative involves the
reader in the process of auditing by making the researcher’s logic in reaching a
theme traceable. These extracts from participants show that interpretations are
rooted in the data rather than a product of researcher’s personal biases and
assumptions. The extracts from participants that support the extraction of themes
aimed to provide an extensive evidence to allow readers to act as data auditors
themselves (Elliott, Fisher, & Rennie, 1999; Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009). Equally
important to note, the reflexivity process of IPA also serves as a credibility check as
the primary researcher continually sought confirmation of her interpretation within
participant’s words.
Findings and Discussion
The research relied on the phenomenological interpretation of how people
speak about themselves and narrate their experiences of being first-generation
Turkish immigrants in the United States, which allowed them to form distinct
hybrid selves. In these narratives, nine subthemes clustered under four
superordinate themes appeared in a variety of iterations, which are represented as
a table below.

Superordinate
Theme
Subtheme 1

Subtheme 2

Subtheme 3

Table 2
Superordinate Themes
Shifting
Identities in Identities
Identities
Comparison
Against
Power
Turkish
or Compared to Western
American,
American
Gaze
Both
or
Neither
Revolving
Compared to Subaltern
Door
the
Orientalized
-

Compared to the
Turkish
way

Transforming
Self
The
Consequences of
Growth
The
Uncanny
and
Its
Resolution:
Global Self
-
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Shifting Identities
The first superordinate theme clustered the narratives that are focused on
the contextual aspect of the hybrid self. Participants’ experiences of an identity
that oscillated within place and context gathered under the subtheme called
Turkish, American, Both or Neither. For example, GS identified a self with separate
identities based on context by defining herself as Turkish when describing her
emotional life and as American in matters of citizenship. Similarly, HG identified
himself as being Turkish in his social life and as American in his professional life.On
the other hand, OS expressed a belief that if one has both citizenships they need to
call themselves as Turkish-American. However, he added that in essence he feels
that he is a world citizen who can live anywhere in the world by indicating “right
now, I’m not Turkish, I’m not American. It’s tricky term but I’m a world citizen. I can
go anywhere, and I can do anything after this experience.”
CO separated his two identities but described himself as a TurkishAmerican who feels more American. He attributed this feeling to his coming to the
United States at the age of 20 and having experienced most of his adulthood in
America. He mentioned that “being American is based on whether you have
memories and bonds here and how much you contribute to this country.” In fact,
one person’s comment about his not being American because of his accent
offended him. He narrated,
I was in Amsterdam there was this lady in train. . . . She asked me where I
am from . . . I said Seattle. She said you’re not American. . . . She was
ignorant; she said this based on my accent.
On the other hand, SB positioned herself as Turkish while she also migrated
to the United States in her 20s with her whole family. She stated that she only
identifies as being Turkish, adding, “I cannot forget my Turkish roots; I’m much
more conservative compared to others but I did adopt the culture here too.” She
stated, “I always call Turkey as my home” but then she described a state of being
with different associations in two different countries as “I have two homes, two
citizenships. When I get homesick I go to Turkey, and after a while, I am happy to
come back to my home in the U.S.”
In addition, three of the participants had spent up to two years working
and living in Turkey after their migration to the United States for different reasons
(e.g., visa requirement, spouse commitment, or work assignment). Their
experiences of return are gathered under the subtheme of Revolving Door. GS
indicated she had to return to Turkey due to her scholarship’s 2-year home
residency requirement, but stated this return was something she desired
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regardless of the requirement. She described that unpleasant experiences in her
Turkish work environment was the primary determinant of her decision to come
back to the United States after two years with a job offer. She stated her
“American work style” did not fit to the Turkish institutions. On the other hand, HG
stated, he was comfortable at working in Turkey after years of working in the
United States but their decision of return was taken mutually with his wife for their
children’s future. Alternatively, CO separated himself more from his Turkish
identity because of the negative social and professional interactions during his stay,
although his being Turkish led his company to send him to open Turkish-based
operations. He grounded his desire for return to his longing for the American way
of life, with which he identified the most.
This theme illustrated how participants’ concept of cultural identity shifts
based on the context of their localized experiences. In the oscillations of feeling
American in one context and Turkish in the other, the self was becoming hybridized
and expressed as a choice rather than being at one point along the continuum of
transforming from one national identity to another as expressed in traditional
immigrant adaptation literature (e.g., Berry, 1997).The participant experiences also
challenged the conceptualizations of traditional unidirectional experiences of
immigration (e.g., Sam & Berry, 2006), implying that immigration is no longer
related only to economic and political necessities. These conclusions defy the
assumptions of static immigrant adaptation theories and identity formation and
were consistent with emphasis on globalization as an influence on the identity
formation of immigrants (Arnett, 2002).
Identities in Comparison
The second superordinate theme highlighted that the cultural identities
were created in relation to the Other. Participants narrated a hybrid identity by
comparing their self to American, Orientalized, and in contrast to Other Turks. The
first subtheme of this section is termed Compared to American, which compiled
the participant narratives of identifying with being Turkish likened to their
relational understanding of what being an American means to them. For instance,
SB narrated herself as Turkish and not American based on an understanding of
social relations that stood in direct opposition to what she considered an American
social life. She stated, “I miss the social life in Turkey, neighbors, friends, and all
these relationships. Here you live like a robot, you have to get appointments to see
one another, and everything is on the agenda.” Similarly, HG’ sexpression of his
connection to Turkey was due to his identification with Turkish social values as
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compared to American way of socialization. On the other hand, CO narrated a
relational identity of feeling more American in relation to what he considered as
the Turkish or not-American way of personal and business interactions.
Some participants differentiated themselves from a subculture that they
identified as blue-collar labor, people who had no choice but to emigrate,
immigrants from other countries, or from other Turks who belonged to different
social strata. These narratives were found within the subtheme of Compared to the
Orientalized. In her story, GS narrated a self as an immigrant with reference to
cultural Others:
I was a Turkish immigrant in Germany, and I had a very bad experience
there. Because, you know being a Turkish immigrant in Germany is like
being a Mexican immigrant in the U.S. Second or third level, you’re not
wanted; you’re looked down *on+, despite your education, despite your
income. So deep down, when I came here, I was expecting that, without
realizing, because I’m a foreigner, they would rub it to my face. I have not
seen that here, honestly felt proud to be Turk here. Because Turkish
immigrant mean, you’re best of best from Turkey, education wise or even
the manually working people, they’re more adoptive, not like the ones in
Germany. Not like those close-minded, religious, I-dress-one-way, I-eatone-way, and I-don’t-learn-the-language type of people. They’re more
open, fitting into the culture here. I feel proud of being Turk in the U.S.
In her narratives, Mexican immigrants were Orientalized using their historic
relations with the United States such as the Turks within the context of the
movement of Turkish workers to Germany in the 1960s, which enabled her to
develop a distinct Turkish identity in the United States in reference to the
Orientalized Other. In order for her Turkish identity to take form, an Orientalized
position was needed. Sheattributed her positive experience as an immigrant in the
United States to the fact that there are not as many traditional Turks, which she
Orientalized, in the United States in contrast to countriessuch as Germany. In her
interview, she also differentiated her identity from other nationality immigrants
working in the high-technology sector. She mentioned on several occasions the
advantages of not being among the dominant immigrant group in the United
States, like Turkish immigrants in Germany. She stated this was a way of having a
favorable position as a Turk compared to other cultures like Indians or Asians in the
United States. These nation-based comparative relationships were at the locus of
GS’s immigrant identity formation.
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Another way of such a differentiation for GS was to allowan educated,
open-minded, and adoptable identity to form.CO also differentiated himself from
others through education. He came to the United States as a student to complete
his undergraduate degree and had to pursue graduate education when he could
not secure a job that would sponsor him for work and a residency permit in the
United States. Through getting more education, CO was able to find a position and
started to shape his identity as a Turkish first-generation immigrant working in the
high-technology sector. These narratives of educated selves enabled some
participants to enter a global space by overcoming obstacles related to being
foreign. Therefore, education was used as a way to differentiate oneself from the
Orientalized, to change status or move up in social standing, and a way to find a
personal voice. Moreover, CO narrated that his path to citizenship from temporary
work permit to green card and then naturalization as a citizen as the most
appropriate way compared to other immigrants’ inappropriate ways (e.g., being
undocumented), which helped him differentiate his identity from other
immigrants. In effect, he sought to escape an Orientalized position by Orientalizing
another group of people—the undocumented immigrants.
Participants also separated themselves from a notion they defined as a
“Turkish way” of forming their identity, which is grouped under another subtheme.
Some of the participants believed that Turkey and Turkish culture were
incompatible with professionalism. For example, OS admired his old company’s
executive team who had Western industry experience and changed the culture of
the company in Turkey. He believed they made significant improvements in the
way the company in Turkey does business by embracing Western practices.HG also
articulated the ways that his Turkish upbringing negatively impacted his career and
remarked,
The way I was brought up . . . impacted me negatively for years from a
career perspective because I was always trying to be nice. And now this is
something I try to instill in my kids, be nice socially but be assertive.
It was clear that high value was placed on the American way of doing
business rather than social aspects of his cultural upbringing, which he valued in
other instances.
In most of the narratives, the professional mannerism of the West served
as code for first-generation Turkish immigrants in order for them to be viewed as
professional both in the United States and in the world. In these cases, the
formation of a hybrid identity appeared based on cultural imports from or mimicry
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of a Western practice rather than being a reflection of their original culture’s
practices. These examples were not only an expression of forming relational
professional identities but also a way of separating identity from national culture.
Hence, valuing and mimicking the Western professional practices became an area
where the hybrid identities were formed at the professional level. However, this
mimicking was not a way of mocking or transgressing, as Bhabha (1994)
conceptualized; rather it was a way of giving the cultural authority of
professionalism to the West rather than the non-West. Nevertheless, the act of
mimicking represents a resistance that is used to undermine the ongoing
pretensions, a response to the stereotypes, and to gain agency in the global
professional world. It is a way of showing how immigrants can be successful
professionally.
It is important to note that, in the narratives the expressed norms of
professionalism did not come from the West but from the first-generation Turkish
immigrants. According to the postcolonial lens, this stance can be interpreted as
reflecting Western ideas of what constitutes professionalism that have colonized
the Turkish first-generation immigrant who works in the high-technology sector by
way of business practices (Bhabha, 1994; Said 1978). On the other hand, it could
also be interpreted as Turkish immigrants, through hybridization of identities,
created a bridge to both cultures and reclaimed the agency of being professional
and resisted stereotyping (Anzaldua, 1987). Overall, this is an act of resistance,
through which these immigrant professionals escaped the Orientalized position
assigned to them symbolically and found a way to be successful in the global world.
Correspondingly, this act interrupted the idea of homogeneous cultural identity
demanding that Turks speak and act as Turks.
Identities Against Power
The third superordinate theme demonstrated the ways of coping with the
power dynamics resulting from various binary oppositions that are related to
immigration experience. The postcolonial lens allowed researchers to examine how
the relational self emerges from the context of historic national interdependences
and power relations. In the interviews, the political power of the United States or
the West over Turkey echoed in various ways. For example, CO and OS described
their desire to come to the U.S. OS described this powerful yearning as follows:
I don’t know why, I always wanted to come to the U.S. since I was very
young, I don’t remember why, maybe the movies I saw, I don’t know. I
think I kind of shaped my life according to this desire.
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CO described this longing as something common to his generation and stated,
In the mid- and late ’80s everyone wanted to get off the country and
explore something new, especially the ones who watched a lot of American
movies. So I said, let me try my chances and go to the States to study.
Both participants stated that their yearning developed in their childhood,
entering their mind from a source they could not identify clearly although
attributed to American cultural colonization through movies. On the other hand,
for SB and GS, coming to the United States was an educational and professional
necessity; their belief that the United States is an authority in their area. Both SB
and GS were not planning on staying but rather receiving an education that was
accepted as superior and needed for career advancement.
Postcolonial framework allows capturing how people develop the agency in
their attempts to neutralize the imbalance of this power dynamics that may have
been embedded within them since their childhood. According to postcolonial
theory, one of the outcomes of the discourse that reflects cultural power dynamics
is creation of the gaze (Okazaki, David, & Abelmann, 2007; Said,1993)—the
establishment of cultural narratives by those who possess power for those who
lack such power. In the interview narratives that describe the impact of being
observed from the position of power and its various effects on participants’ sense
of self were grouped under the subtheme called Western Gaze. Participants’
understandings of and reaction to this gaze were varied: One of them denied the
existence of it, the other normalized it, and another assumed an indifferent
attitude after declaring deep hurt, whereas some resisted it in different ways.
For GS, the Western gaze was not an issue in the United States. In fact, she
believed that being a high-technology immigrant leaves a favorable impression in
people’s minds. In other words, even if there were such a gaze, it did not bother
the observed because it was a constructive one. GS also attributed a lack of an
unfavorable opinion of Turkish people in the United States to the fact that there
are not as many Turkish immigrants in the United States as in countries such as
Germany.On the other hand, OS stated that he developed an indifferent attitude
toward the presumptions about his coming from Turkey. He describes his
indifference in this dialogue:
They’re not very familiar of Turkey, they think Turkey is a backward
country; people are riding camels in the desert, stuff like that. Some people
knew because they have been to Turkey. They want to talk about their trip,
etc. When they don’t have any idea about Turkey, they say, “hmm,
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interesting”, “hmm, cool”, which means, “I have no idea, no clue.” I’m
neither angry nor upset. Even for the people who knew about it, I’m like
whatever.
The stance of OS is one of not only indifference but also normalizing the acts of
Western gaze. This indifference is formed through years of experience feeling
powerless against how one can be viewed as Other. He, in fact, described his
feelings of being powerless and the resultant suppression of feelings as follows:
Around the area we were living, they were not accustomed to foreigners . .
. because of our accents, they didn’t get us and they just dismissed us. I
was so pissed off. Yes, I was not a citizen but I was paying taxes, I was
creating value. I’m going to pay you, you have to serve me, you cannot
dismiss me. I was a bit lonely, it was a huge change and my mind was busy
taking care of so many things . . . so I guess I was some kind of depressed. I
say “kind of” because I don’t really remember my first 6 months, I deleted
it from my mind.
OS appeared to cope with his stresses of immigration by suppression and
normalization. In contrast, CO could not stay indifferent to Western gaze and chose
to resist the assumptions. For example, he believed the conceptualization of Turkey
as a Muslim country prohibited him from having a voice as a professional.
Therefore, when he speaks, he has to clarify his own views of religion. “I don’t
believe in organized religion,” he said, “but people assume since I come from
Turkey, I must be Muslim. They’re wrong!” He highlighted this fact as another
disadvantage of being Turkish in the professional life.
Alternatively, SB assumed an ambassador role, trying to inform and
primarily give good impression to the people around her to resist the Western
gaze. She stated, “I have been trying to change others’ view of Turkey, tell how
beautiful the country is, how generous the people are.”She stated she wants a
recognition or awareness in the United States about Turkish culture, this is in fact
an act of resistance against an unfavorable gaze and entering the space denied to
the Oriental, that is, an Oriental could be a modern as well. Her identity formation
was based on paying attention to others’ impressions rather than an innocent
process of cultural differentiation of self from Others. In these acts of resisting
Western gaze, identities were formed to achieve recognition by the West and
“reinscribe” (Said, 1993, p. 210) what Turkish means in the world.
Notions of gender and subalternity further complicate the multiple
narratives of first-generation immigrant high-technology employees’ identity
formation and these narratives were grouped under the subtheme named
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Subaltern. Specifically, GS talked about twodiscourses in her conversation one of
which is the high-technology sector, which is dominated by immigrant males and
their prejudices regarding women based on their cultural backgrounds. The other
one is the behaviors that are associated with femininity such as not being
aggressive or being quiet, which are not valued in the male-dominated hightechnology sector. Her belief of high technology immigrants viewed favorably has
changed when discussing the issues of immigrant women. These are not the
contradictions in her speech but rather represented an identity and a perception
that is contextual and multiple.
In addition, OS and CO conveyed a work environment where firstgeneration immigrants are not considered for executive positions. In both
participants’ narratives this practice was normalized and accepted. OS expressed
his opinion as follows:
If you look at it in all these companies, the top executives are White
Americans, a miniscule percentage of executives are immigrants who grew
up here. Women are another story. I don’t see this as an unfair thing; it’s
their country, they have the power, and they don’t want to give up the
power. The power is always reserved for them.
CO also normalized the same situation, claiming it is something that
happens everywhere in the world, not just to him and not just in the United States.
These examples show subalternalization of ethnicity and gendering occurring in a
way that it is accepted and normalized by the subaltern. Participants raised
justifications for their silenced voice by listing prejudices of other immigrants they
have no control over or acceptance of the conceptualization that power does not
belong to immigrants but to the hosts of the country. Beyond these personal
opinions on specific conditions, these narratives represent Turkish first-generation
professionals without a preformed subaltern identity that could be easily captured;
instead, they showed a shifting set of narratives about experiences of attitudes
toward women, cultural upbringing, and masculinity that is associated with the
high-technology sector’s corporate values and power distribution. It is notable that,
similar results in other studies reflected that a male culture is associated with the
high-technology sector, which attempted to silence the gendered and Subaltern
Other (Ozkazanc-Pan, 2012, Rosser, 2005).
Transforming Self
The final superordinate theme compiles the narratives supporting the
ongoing process of identity formation while describing a difficulty in the process of
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identity growth. In the interviews, it was observed that some participants had
actively sought personal growth and pursued the opportunities for this growth
through immigration but encountered difficulties that they did not expect. These
narratives grouped under the Consequences of Growth subtheme. OS articulates
this dilemma by indicating; “In Turkey, families are too much on you and they don’t
really let you grow. And I needed to get out of that environment and I wanted to
grow but I never realized how hard it would be.” He asserted his individuality
against the psychological placidity and the external demand for social conformity.
The path for growth was difficult for OS, experienced as a termination of his old
ways and relationships. However, despite the cost, he reiterated throughout the
interview that this transformation was a choice.
For CO, the cost of desire for personal growth was financial hardship.
However, he did not seem to regret his decision to move and reflected this view in
various ways in the interview. He described his first years this way: “I didn’t know it
would be that hard, first 6 years was very hard. I didn’t know any one. I started
from scratch, but I was a smart kid with a goal.” Instead, GS was not confident that
her struggle for growth was worth it although she achieved her explicit reason for
her immigration, which was professional growth and her immigration served the
purpose of escaping from personal problems as well. On the other hand, HG
regarded inner growth as an unavoidable part of life, especially when one is
exposed to different viewpoints and practices. For him, the dynamics of his growth
involved emergence of hybrid identity through the fusion of two cultures. He
regarded this process as an enlargement in perspective: exposing himself to
different views, and choosing a space that feels more suitable for him.
In some of the interviews, signs of identity fragmentation and ambivalence
toward any cultural identity were noticeable, which were grouped under the
subtheme of The Uncanny and its Resolution: Global Self. For example, OS, who
desired to come and experience the United States since his childhood stated
that“they say, you became American, you start to think like them, then I say, No I
don’t exactly think like them, I’m something in between. I don’t know what I am,
though.” The postcolonial rendering of the psychoanalytic term the uncanny(Freud
1919/55) can be observed in OS’s narratives of self as he expressed his feelings of
in-between-ness. Both Kristeva (1994) and Bhabha (1994) use this Freudian
concept to emphasize the details and the dangers of living on the margin in
contrast to living with the idea of homogenous culture or national identity.
ForBhabha, feelings of the uncanny are the underlying force for hybridization of
identities. In OS’s later narratives, a world citizen or global-self emerged as a
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solution of this indeterminate state. In his interview, the ambivalence of returning
to Turkey or staying in the United States was also prominent. He resolved the
ambivalence by calling himself a world citizen.
In one of these ambivalent places, HG looks at the emergence of global self
as a natural outcome of an integrated world through globalization. He believes the
world is more accepting of immigrants as it embraces what he calls “the global way
of thinking.” His definition of global self emerges as a way to join this nation on
one’s own terms. HG expressed this idea of global self when asked about which
country’s culture he identifies with the most:
When you say culture, it’s a big word, so I would like think *to+ myself I’m a
global citizen more that any one culture, but I think it could be a
pretentious thing to say; when you see more, you’re better kind of, but it is
not always true. But I say more global not in the pretentious way but in the
sense that quite often I don’t fit neither American view nor Turkish view. I
might fit in one aspect to Turkish or in another American but for most
issues it’s neither, because I don’t quite fit to one culture, I don’t fit to
ideas in general population in the U.S. nor in Turkey … that’s why I say
global but something different beyond culture affect me. Some people in
the U.S. think like I do or some in Turkey.
The resolution to seek an identity in cosmopolitanism, which was defined
as global self or world citizenship, was clearly observed in some of the interviews.
Their experiences endorsed the fact that stable repositories of identity and culture
can no longer be assumed in the globalized world.
According to postcolonial theory, identity and culture are dynamic
processes that disrupt the concept of nationality as an anchor point (Bhabha,
1994). For Bhabha, this lack of reference in turn creates a space for ambivalences.
In a state of ambivalence, an identity cannot be determined or categorized and
therefore has a hybrid nature that leaves a sense of self in between and
indeterminate. In the interviews, it was observed that some participants tried to
resolve the ambivalence by living in Turkey for a period or by literally assuming the
bridge role where they voluntarily facilitated communication and travel to each
place, or identifying with global citizenship. It is the hybridity that provides the
ability to live in ambivalence, to stand in the spaces between self-states and resolve
the psychic conflict between the old and new, me and them, past and future, love
and hate (Akhtar, 1995).
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Conclusion
Undoubtedly, this research presents only a portion of a complex story
about self and identity that is formed through the experience of immigration in the
globalized world. The research focused on five first-generation Turkish immigrants
who work in the high-technology sector. This study found support for assertions by
postcolonial theorists regarding multiple ways, in which hybrid identity formation
of a certain group may be based on context, place, and relational histories (Bhabha,
1994; Ghandi, 1998; Gergen, 1989). The result of the study highlighted facets of
hybrid identity formation that can be attributable not only to immigration but also
to other experiences that bring cultural foundations together or apart. Thus, the
impact of power differences, historic relational dynamics, resistances to textual
knowledge, stereotyping, mimicking, subalternalization, Orientalization, effect of
the gaze of the powerful over powerless, the uncanny, and the other postcolonial
expressions of identity may represent the immigrant identity formation.
The narrow focus on the high-technology sector in this study was intended
not only to create a homogenous sample but also to analyze a group of people who
work in a segment that is identified with Western and the globalized world’s values
of innovation, modernism, and progress. The same study could be extended to
immigrants with different backgrounds and different worldviews, and who worked
in fields that are considered more traditional in order to analyze their formation of
hybrid identities in the globalized world from a wider perspective. Moreover, the
comparative analysis of two studies not only highlights how differences in
backgrounds of people may impact the hybridization process but also acts as a
comparative measure for the impact of globalization on the identity formation of
immigrants or any other groups of people.
The study results did not highlight a neat set of ideas that could describe
the identity process for the use in quantitative research or clinical practice with
immigrants because of the indeterminate and unsettled nature of identity
formation viewed in postcolonial terms. The complicated task of examining this
information could be moderated by other research designs that can attempt to
answer specific clinical questions from a postcolonial or alternative theoretical
perspectives. In addition, further qualitative research can seek to examine ideas
regarding cosmopolitanism or global identity in deeper and more focused ways
than were included in this research. However, the study highlighted the complex
and dynamic nature of identity formation and self-identification that represents a
living view into how immigrants perceive themselves within the multiple sending
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and receiving cultural spaces. We hope that further research continues to attend to
such complexity in an effort to provide a more nuanced and dynamic view of
immigrants and migration.
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Meskhetian Turks in Fourth Land:
Identity and Socio-economic Integration into American Society
Musa YAVUZ ALPTEKIN

Abstract: This study examines the socio-cultural life in the new land and integration
processes into the host community of the 75 Meskhetian Turkish households resettled in
Denver, Colorado. The traditional homeland of the Meskhetian Turks, as one of the dozens,
if not hundreds, immigrant communities living the U.S.A., is Akhaltsikhe, a district in the
region Samtskhe-Javakheti within the borders of the modern-day Georgia. In 1944, the
Meskhetian Turks were forcibly removed from their homeland and exiled en masse to
various countries in Central Asia by the Soviet Union. A significant part of those resettled in
Uzbekistan were transferred to the city of Krasnodar in Russia, after the Ferghana Events of
1989. In 2004, due to the conditions of resettlement, 12,500 Meskhetian Turks immigrated
to the U.S, under a refugee program, and dispersed throughout 26 states. Using the
methods such as surveys, in-depth interviews and participant observation with an
integrated approach, this study examined the family and community social structure of the
Meskhetian Turks currently living intensively in Denver, Colorado. The study illustrated their
cultural aspects, and tried to identify the present day of the process of integration into the
U.S. society, as well as to envisage the probable future of this integration.

Keywords: Meskhetian Turks, Colorado, Socio-cultural Integration, Identity, Exile, Refugee,
Diaspora.

Introduction
Meskhetian Turks witnessed two exiles, four countries, three cultures,
languages, politic and economic regimes, two religions, and two societal forms in
only two generations. All of these transformations have also brought about rapid
and painful social changes. This essay aims to examine socio-economic, cultural,
religious and identical problems and happiness of Meskhetian Turkish community
living in USA.
The Meskhetian Turks are a Turkish population that lived in the Akhaltsikhe
(Ahiska) district until the mass deportation in 1944. The Akhaltsikhe district had
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been one of the Anatolian provinces located in the east such as Erzurum, Artvin,
Kars, and Ardahan, continuously for centuries at least until 1828. The said province
is not today in the political integrity of the Republic of Turkey, and the people of
this province don’t live there anymore.
The Akhaltsikhe district is located across the Georgian side of the presentday borders of Turkey, and the Akhaltsikhe city is 30 km away from the Turkish
border. The space’s being so important is associated with the transformation of the
world. Even short distances have gained importance in transition from empires
ruling huge lands to nation states. Differences far beyond the geographical distance
of 20-30 km have emerged between staying beyond the border and within the
border. Many political, social, economic, religious, denominational, ethnic, and
ultimately identity-related differences have appeared. Despite the unity in all other
categories, even basic human rights could lose their basis with the border
difference. In transitions from empires to nation states, many such situations
sprang up in the world. Many communities from the same nation were divided into
different nation categories and had to reorganize their lives within a very different
political, social and cultural framework. Although this could lead to lucky results for
some few communities, it resulted in involuntary mass migrations and eventually
deportations for the majority (Karpat 2003: 11-20; Conquest 1970; Denisenko and
others 2003; Mukomel 2005; Pohl 1999; Khazanov 1995; Martin 1998).
The Meskhetian Turks have become one of the many Turkish communities
adversely affected by the aforementioned transformation of the world. This
community became the Turkish population, but could not be included in the scope
of the Turkish Nation. In simile, they may be described as orphans of the Ottoman
Empire and Anatolia’s stepchildren. Details inconsequential for post-Ottoman
countries and other cities in Anatolia have led to great political and social
adversities that are still not over for the Meskhetian Turks and probably will not
end in the near future.

The Origin of the Meskhetian Turks and Exile
The Meskhetian Turks are the remainder of the two separate ancient
Turkish communities that settled in Akhaltsikhe district before. The first is the
Turkish community which stood in front of the Macedonian King Alexander the
Great in his Caucasus expedition and was recorded as Bun-Turks in the sources, as
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confirmed by the European and Georgian historians. Historians state that this
expression means autochthonous-native Turks. The second Turkish
community refers to the 45 thousand Kipchak families the Georgian King
David II invited to fight against the Seljuk Turks and had brought from the
north, in another expression dominant then from the Dasht-i Kipchak,
between the years of 1118-1120 A.D. The Kipchak-Turkish population in the
region increased with those who migrated under the leadership of Kipchak
Khan Sevinc 70 years later. Further unrecorded mass migrations of Kipchaks
to the region may have occurred. This concentration of population resulted in
the establishment of the Kipchak Turkish Principality in Akhaltsikhe, Ardahan
and Artvin in 1262 by the first Kipchak King Sargis with the support of the
Ilkhanid ruler Abaqa Khan. This principality became the longest -lived Turkish
principality of Anatolia that lived until 1578 when Akhaltsikhe became part
of the Ottoman territories and the Kipchak Beys became governors and
bureaucrats of the Ottoman Empire in the region (Zeyrek 2001: 6-40, 2006: 935).
From 1578 until 1828 when Akhaltsikhe was for the first time no more
under Ottoman rule, it was an “Ottoman territory” and the Akhaltsikhe
Kipchaks were the “Ottoman Turks” continuously for 250 years. They
integrated with the Ottoman and Anatolian in all respects. The 93-year period
between that date and 1921 when Akhaltsikhe broke away from the Ottoman
Empire was the process of disengagement. During this century-old process of
disengagement, Akhaltsikhe hovered between Russia and the Ottoman
Empire. However, including marriages, Akhaltsikhe just like Ardahan, Artvin
and Kars continued to be culturally a part of Anatolia until the forcibly
deportation of the people in the villages of Akhaltsikhe in 1944 after the
evacuation of the city center in 1828. Since the last Turkish soldier was
removed from Akhaltsikhe by order of Stalin, the other meaning of referring
to the Meskhetian Turks had become referring to the Meskhetian Diasporas
living in distant lands outside Akhaltsikhe. Various regions of Russia, especially
Krasnodar were brought to agenda first for the Meskhetian Turks in Central
Asia (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan), and then for the ones in
Uzbekistan, and finally the United States of America was raised for some living
in Krasnodar (Wimbush and Wixman 1975; Swertlov 2006; Gunay 2012;
Aydıngün 2002; Laczko 1998).
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Scope
The total population of the Meskhetian Turks living in the world today is
estimated at 600 thousand. This population is known to disperse in 8 different
countries. The states with the highest population of the Meskhetian Turks are
respectively Turkey (190 thousand), Kazakhstan (170 thousand), and the Russian
Federation (85 thousand). Other countries where the Meskhetian Turks live in
smaller communities are Azerbaijan (50 thousand), Kyrgyzstan (45 thousand),
Uzbekistan (25 thousand), Ukraine (15 thousand), and the U.S.A. (12 thousand)
(Riyazantsev 2009; Seferov & Akış 2008: 401-406; Trier and Khajin 2007;
Pentikainen and Trier 2004; Oh 2012). Thus, it is clearly impossible to study the
whole of such a large and dispersed population even by any sociological method.
However, some studies, albeit insufficient, on the Meskhetian Turks in Turkey,
Central Asia, and Russia were and have been carried out. Nevertheless, there are
very few academic studies conducted on the Meskhetian Turks who started to go
to the United States under a refugee program in 2004 and whose population in the
U.S. reaches 12 thousand today (Kolukırık 2011: 167-190; Aktaş & Buntürk
2007:129-142). Hence, this study is about the Meskhetian Turks living in Denver,
Colorado in order to both limit the study to one of the regions where the
Meskhetian Turks inhabit and to choose this limited area from the U.S.A.

Research Methodology
The universe of this research is limited to the Meskhetian Turkish
community of 75 households who lives in Denver. In 2011, during the stay in
Denver, Colorado for seven and a half months, the author had the chance to meet
the Meskhetian Turks at least two or three days each week and to establish closer
relations for six months. The Meskhetian Turks preserve their traditional culture as
a result of being a rural community on the one hand and an exiled community on
the other hand. As a requirement of this culture, the majority of the Meskhetian
Turks in Denver go to mosque every Friday and assemble there for weekly public
worship. Thus, for the author, this enabled collective meetings, talks and interviews
as well as the creation of mutual trust. These times spent together both developed
the acquaintance between the author and the Meskhetian Turks in Denver, and
provided a unique opportunity to obtain quite detailed information. Moreover, the
author attended their three weddings as well as having a picnic together once.
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These occasions had a different significance, as being the most collective gathering
of the Meskhetians in Denver.
The other time of gatherings was the holy month of Ramadan. Almost
every day during Ramadan, one of the Meskhetian Turks hosted an iftar dinner.
Extremely friendly environments were created, and thus the author had the
opportunity to make detailed observations. Lastly, the author could meet and talk
with the Meskhetian Turks through family and workplace visits several times.
In order to embody all of these observations and interviews, in-depth
interviews were conducted with five Meskhetian Turks, one of whom was B.T from
Samtskhe-Javakheti Region, Adigeni Disctrict, Bolajuri Village, and suffered the exile
in 1944. Apart from this, a 55-item survey was applied to 22 Meskhetian families.
Thus, this study based on ethnographic observations and in-depth
interviews as well as surveys used both qualitative and quantitative research
methods in an integrated manner. Surveys alone could be misleading although
concrete numerical data is provided by surveys. Therefore, it was deemed proper
to appropriately include the ethnographic information gathered in seven months in
the findings of the study. In order to avoid being uninformed about the research
topic, the author was intertwined with the Meskhetian community in Denver.
However, maximum attention was paid to the danger of the self-identification with
the research topic which M. Weber raised under the method of Verstehen
(interpretive understanding) during the ethnographic observations and interviews
(Bozkurt 2006: 80).
Conceptual Framework: Migration, Exile, Asylum, Diaspora
From superficial point of view, the fact that the Meskhetian Turks left their
places and started to live in other places and countries seems to be explainable
with the concepts of migration, exile, diaspora, and asylum. How accurate this
image is basically may be seen after the separate examination of these concepts.
Oxford English Dictionary defines “migration” (2000: 743) as “the
movement of large numbers of people, birds or animals from one place to
another”. Karpat (2003: 3) refers to “migration” as “the movement from the
original place to the desired one”. These definitions include taking initiative, desire
and willing. In that case, migration is the movement of a person, a group or a
community of their own free will from the original place to another.
Oxford English Dictionary defines “exile” (2000: 404) as “the state of being
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sent to live in another country that is not your own, especially for political reasons
or as a punishment”. Thus, exile means that a person, a group or a community is
displaced from their homeland, and not only that, forced to live at least for a
certain period of time in the place where they are forced to migrate.
The same dictionary defines “asylum” (2000: 984) as “protection that a
government gives to people who have left their own country, usually because they
were in danger for political reasons” while “refugee” is correspondingly referred to
as “a person who has been forced to leave their country or home, because there is
a war or for political, religious or social reasons”. In this definition, there is a state
of having to migrate due to various political, social and economic conditions for a
refugee community. However, time and place of migration is largely determined of
a community’s free will.
Oxford English Dictionary defines “diaspora” (2000: 321) as “the movement
of people from any nation or group away from their own country”. Karpat (2003: 5)
states that the term “diaspora” means “dispersion” in ancient Greek, and the main
feature of this term is the idea of returning back to homeland which a community
driven out of their homeland has. A considerable part of diaspora communities in
the world today pursues a case for taking their rights left behind rather than
returning. Given this situation, it is possible to describe “diaspora” in a more
complete way as a community that struggles to return to homeland and take their
rights left behind in the immigration country upon being displaced from their
homeland.
Thus, under which concept or concepts the Meskhetian Turks who
immigrated to the United States should be evaluated needs a brief explanation.
Within the framework of the concepts whose meanings are given above, it is clear
that the movement of the Meskhetian Turks from Akhaltsikhe to Central Asia in
1944 cannot be assessed under “migration”, and is an “exile”, since it involve
involuntary displacement, the use of force and violence, and finally deciding where
to go and as well as the period of time staying there determined by third parties.
The movement of the Meskhetian Turks from Uzbekistan to Krasnodar in 1989
should also be considered in this context. Nevertheless, it is not possible to explain
the third displacement from Krasnodar to the U.S.A. in 2005 under either exile or
migration. This event is clearly asylum with its political, social and legal aspects, and
the relevant Meskhetians are refugees. Last but not least, the Meskhetian Turks in
the United States represent a potential diaspora community, like all other
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communities displaced from their homeland. Although they do not want to return
to Akhaltsikhe, they demand restitution of their rights from Georgia. When this
actual demand becomes a political demand as a result of association and is brought
to legal dimension, it will mean the establishment of Meskhetian Turkish diaspora.
As far as observed, the process is in this direction. Thus, not immigration, but exile,
diaspora, and asylum are explanatory concepts for the Meskhetians in the United
States. Exile explains the recent past, asylum expresses the present, and diaspora
indicate the possible future (Sarfran 1991).

Reasons of the Migration to the United States
The first three thousand of the Meskhetian Turks transported from
Uzbekistan to Krasnodar were entitled to official occupancy right and identity,
while the greater part of the rest was not (Zeyrek 2006: 161). For this reason,
during the 15 years in Krasnodar, the vast majority of the Meskhetian Turks could
not offer their children regular training opportunities, purchase properties, vote,
and become the real owner of any goods they earned. Eventually, they lived almost
an "illegal and unlawful" life (Koriouchkina 2009; Osipov and Cherepova 1996;
Burke 1998; Lubarskaya 2004; Nikitin 2005). It would be appreciated how
intolerable this made their life. For a long time, a solution was expected from
Turkey, and a legal arrangement was made in 1992. However, this arrangement
was not implemented to the desired extent. As a last resort, the Meskhetian Turks
conveyed their status to the American authorities in Russia, and the U.S.A declared
that it would accept up to 25 thousand Meskhetian Turks from Krasnodar as
refugees. Only 12 thousand 500 Meskhetian Turks participated in this refugee
program commencing in 2005, since the rest is known not to be able to submit
necessary passport fees. In addition, between them, there was an opposition
against the movement to the United States. Thus, those who had relatively
sufficient financial means and those who wanted to go to the United States applied
to the program (Prytula and Pohorila 2012).
During the research, the Meskhetians in Denver, Colorado were asked
about the primary reasons that make the United States attractive. The majority
(36%) of the participants ticked only the choice “It grants citizenship or occupancy
rights to immigrants”. This reveals how big a problem the “illegal and unlawful”
situation in Krasnodar is in their eyes. Other participants deemed it suitable to sort
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the choices. Meaning of all these responses was that the Meskhetian Turks went
from Krasnodar to the United States in order to regain freedom and human dignity,
but not to escape from destitution. In that sense, the immigration of the
Meskhetian Turks to the United States looks similar to, for example, the migration
of Armenians and Jews as the remainder communities of empires rather than the
Irish migration. Finally, the United States of America has become the "Land of
Freedom" for the Meskhetian Turks.

Demographic and Economic Structure
Roughly 12.500 Meskhetian Turks who migrated to the United States were
settled in up to 60 cities in 20 states in groups of 100 to 200 households. The
Meskhetian population in the U.S. is highly mobile since they have been randomly
dispersed under a refugee program, and are still in the process of resettlement.
After the first two years, every family migrated to cities which house their relatives
and offer lower house prices and a favorable labor market. Particularly those
working in interstate transportation have mainly this tendency. This group spends
their life travelling in vehicles. They are not registered in the state economy. What
matters to them are low real estate prices. To take an example, more than half of
the 130 Meskhetian families settled in Colorado remigrated to other states and
cities. Today, the Meskhetian population in Colorado has been fixed to 75
households with the comers from other cities. Another example is the State of
Utah. While the first group settled in Utah consisted of 80 households, today that
figure has dropped to 35. On the contrary, a Meskhetian group of 150 to 200
households were settled in the State of Ohio, but today that figure has exceeded
300. There are other two major states attracting Meskhetian population. One is
Arizona, the other is Pennsylvania.
Many of the Meskhetian Turks living in the capital city of Colorado, Denver,
and the remaining small group lives in the edge cities of Colorado. The origin of
many Meskhetians in the United States is the northwestern district of the
Samtskhe-Javakheti region, Adigeni. While a part of the Meskhetian Turks in
Colorado has been living in the United States for seven years, the majority have
been there for six years, and the minority for five years. As can be seen from this
information, the process of the migration to the United States was spread out over
three years.
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The Meskhetian Turkish families in Denver are combined and large families
of 5.16 persons on average. The largest of the participant families consisted of 7
persons, and the smallest was a 3-person family. In almost every family, at least
one married son lives and shares the same house with his parents, depending on
the continuation of traditional large family structure. There are indeed economic
reasons for living in a stem family which appears to be traditional protectionism.
Especially for a refugee family who has just migrated to the United States, living in
a stem family may reduce life costs two or three times and be an extremely
attractive way. The research indicated that 58% of the Meskhetian Turks lived in
their home, and that they made it possible to buy a home through this way. The
fact that a family living in the U.S.A. just for 5-6 years owns a home indicates a
highly successful economic development. For the Meskhetians, this success is the
result of rural solidarity and large-family-type lifestyle brought to cities in the U.S.A.
as well as other factors. All of the Meskhetian Turks living in Denver have at least
one relative in the state of Colorado. Frankly, after exiled in 1944, the Meskhetian
Turks adopted a closed society approach and entered into and endogamous
marriage. Thus, almost all of them were found to be a relative of the other, albeit
through affinity. Exiles and migrations turned the Meskhetian Turks from members
of a wider society in Akhaltsikhe into the Meskhetian Turk community. In a way, the
identity was horizontal and the geography was partial before the exile, while the
geography became horizontal and the identity become partial after the exile.
The surveys have indicated that none of the Meskhetians in Denver, many
of whom originated from Bolajuri and Chechla villages of Adigeni, have any
relatives in homeland Samtskhe-Javakheti. Thus, the 1944 deportation clearly
functioned as quite an ethnic cleansing. This geography was so cleansed from the
Meskhetian Turks that there was no one behind. On the other hand, the
Meskhetians in Denver have relatives in Turkey, Uzbekistan and Russia. The
research shows that 12 families engaged in the surveys have relatives of 52
households in Turkey, 218 households in Russia, and 170 households in Uzbekistan.
Having regard to the Meskhetian Turkish community of 75 households in Denver,it
is possible to think that hundreds of relative families live in these three countries.
The Meskhetian Turks in the U.S.A. can see their relatives largely by telephoning
and travelling to these countries. Due to the remote distance, relatives outside the
United States have not been able to visit them in Denver so far. Thus, the
continuity of the ties of kinship is left to the discretion of the ones in the U.S.A. In
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this sense, reciprocity has ended, which signals that kinship relations will get
reflected in future generations less and less.
It would be beneficial to provide general numerical information on the
income status of the Meskhetian Turks in Denver. Although the Meskhetians are a
small community, income level may vary beyond existing social differentiation and
social respectability. Since the Meskhetian Turks consider income status as a
private matter, relevant information was received not through survey questions,
but through in-depth interviews confirmed many times. Income groups may be
roughly divided into five categories in terms of occupation and line of work. Those
in the lowest income bracket receive monthly disability benefit of $ 600. Their
family does not have many members, so household expenses can be met through
the additional income of a working member.
The Meskhetian Turks age 65 and older who receives monthly social
security old-age benefit of $ 600 may be included in this first category. The second
category involves those who make 10 to 12 dollars an hour, work 40 hours a week,
and receive an average monthly wage of $ 1600. For families of this category, two
persons working can meet household expenses. The third category includes those
who drive a truck owned by someone else and make an average of $ 4000 a month.
The fourth category consists of those who work as a car mechanic and make 7 to 9
thousand dollars a month. In the fifth category, there are those who transport
goods on their own trucks and are at the top of the pyramid in terms of income.
They can make 8 to 10 thousand dollars a month on average. In addition, there are
families who own their own business such as a pizza parlor which does not form an
income group and is a single instance at least for now. Their average monthly
income may exceed 8 to 10 thousand dollar after the first few years of survival.
Considering the Meskhetian families’ monthly income ranging from $ 75 to
$ 300 in Russia, the figures above are extremely high. As the Meskhetian Turks
brought their rural working culture to cities in the U.S.A., generally all family
members work and make money. As before, income is collected by the head of the
house and spent frugally and in a controlled manner. As such, the economic
recovery gains speed. For example, in case of two persons working in a family in
the lowest income, the average monthly income would be $ 3200, and the half
could be spared. In other words, these families can save up to pay cash for a house
within two or three years. In case of a third person working or a higher monthly
income, it could be even sooner to buy a house. As a matter of fact, the research
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indicated that 50% of the respondents had their own houses, and a large part of
those who do not own a home raised the required amount and were searching for
a suitable home (Borjas 2006).
Lastly, it would be beneficial to touch on the intra-community social
organization of the Meskhetian Turks. Meskhetian Turkish social solidarity and
organization is based on mechanical solidarity as conceptualized by E. Durkheim
and Gemeinschaft as coined by F. Tönnies. It is the solidarity by similarities where
primary relationships are at the forefront. Accordingly, the Meskhetian Turkish
community in each state has two informal leaders, one of whom is religious and
the other political. Religious leaders are more influential and called “eke” following
the leader’s name. ‘Eke’ is an Old Turkish word which means elder brother or
mature man. The Meskhetian Turks in Colorado have also two leaders who have
been adopted by the majority of the community. A religious leader is the person
who blesses people and is asked about religious matters, and whose words are
listened to. Political leaders organize the community about more secular matters.

Culture and Everyday Life
It was determined that the Meskhetian Turks in the United States preferred
to communicate only in Turkish at home at the rate of 92%. Here is a choice since
the Meskhetian Turks speak the Uzbek language and Russian as well as Turkish. 8%
ranked these languages from most to least frequently preferred for communication
at home as Turkish, Russia, and English, respectively. Ethnic studies in the United
States highly regard what language is spoken at home. A criterion for assimilation
in the United States is speaking English at home (Thernstrom 2004: 52-53). Thus, it
should be highlighted that the Meskhetian Turks are away from assimilation as of
today and maintain their own culture codes. However, the first-generation
immigrants called “foreign born1” often continue to speak their own language. In
this sense, there is not an extra situation specific to the Meskhetians.
The second and third generations are the determinant.
In the light of research and observations, It is believed that the first
1

In the Literature on the Sociology of Immigration in the U.S., immigrants and expatriates
are called “foreign born”, but not first generation. First generation is used for their children
born in the U.S. Although this usage is also basically preferred in this study, the phrase “first
generation” is sometimes used for those born outside of the U.S. in terms of the
Meskhetian Turks themselves.
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generation (foreign born) will achieve only economic integration, the second
generation will achieve social integration, and the third generation will fully achieve
sociocultural integration by retaining only the Turkish and Muslim identity (Costoiu
2008). Thus, the first immigrants will remain to be the Meskhetian Muslim Turks
seeking asylum in the United States. As an identity, Turkishness is more dominant
than Muslimism in this generation since they believe that Russia sent them into
exile not because they are Muslim, but because they are Turkish. Although the
continuity of a Turkish identity without Turkish language seems possible in the
second generation, religious identity will come to the fore in the third generation
and there will be American Muslims whose origins are based on Meskhetian Turks.
In this generation, Turkish identity will have significance only between other groups
of American Muslims.
Freedoms and Integration into the Socio-Political System
Social integration is achieved through socialization. Socialization is ideally
possible in a certain age range (Manojlovic 2009; Costoiu 2008). To deal with this
matter, it should be first accepted that socialization will never ideally come true for
most of the foreign born Meskhetians. Thus, this should be considered as a matter
of socialization of immigrants. The condition for the socialization of immigrants is
that they can get in and join, if necessary, clubs and organizations. This is closely
related to the perspective of society on the religious beliefs and culture of people
trying to socialize. Therefore, the Meskhetian Turks in Denver were asked whether
they had any difficulty in living their religious beliefs and cultures. 42% of the
respondents stated they “had no difficulty” and the remaining 58% stated they
“had certainly no difficulty”. This is an extremely high pleasure. In such cases, it is
predictable that social integration will be rapidly achieved. The related research
conducted in the United States revealed that social and even cultural integration
accelerated in the absence of discrimination (Hing 1997: 167). In light of this
information, it may be considered that the Meskhetian Turks in the United States
will become rapidly integrated into the host society. The participants were also
asked “Do you have a fear of exposure to discrimination because of your
identity?”.83% answered no and the remaining 17% said “certainly no”. This
question was also asked about real life situations as “Have you ever been exposed
to discrimination because of your identity?”.8% stated that “they had been
exposed to discrimination several times” while 59% answered “never”. The
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remaining 33% said “certainly no”. Thus, the vast majority stated no discrimination
was faced and they also felt contentment. In another question, the Meskhetians
answered whether the liberal environment in the United States worried them
about the identity of their children (Berry et all 2006). The majority of 58%
answered “yes, it worries” while 25% answered “no”. The answer of the remaining
17% was “certainly yes”. Although it seems like there is a contradiction here, this is
due to the disadvantages inherent in the survey method. As the Meskhetian Turks
are a traditionally agrarian society consisting of persons who value faithfulness and
gratitude, they make positive statements unless negative situations are clearly
asked. They do not want to show an attitude or behavior that may be considered as
a kind of "ingratitude". It is extremely understandable. However, it was observed
there were concerns about the identity and culture of their children in the future.
In the last question in this context, the participants were asked to make a situation
assessment whether they had ever observed any tendencies in their children
toward American culture in everyday life after resettled in the U.S. 34% answered
“yes” and 16% said “certainly yes” while 50% answered “no”. Half of the
Meskhetian Turks observed serious changes in their children in relation to getting
used and adopting the American way of life within 5 to 6 years. It was determined
these observations worried the Meskhetian Turks who had a heartfelt desire to
integrate into American society by being themselves in terms of identity.

Tendency to Maintain Religious and National Identity
The Meskhetians were asked how important is to protect the Turkish
identity. 19% answered "important" and the remaining 81% said "very important".
In interviews and conversations, parallel statements and attitudes were repeated
several times. As if they all agreed, the Meskhetians repeatedly say "What
happened to us just happened because we are Turks" and emphasize that their
national identity is the most important value. They were then asked in what way it
would be possible to protect their Turkish identity. They all gave an assertive and
inclusive answer as "Being Turkish in language, religion, culture and emotion". With
this answer, the Meskhetian Turks stressed that they did not intend to ignore any
of their values. The Meskhetian Turks care each component of their identity and try
to honor the month of Ramadan and the holy days and nights (Mirkhanova 2006).
During these times, hosting dinners and reciting Surah Yaseen, the thirty-sixth
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chapter in the Qur'an, are important religious rituals for them. The Meskhetians highly
care to be all together in funerals, do what is necessary and then organize a meal
program where Surah Yaseen is read. The Turkish Association in Denver may provide a
venue free of charge for most of such activities. The author observed that several
programs were organized almost every month in the Association. In this regard, Turkish
Turks in Denver try to help their Meskhetian kin. For example, during the summer
months, on the weekends, 15 to 20 Meskhetian children gather in the Turkish
Association in order to take free courses of Turkish, folk dance and Qur'an. These events
are just some of the images of cooperation, unity and solidarity. However, the author
witnessed the Meskhetian children spoke English among themselves even in these places
and noticed that some could understand Turkish but not speak sufficiently. The
Meskhetians are proud that their children speak Turkish while their children speak
English among themselves. This is a paradox indicating that the cultural difference
between generations will be higher than expected (Aydıngün 2002; Khazanov 1992).
The referred acculturation process works roughly in the same way for all
immigrants. Foreign-born immigrants continue to speak their own language but also try
to learn English, and then children of the first generation become bilingual, but their
children, namely the second generation, speak only English (Hamberger 2009:8 ;
Thernstorm 2004: 58). From the third generation, the young, with a rate of more than
50%, marry someone from different religions and ethnic groups. Afterward children from
these marriages mostly feel themselves to be Americans as secular Protestant Christians.
Thus, it is safe to say that the said process of transformation of culture and identity
respectively happens as linguistic, biological and finally psychologically. This process is
completed in three generations, roughly in 90 years. Except for extremely communitarian
groups living in villages of the U.S. such as the Amish, there is almost no community that
has been able to stay out of this general trend. In this regard, even in the Jews with the
strongest intra-community ties, marriages with people of different religions and
backgrounds have reached 50% in many parts of the U.S. (Dinnerstein & Reimmers 1999:
186-187). The Molokans who emigrated from Russia to the United States constitute a
very remarkable example of it. These people who emigrated to America about a hundred
years ago observed that the liberal city environment of the U.S. in the 1960s estranged
their children from their traditional identity and collectively emigrated to New Zealand
where they hope to better protect their identities (Türkdoğan 2006: 269). These
examples may give extremely important ideas to the Meskhetian Turks in the U.S.
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Is the Meskhetian Turkish Diaspora Possible in the U.S.A.?
Meskhetian Turks are one of the few 'exile' communities whose all
members live away from their homeland in the world today. Thus, all the
Meskhetian Turks are at the moment in the 'diaspora'. However, even in an
undertone, any voice of the Meskhetian Turks about Akhaltsikhe has not been
heard in the international arena so far. The Jews and Armenians in the United
States and the Armenians in France are involved in diaspora activities to the extent
that is an example for many ethnic groups living away from their native place. It is
possible to say that the Meskhetian Turks also need similar international activities.
Therefore, in this study, the Meskhetians living in Denver were firstly asked "Do
you know what the Meskhetian Turkish Diaspora means?". While 70% did not
know, only 30% stated they knew. It is clear that this rate is extremely low. Thus, it
is out of question to expect an actual political activity from a community with an
insufficient level of awareness. The author observed that the Meskhetians did not
engage in any activity to establish an association or to be considered under the
concept of diaspora. They need governmental or civil support to lead them.
Although perhaps it is early yet, their rapidly improving economic situation may
reach the potential to generate a considerable diaspora activity, in company with
an awareness to be developed after a few years. Today the Meskhetian Turks have
their own associations in only three of the 26 states which are Ohio, Arizona and
Pennsylvania. On the other hand, there are two associations in the city of Dayton,
Ohio, home to the largest Meskhetian population in the United States. These
associations may be evaluated as a negative situation by primary approaches as
they have been established as a result of the division of Meskhetian Turkish
community. However, it may have positive results with the effect of increasing
competition.
The Meskhetian Turks were also asked whether they deemed it necessary
to make any endeavor, as a diaspora activity in cooperation with the Meskhetians
in other parts of the world, in order to return to the home Akhaltsikhe or to claim
compensation for their property left behind from Georgia. 10% of the respondents
deemed it necessary and 60% deemed certainly necessary while 10% did not
express an opinion and 20% stated it was not deemed necessary. Despite the
positive responses of 70%, negative and neutral approaches constituting the
remaining 30% indicate that the Meskhetians feel quite nostalgic for their native
place Akhaltsikhe but do not deem it helpful to rake up the past. Thus, it was
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clearly expressed in the in-depth interviews. Finally, the Meskhetian Turks were
asked what their most important problems were then. A 75% majority of the
Meskhetians checked the choice "To gain citizenship in the current country of
residence and to be economically strong". The Meskhetians today are green card
holders. Only children born in the United States and those who have completed the
period of 5 years and passed the test could obtain U.S. citizenship. Thus, their
primary objective is that all the Meskhetians may become U.S. citizens as soon as
possible. Incidentally, only 17% of the respondents checked the choice "To gather
in Turkey" and 8% "To return to Akhaltsikhe."
It is understood that the Meskhetians never think to return to Akhaltsikhe,
although they want to receive compensation for their lands in Georgia. The same
attitude was also expressed in the interviews and collective conversations,
sometimes even more sharply. In a conversation around the table, someone said
that "Georgia has been giving the Meskhetian Turks the opportunity to return
back" and this caused their faces to change. A witty elderly member of the
Meskhetians responded with a soft style that "Yes, it has been, but how? As
becoming a Muslim Georgian not Turkish". On the other hand, another said much
more sharply "We do not need anything" and did not allow the conversion to
continue. When such issues were raised, they struck ‘sensitive’ attitudes literally
conveying the message “What’s the good of talking this?”. As can be understood
from the experiences gained, the Meskhetians wish to feel the dignity of the
human being and to have ‘the right to live’ as a human being. When considering
these basic and unignorable rights, the degree of importance of the concern for the
homeland from which they were forced into exile 70 years ago is seen to be too
vague. The Meskhetian Turks look utterly exhausted due to the disproportionate
force which has been imposed on them so far and now aspire to build a brand new
future on the basis of freedom (Ray 2000; Baratashvili 1998).

Conclusion and Future Projections
Today, approximately 12,500 Meskhetian Turks live in the United States. In
this study involving the 75 Meskhetian households in Denver, Colorado, the
processes which the Meskhetian Turks have been in from the exile in 1944 until
now was treated under the concepts of exile and refugee, respectively. It was
understood that these processes which appeared to be a migration in general
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terms were in the nature of exile and refugee when examined in detail.
The Meskhetian Turkish refugees in the United States are potential
diasporas as the Meskhetian Turkish community rapidly improving their economic
and social situation. The study, however, concluded that such an actual situation
was a long way down the road. Only for the continuation of traditional ties, the
preservation of kinship, and the maintenance of the communitarian structure, the
Meskhetian Turks in the United States keep in touch with the others in Turkey,
Central Asia and Russia and aid their relatives especially in Central Asia and Russia
financially and in kind.
The study carried out in Denver indicates that although the Meskhetians in
the United States are physically distant from each other, they strive to be socially
close. That is largely achieved. The fact that the social distance is short beyond
compare is considered to be useful for the Meskhetian Turks to remain as a
community. However, many of the Meskhetians in the United States are foreign
born. Thus, it is doubtful that the social distance will be still short for those who
were born in the United States in the last five to six years and are U.S. citizens.
In light of the data derived from this study, it is reasonable to assume that
the first-generation American Meskhetian Turks will undergo a rapid
transformation from community to society and largely lose their solidarity, and
there will social distances between individuals and families. Thus, the Meskhetians
in the United States will neither lead a secluded life as the Amish nor have
community motivation as Jews. The resettlement form of the Meskhetian Turks, as
a refugee group, in the United States eliminates the possibility of realization these
two situations. For the Meskhetians, as from the first generation, being able to
maintain their identity and culture and not to melt into the host country may be
based on two stipulations. In present-day conditions, the first stipulation seems to
create a diaspora community in the United States and to tighten the traditional
identity with the mission of the political and legal struggle against Russia and
Georgia. The second is to be socially integrated with the U.S. society but culturally
to maintain community life.
The Meskhetian Turks who immigrated to the United States had to move
through a variety of different transformations in one generation. Firstly, there was
the local, national, and international migration. The migration from the homeland
Akhaltsikhe in Georgia to Uzbekistan is local as it was to another Turkish and
Muslim region, the one from Uzbekistan to Krasnodar is national, and the migration
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to the United States is an international social mobility. Secondly, the Meskhetian
Turks, in one generation, had to live under three different political regimes:
the communist regime of the Soviet Union, Russia's transitional regime, and the
United States’ democratic-liberal open society. Thirdly, they had to undergo a
transition from the agrarian society in Akhaltsikhe to the period of agriculture and
trade in exile and then the industrial society in the United States. Fourthly and
finally, they had to pass from the rural, closed and mechanical type of society to an
urban, open, and organic society. All of these transformations have also brought
about rapid and painful social changes.
The research result revealed that the Meskhetians were extremely pleased
to have been accepted by the U.S. government under a refugee program. They are
filled with gratitude to the United States. It may be an indicator of a quicker
integration with the host society. First of all, motivated by this feeling, the
Meskhetian Turks respect utterly the U.S. laws. It is safe to say that they will not
have any problem in terms of legal compliance. The Meskhetians enthusiastically
want to be involved in economic life. They will certainly have no problem to
achieve that. The most important institutional barrier to social participation is
language. It is seen that most of the first generation will never remove this barrier;
however, language will be not be a problem anymore as from the second
generation. It is safe to assume that the Meskhetian Turks will represent a pleasant
aroma and nice richness in this diversity, should the U.S. society be likened to the
Ashura dessert cooked in the American melting pot. The migration of the
Meskhetian Turks to the U.S.A. will be advantageous to both themselves and the
host society. Perhaps the United States’ social dynamics and political power lie
here.
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Vietnamese Migrant Workers in Thailand - Implications for
Leveraging Migration for Development

Nancy HUYEN NGUYEN, John WALSH

Abstract: A greater flow of people to and from each of the Mekong countries is catching the
attention of the general public and academic researchers. As one of the fastest growing
countries in the GMS, Thailand is attracting the majority of migrant workers from its
neighbours. At a smaller scale, when compared with those from Lao PDR, Cambodia and
Myanmar, Vietnamese workers are also joining this increasing trend in immigration to
Thailand. By analyzing information from secondary data sources, this research paper
attempts to provide further insights into the social and economic impacts generated by the
Vietnamese migrant workers in Thailand both at home and the host country. The study
discovers that moving to Thailand for work has eased the pressures of rural unemployment
and underemployment that have plagued Vietnam recently. Meanwhile, Vietnamese
workers are helping soothe the stress caused by the increasing demand for unskilled and
low skilled labourers in Thailand. The study further learns that the long-established
community of Vietnamese migrants in Thailand is encouraging the increasing movement of
Vietnamese workers to Thailand. The study findings suggest meaningful implications for
future policies in leveraging labour migration for development.
Keywords: Vietnamese migrant workers, cross-border migration, labour, employment,
remittances, networks, Thailand, Greater Mekong Subregion.

Introduction
One fine day, the Vietnamese migrant workers at one private school owned
by a Thai person of Vietnamese ethnicity in Nong Bua Lamphu, Thailand hurriedly
left the school ground and took shelter in a local Buddhist temple as they were told
that the police were approaching to arrest them for their illegal status in Thailand
(Le, 2011). The situation was described vividly in his blog by the Vietnamese
Catholic Minister in Thailand, Minister Le Nhan Tam. This is the reality that
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Vietnamese workers, many of whom attempt to cross the border and seek
employment without a working permit and visa in Thailand, have to face almost
every day. Those Vietnamese labourers are forming a distinguished group of
migrants in Thailand, whose motivations, economic and social characters are
different from those Vietnamese who emigrated and settled across Thailand
between the Ayutthaya period, before the reign of King Narai and the reign of King
Rama VI of the Rattanakosin period. While that generation of Vietnamese was
forced to leave their motherland because it was embroiled in endemic warfare and
religious political persecutions (Jantawimol, 1998; Rattanaworameteekoon, 2007;
Walsh, 2011), the newly arrived ethnic Vietnamese in Thailand cross the border
more for economic reasons. Those reasons and the effects of the migration are the
subjects of this research paper.
Analytical Framework
Seeking employment in another country is not a new phenomenon. It has
become an increasingly important feature in a globalizing world in regards to its
scale, frequency, modes and directions of mobility. Many theories have been
developed to explain this phenomenon. The neoclassical economic equilibrium
theory argued that the distribution level of labour and capital stimulated crossborder labour migration. In some countries and regions, labour is plentiful and
capital is scarce, which leads to low wage levels. Meanwhile, the situation is
opposite in other countries where there is abundant capital but labour shortages
and so high wages. The difference in wages encourages workers from low wage
regions to look for jobs in regions where wages are higher. Wage levels and
employment opportunities in destination regions influence migration decisions.
Migration increases along with the development of industry, commerce and
transport (Ravenstein, 1885, 1889).
Not being satisfied with the explanation by neoclassical economists that
migration is purely economic, authors of the decision-making theory added
individual choice rationales to the broader structures of rural-urban and
developmental inequalities. In so doing, they proposed various factors that
influence the decision to look for jobs in other places. Lee (1966) proposed four
factors: factors associated with place of origin (such as poverty, unemployment,
rapid growth population, low social status etc), factors associated with place of
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destination (such as employment opportunities, better living conditions etc),
intervention obstacles (physical barriers, cultural differences, migration laws) and
personal factors (personal or family characteristics, knowledge about conditions in
other countries) (Lee, 1966). The relative deprivation theory discovered three
variables leading to the decision to migrate: increasing household income as well as
improvement of economic conditions in the community and attaining a higher level
of status (Runciman, 1966). Sell and de Jong (1978) (in Kumpikaite and Zickute,
2012) proposed the motivation decision theory in which migration decisions were
overwhelmingly based on four motivations: (1) Possibility (migration is possible of
physical and psychological support), (2) Motive (e.g. the motive could be economic
success), (3) Expectation (e.g. migration is to make money), (4) Incentive
(Kumpikaite and Zickute, 2012). In general, the decision-making theory argued that
different people reacted to various combinations of push and pull factors in
different ways given their ages, social and economic status as well as their
personalities (King, 2012).
The dual labor market theory divides the economy into two parts, called
the "primary" and "secondary" sectors (Piore, 1979). Attractive jobs are located in
the primary sector while dirty, dangerous and difficult (3D) jobs are found in the
secondary sector. Native citizens take more attractive jobs and leave 3D jobs for
foreign workers (Jennissen, 2006). For undocumented foreign workers, in
particular, they have no choice but to accept those types of jobs and, in any case,
such jobs may nevertheless be preferable to poverty and unemployment in the
country of origin (King, 2012).
The network theory focused on the interpersonal connections among
migrants as well as between them and networks in host countries. The process of
migration was facilitated by the communication of migrants with relatives, friends
and former migrants (Massey et al., 1993). It has also been observed that early
immigrants can become entrepreneurs in recruiting co-nationals through a network
to join an ethnic enclave (Fussell, 2012). Unlike the neoclassical and decisionmaking approaches, the network theory has been extended to incorporate the role
of remittances in migration motivation (Djajic, 1986, Taylor, 1999). The
interpersonal ties connect migrants, former migrants and non-migrants in both the
origin and destination areas through bonds of friendship, kinship and shared
community of origin. These social bonds explain why migrants send money back
home for non-migrant members in the family (King, 2012).
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Moving away from the hypothesis that migration is a decision made by
individual migrants, the new economics of labour migration viewed migration in
terms of family-level strategies to raise income, minimize and spread risk and, thus,
loosen constraints in sending areas (Stark, 1978; 1991). In an effort to improve
their livelihoods, households are employing different strategies to diversify
employment and resources. Diversification helps households cope with adversity,
results in higher incomes and improves skills and uses of natural resources (Allis
and Ellsion, 2004). Cross-border migration is among those household diversification
strategies (Aung Set, 2009). Migrant remittances have become integral parts of the
household’s economic survival strategies (Leinbach and Watleins, 1998). In other
words, remittances provide income insurance for households of origin (De Haas,
2008).
There is another trend in migration studies, in which the concept of ‘the
cross-border turn’ is extensively discussed (Glick Schiller et al., 1992; Basch et al.,
1994; Porter, 1999, Vertovec, 1999; 2004). It has been recoinggnized that
immigrants construct social fields that link together their country of origin and their
country of settlement. By traveling back and forth, working and do business in
distant places, migrants and their families are pursuing cross-border livelihoods.
Cross-border ties are extended to trans-generational ties with the increasing
involvement of ‘diaspora’ groups to the sending communities such as remittances,
cross-border business activities as well as investment (De Haas, 2005).
Rather contradicting each other, theories of labour migration in the
existing literature are supplemented with new ‘push’ and ‘pull’ elements. Migration
theories also investigate the issue in different contexts, from individual
perspectives to broader structures of national and international economies. The
purpose of this research paper is not to construct a new theory to explain the
increasing trend in numbers of Vietnamese workers in Thailand. It rather attempts
to provide more empirical evidence to help explore the existing theories. Since
cross-border labour is a complex issue and one theory would not be sufficient to
provide a satisfactory analytical framework, the paper adopts a multi-theoretical
approach.
Literature Review and Research Hypotheses
In history, Vietnamese migrations to Thailand can be divided into two
periods. Warfare, religious and political persecutions were among the historical
reasons forcing people to move, as highlighted by previous studies (Pool, 1970;
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Jantawimol, 1998; Rattanaworameteekoon, 2007; Walsh, 2010). The first major
wave of migration was in 1780 and was the result of defeat for Prince Nguyen Anh.
Around 5,000 soldiers in his army took shelter in Bangkok, Thailand in subsequent
years of the eighteenth century. Some of them returned afterwards but many
remained in Thailand. These groups of Vietnamese are called Yuon Kao or Ancient
Vietnamese by Thai people.
The escalation of the First Indochinese War led by the French in the 1940s
pushed many Vietnamese out of the country. Up to 1946, a total of 46,700 people,
mostly from the Northern part of Vietnam, fled to Nakhon Phanom and Mukdahan
soon after the French re-invaded Lao PDR and bombarded Thakhek. These
Vietnamese refugees are referred to as Yuon Op Pha Yop in the Thai language. By
1975, the Vietnamese migrants in Thailand were recorded as 80,000 people.
Between 1975 and1995, it was recorded that a large number of
Vietnamese escaped the new government and fled to Thailand. However, they
either later moved to a third country or were forced to return to Vietnam. By 1995,
there were no further records of Vietnamese who came to Thailand after 1975.
Data on the accurate number of Yuon Kao and Yuon Op Pha Yop in Thailand is also
not available since some of them have still been unable to obtain official
registration as much as 60 years after they first entered Thailand (Caouette et al.,
2005; Walsh, 2010).
Although Yuon Kao and Yuon Op Pha Yop are not the subject of this study,
they do form valuable social networks that encourage the mobility of the younger
generations of Vietnamese workers. Network theory, as mentioned earlier,
indicates that social networks developed in host countries by earlier groups of
migrants serve to facilitate increased labour mobility as they reduce the risks and
socio-economic costs associated with migration by newcomers. This is especially
true for Vietnamese migrant workers, whose cultural affinities and languages are
different from the Thai people and this makes them heavily dependent on social
networks. The relationship between the long-established Vietnamese communities
in Thailand and the newly-arrived migrant workers will be elaborated further in
later parts of this paper.
There are a few research studies in the existing literature with respect to
the pattern and nature in the mobility of Vietnamese labourers in Thailand. The
comparative lack of literature is probably the result of two issues. On the one hand,
the scale of migration of this group to Thailand is smaller than those from
Cambodia, Lao PDR and particularly Myanmar. On the other hand, it is because
many Vietnamese workers in Thailand are currently working without a work permit
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since no labour agreement has been signed between the two governments. Hence,
nobody knows exactly the demographic characteristics of this population.
Furthermore, given their illegal status, most of them refuse to participate in any
research for fears that they would be exposed to the Thai police and authorities
afterward. Current studies on Vietnamese migrant workers in the Greater Mekong
Sub-region (GMS) are likely to focus on those in Lao PDR, Cambodia and YunnanChina since there is a greater number of Vietnamese migrant workers in those
countries than in Thailand (National Statistical Centre and National Economic
Research Institute, 2005; CDRI, 2009; Caouette et.al., 2005, IOM, 2010)
Among those studies in the literature is one done by Watchree Srikham
(2012). By interviewing 50 Vietnamese workers in Ubon Rachathani, he analyzed
push and pull factors contributing to workers’ decisions to work in Thailand. Wage
differences and family reunions act as push factors, while pull factors include better
offers in jobs. For example, employment offers often come with accommodation,
food and expenses concerning the employees’ monthly border crossing. It is noted
that since there is no labour agreement between Thailand and Vietnam,
Vietnamese workers entering Thailand with a tourist visa of 30 days’ stay have to
leave the country through the Ubon Rachatani-Lao border and make a reentry at
the end of every monthly cycle (Srikham, 2012). Srikham’s study, however, only
focused on the living and working conditions of Vietnamese workers in Ubon
Rachathani and paid little attention to the poverty impact of migration remittances
on the household and community of origin.
One of the direct results of labour migration is remittances. Authors in the
school of the new economics of labour migration generally agree that the
additional money generated through migration is vital to family livelihoods,
especially to the rural poor (Stark, 1991; Taylor, 1996; Adams et al., 2003; Berne,
2004; Aung Set, 2009). Remittances have a wide range of purposes: food
consumption, housing improvement, means for better access to health and
education services, and capital for investment in productive activity (Taylor, 1996).
However, the role of remittances in the migration process of Vietnamese workers
in Thailand remains undiscovered. Little is known about how that money is spent in
the sending households and what motives there are for sending remittances.
In the early 1990s, inhabitants along the Mekong River, which was
notorious for wars and conflicts in the past, witnessed a major change in the
region. The six countries, Yunnan and Guangxi Provinces of the People’s Republic of
China, Myanmar, Thailand, Lao PDR, Cambodia and Vietnam agreed to establish an
economic zone known as the Greater Mekong Subregion. This was an initiative by
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the Asian Development Bank (ADB) under the framework of the Greater Mekong
Subregion Economic Cooperation, aiming for greater regional integration and
development. The GMS Economic Cooperation Program concentrates on nine areas
of activities: transport, energy, telecommunications, tourism, human resource
development, agriculture, environment, trade and investment. Previous studies
discovered that the flow of regional migration has been increasing as a result of the
GMS Cooperation Program (ADB, 2013; King, 2012; Caouette et al., 2005; Lewis et
al., 2010). However, those studies mostly focus on three migration patterns: the
Chinese moving from Yunnan to Vietnam, Lao PDR, Cambodia, Thailand and
Myanmar; Vietnamese going up to Yunnan and crossing the border to Lao PDR and
Cambodia, and migration into Thailand from Cambodia, Lao PDR and Myanmar.
Although previous studies have noticed some Vietnamese workers crossing Lao
PDR and Cambodia to Thailand, they do not offer further details on this type of
labour mobility (Caouette et al., 2005). Again, the link between the new
momentum in regional integration and the increasing mobility of Vietnamese
workers to Thailand remains unknown.
The main purpose of this research paper is to provide empirical evidence to
labour migration studies so as to inform future policies on leveraging cross-border
labour migration in the GMS for regional development. In particular, it attempts to
shed light on the current flow of workers from Vietnam to Thailand by testing the
three following hypotheses:
H1: The geographic interface supported by newly development initiatives
at the regional scale is facilitating the growing mobility of Vietnamese
workers moving to Thailand.
H2: Situational forces at both the sending and receiving countries
(Vietnam-Thailand) are encouraging workers to migrate as a household
livelihood strategy to change their social and economic status. Meanwhile,
at a macro level, the labour mobility between the two countries helps ease
the pressure on employment in Vietnam and the shortage of low-cost
unskilled labourers in Thailand.
H3: The long-established Vietnamese communities in Thailand are offering
jobs and other support to the newly arriving groups of Vietnamese
workers.
Since no statistical data on the demographic characteristics of Vietnamese
migrant workers in Thailand exist and it is difficult to approach these groups due to
their illegal status, this study employs a scientific literature analysis method.
Information from local newspapers in the Vietnamese language as well as relevant
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publications will be grouped, systematized, summarized and analyzed in order to
achieve the objective of the study. The number of Vietnamese migrant workers
stated elsewhere in the paper is an estimate of the total people registered at
checkpoints as tourists. Informants are also kept anonymous. The following parts of
this research paper will comprise the testing of the three proposed hypotheses.
The conclusion will summarise the research results and discuss implications for
future policies to leverage cross-border labour migration for regional development.
Vietnamese Workers amidst Changes in Regional Landscapes
Since the beginning of the 1990s, Southeast Asia has entered a new
chapter of its development-with further liberalization of flows of capital, trade,
goods and people. In January 1992 in Singapore, the six members of the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations, Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines,
Singapore and Thailand agreed to set up a free trade zone. Vietnam joined in 1995,
Laos and Myanmar in 1997 and Cambodia in 1999 (ASEAN website).
In the same year, the six governments in the GMS agreed to set up an
economic zone within the framework of the Greater-Mekong Subregion Economic
Cooperation program initiated by ADB (ADB-GMS website). The GMS Economic
Cooperation has a distinct feature. For the first time, the ADB was able to pull
together the six countries that have different history, languages and cultures to
work towards the same agenda. Those nations also have a long history of wars with
outsiders from other regions and with each other within the region. Levels of
development among the participating nations greatly vary. In 1992, when the ADB
inaugurated the cooperation program, Thailand had the highest GDP (Purchasing
Power Parity method) with US$203 billion, followed by Vietnam (US$52 billion),
Myanmar (US$10.9 billion), Cambodia (US$5.8 billion) and then Lao PDR (US$3.4
billion). While China in 1992 reached US$1.2 trillion in GDP, Yunnan only achieved
US$102 billion and Guangxi had US$32 billion (CIA World Factbook). Lao PDR,
Cambodia and Myanmar are classified as ‘least developed countries’ and Myanmar
has only just recently opened its doors to the outside world. Vietnam faced three
decades of war which severely constrained its capacity for economic development.
Yunnan Province and Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous of China benefit little from the
national economic reforms, which are concentrated in the prosperous coastal areas
in the southern parts of China. Taking a different approach than central economic
planning, Thailand has followed free market principles in its pattern of economic
development and the country is defined as middle-income (Krongkaew, 2004). The
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ADB believes that, by linking less developed economies with more dynamic ones,
the markets of the participating counties will be integrated and harmonized. This
will strengthen their joint competitive position as a trading bloc in the global
economy, while increasing regional stability and energetic security (Peerapeng et
al., 2012).
The creation of an extensive infrastructural system has put an end a long
period of isolation for the GMS countries. For the first time, the isolated economies
of Yunnan Province and Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous of China, Myanmar,
Thailand, Lao PDR, Cambodia and Vietnam are connected. Borders are opened to
allow circulation of goods and investments in the region and beyond. The
development of transport infrastructure, the easing of visa requirements and the
creation of daily and weekly border passes have generated a massive increase in
mobility (ADB, 2013). The ADB has committed itself to ‘the free flow of people’ as a
goal of regional integration. It aims at ‘allowing for goods and people to travel
freely around the GMS without significant impediment, excessive cost or delay’
(ADB, 2005). As result of such an effort, cross-border movement of labour over the
GMS has been so dynamic that there is no sub-regional governance system or
convention to ease it (Peerapeng et al., 2012). Among the six countries, Thailand is
the main receiving destination for migrants in the GMS, hosting around 2-4 million
migrants (Huguet et al., 2012). Many of those migrants are unskilled and
undocumented workers (Caouette et al., 2005). No systematic data are available on
the numbers of irregular migrants crossing borders but it is generally accepted that
infrastructural development has facilitated their in-country travel, making it easier
for them to reach both official and unofficial entry points (Caouette et al., 2005).
Vietnamese workers also join this unprecedented flow of people across
borders into Thailand. They travel along different routes, usually starting in their
home communities, stopping at various places on the way in Lao PDR or Cambodia
before reaching the borders and entering Thailand. Often they use the following
land routes:
(i)
Lao Bao–Dansavanna-Mukdahan
(ii)
Quang Binh–Khammouane-Nakhon Phanom
(iii)
Ha Tinh -Bolikhamxai-Vientaine -Nong Khai
(iv)
Nghe An–Xiengkhuang-Vientaine-Nong Khai
(v)
Ho Chi Minh–Phnom Penh-Bangkok
(vi)
Quy Nhon-Stung Treng–Siem Reap-Bangkok
(vii)
Ha Tien-Kampot-Bangkok
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Figure 1: Labour Flows in the GMS
As discussed earlier, the quality of infrastructure in these routes has been
considerably improved as part of the transportation development projects funded
by the ADB and other donors, thus making the journey much easier. There is a story
circulating around that travelers now can enjoy their meals in three countries:
breakfast in Vietnam, lunch in Lao PDR/Cambodia and dinner in Thailand.
It has been recently noticed that thousands of people come to apply for
passports at immigration offices in Quang Binh, Ha Tinh and Nghe An after the
Lunar new year holiday in Vietnam, which is between February and March. Among
the small number of people needing passports for tourism purpose are workers
who are employed either in Lao PDR or Thailand. An average of 1,000 people visit
those offices every day during this period, often causing traffic problems (Nguyen
Khoa, 2013). Similarly, the number of people passing the Cau Treo border
checkpoint in Ha Tinh province also increases considerably at the period just after
the Lunar new year. Immigration staff have to work around the clock and to open
more counters to meet the demand of passengers (VietHa, 2011).
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At Ban Laem, the check point between Cambodia and Thailand, about
400km from Bangkok, approximately 300 Vietnamese enter Thailand via Ban Laem
every day, according to a Thai immigration officer. Most of them are women. They
enter Thailand with a tourist visa for 30 days and work at restaurants and fruit
retail establishments. Once the visa runs out, they return to Ban Laem to obtain a
new one. Usually, they will wake up around 3am-4am, take the 800 Thai baht bus
(US$27), get a new visa at 8 am and then come back Bangkok for the evening
working shift (RFA Vietnamese, 2012).
According to Vietnamese migrant workers, Thailand is now more
preferable than traditional markets such as South Korea, Malaysia, Taiwan and
Saudi Arabia. Those markets no long appear attractive, since workers are not able
to earn desired income. Thailand is closer to home as they can cross the River
Mekong and enter Thailand after a half day on a bus passing through Lao
PDR/Cambodia. No complicated procedures or airfares are needed and, in many
cases, labour brokers are no longer required (Nguyen Khoa, 2013; VietHa, 2011). In
rare cases, workers pay between US$100-150 to brokers and for them it is much
cheaper than paying US$5,000 for going to other countries such as Malaysia or
Angola (HaTinhOnline, 2013). This trend is an evitable result of vigorous efforts to
extend a GMS infrastructural system and to enhance transportation in the subregion by governments, the ADB and other relevant stakeholders.
Vietnam and Thailand in a Sending–Receiving Relationship
Population mobility from Vietnam to Thailand in particular is not a new
phenomenon for both Vietnam and Thailand. The first Vietnamese being seen in
Siam (the previous name for Thailand) can date back at least the time of the
establishment of the Sukhothai state in the C13th (Thin, 2003). However, the nature
and size of this mobility is now very different from the past. Previously, the
Vietnamese movements to Thailand occurred primarily as part of the expansion
frontiers, with resettlement of populations defeated during warfare, or religious
and political conflicts forced people to seek refuge in the relatively stable
environment of Thailand. The Vietnamese labor mobility today, however, is
increasingly shifting from political to economic motivation.
As early as 1980, Vietnam has viewed labour exports as part of official
government policy. Prime Minister Phan Van Khai once stressed that "exporting
labour is a very important and major strategy because it helps solve the
unemployment problem, increase foreign exchange for the country.... We must
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consider labor export as an important and long-term strategy". Acting as a ‘labour
brokerage state’, the Vietnamese government has actively involved in recruiting
and sending hundreds of thousands of workers to over 40 countries; topping the
list are Taiwan, Japan, South Korea, Malaysia and nations of the Middle East (Tran,
2011).
Unemployment and underemployment are always issues in Vietnam,
especially now the global economy has not shown any vigorous recovery yet. The
GDP growth rate has been low for three years in a row 6.2 % in 2011, 5.2% in 2012,
5.43% in 2013. The inflation rate has maintained at 7.33% on average since 1996
(World Bank). In Vietnam where the economy mainly depends on export, the
impact of the global economic crisis seems to have hit the labor market across the
country, leading to persistence in the number of jobless persons and job deficiency
(Table 1). In the context of stagnant production, to partly keep the production
capital and reduce loss, many enterprises have to either lay-off their workers or
reduce working hours. More seriously, many businesses stopped their operation. In
2011, 79,014 out of 622,977 enterprises shut down, followed by another 55,000
claimed bankrupt in 2012 (Cam, 2012) As a consequence, many people lose their
jobs and/or seek employment in informal sector. The unofficial employment rate
has increased from nearly 36 percent in 2011 to 37 percent in 2012. More than 77
percent laborers are self employed such as motorbike taxi drivers and street
vendors without labor contracts and low monthly income (Duong Loan, 2013).
With a large proportion of the labor force residing in rural area
(approximately 80% of the total population) and the stagnant production in
factories in urban area, Vietnam is exposed to two serious issues. Whereas
unemployment is mainly an urban phenomenon, under-employment is higher in
rural areas (Table 1). With approximately 1.5 million people joining the national
labor force every year and official transactions of labor market meet only 15-20%
of demand of people looking for jobs (Nguyen, 2012), the tremendous pressure on
employment is clearly felt. In the absence of viable livelihood options and amidst a
severe competition in the domestic labour market, cross-border migration is seen
as the family’s response to the deep economic recession. For the Vietnamese
government, actively exporting labor severs multiple purposes: easing domestic
under- and unemployment, and increasing the inflow of hard-currency remittances
and national revenue.
A regional economic integration set in motion by ADB and other donors has
created a new economic space for cross-border trade, investment and exchanges
of natural resources, goods and products. In this newly created space, as Aung Set
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(2009) argues, the rural poor, as key actors in the Mekong, are negotiating their
way to secure their share of development. Cross-border labor migration is viewed
as part of this negotiation (Aung Set, 2009). Vietnamese labors from the rural parts
of the country, from this perspective, are not exceptional in the emerging
livelihood space.
Table 1-Vietnam Labour Snapshot-2009-2012
2009
2010
2011
Population (thousands)
86,024
86,927
87,840
Labor force (thousands)
49,322
50,393
51,398
By age group
9,184
9,245
8,465
- 15 - 24
30,255
30,939
31,503
- 25 - 49
1,852
1,0205
1,1429
- 50+
By residence
13,272
14,106
15,252
- Urban
-

Rural

Unemployment (%)
- Urban
- Rural
Underemployment (%)
- Urban
- Rural
Source: GSO, 2009-2012

2012
88,772
52,581
7,962
32,037
12,580
16,038

36,050

36,286

36,146

36,543

4.60
4.60
2.25
5.61
3.33
6.51

4.50
4.29
2.30
3.57
1.82
4.26

4.50
3.60
1.60
2.96
1.58
3.56

4.50
3.21
1.59
2.74
1.56
3.27

Data on ‘out-migration’ rate by the Vietnam General Statistic Officer (GSO)
reveal the high percentage of migrants among the population in provinces
whichare part of the economic corridors development by ADB (Figure 1). For
example, Thanh Hoa, Nghe An, Ha Tinh in Eastern Corridor; Quang Binh, Quang Tri,
Thua Thien Hue in East-West Corridor; Binh Dinh, Lam Dong in Southern Corridor;
Ben Tre, An Giang, Hau Giang, Soc Trang, Bac Lieu in Southern Coastal Corridor
(Table 2). The locals report that they named Thai Village (Làng đi Thái, in
Vietnamese language) for those communities have a large number of people
working in Thailand (Le Thuong, 2013). In the case of Ha Tinh – a less-developed
province in the Eastern Corridor, near the Cau Treo border check-point, an
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estimate of 10,000 people are working in Thailand (accounting 1% of the province’s
population in 2012). Typically, in Song Tien village, Ha Tinh province, 84% of
households have a member working in Thailand (109/130 households). In some
extreme cases, it notices that the whole family of 5 members travel back and forth
between Vietnam and Thailand for work (HaTinhOnline, 2013).
Table 2: Out-migration rate by province (%)-2007-2012
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
Eastern Corridor
Thanh Hoa
8.8
Nghe An
5.7
Ha Tinh
10.6
East-West Corridor
Quang Binh
5.7
Quang Tri
11.5
TT-Hue
7.5
Southern Corridor
Binh Dinh
7.5
Lam Dong
4.5
Southern Coastal Corridor
Ben Tre
10.1
An Giang
4.6
Hau Giang
12.6
Soc Trang
8.4
Bac Lieu
6.6

2012

7.6
4.5
6.4

14.9
11.4
15.2

13.0
10.3
14.4

14.5
11.8
12.4

10.3
10.5
12.8

6.9
3.6
8.8

11.5
10.2
9.9

13.4
11.4
10.3

10.3
10.0
8.6

7.6
8.4
7.7

4.3
12.3

10.8
8.4

9.9
7.5

10.0
8.3

9.8
8.9

7.3
5.0
10.4
4.2
3.1

15.7
11.0
10.8
11.4
10.8

15.1
11.9
10.9
12.7
13.2

15.5
16.0
5.4
14.8
9.6

10.8
11.2
11.6
10.2
10.7

Source: GSO 2007-2012

As one of the participating countries in the GMS Economic Cooperation
Program, Vietnam has been active in implementing various measures to facilitate
cross-border trade, investment and mobility. In a recent interview with custom
staff in Vietnam, Lao DPR, Cambodia and Thailand, there is a mutual agreement
that the Vietnamese custom system is quite advanced, compared to that in its
neighboring countries (Interview by the author). The country has been
implementing single-window administration and e-custom at border checkpoints,
such as Lao Bao, Cau Treo (between Vietnam and Lao PDR) and Xa-Mat (between
Vietnam and Cambodia). However, the issue on cross-border migration
management is still far from legalization. Although recently, the Vietnam Labor
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Minister has revealed a request for more employment in Thailand (Royal Thai
Government), the two countries have not spelled out any terms and conditions for
a labor cooperation agreement. The lack of agreement has exposed thousands of
Vietnamese migrant workers to vulnerable and illegal status, thus also reducing the
positive impacts brought by cross-border migration on the economic wellbeing of
many families in poor communities of Vietnam. Often they lose their bargaining
power and end up being forced to work with lower payment. In some cases, in
order to keep their employment with a tourist visa, often Vietnamese workers have
to pay a monthly fee of 500 Thai baht (~US$ 15; exchange rate US$ 1 ~ 30 Thai
Baht) to the Thai Police, which is called 191 fee (191 is also the call number for Thai
Police). They are then granted with a receipt, which they can show to the police
whenever being asked (RFAVietnamese, 2012).
Unlike Vietnam, Thailand is presenting a number of ‘pull’ factors regarding
wage and employment opportunities that consequently induce migration into
Thailand. With a GDP worth of US$662 billion (on a purchasing power parity basis),
Thailand is classified as the 2nd largest economy in Southeast Asia, after Indonesia.
It is also the 4th richest nation according to GDP per capita, after Singapore, Brunei
and Malaysia (CIA Word Fact Book). As an emerging economy depending heavily on
export, Thailand has the most diversified and advanced industrial base in the GMS.
Major exports concentrate on sectors of textile and footwear, fishery and fishing
processing, rubber, jewelry, cars, computers and electrical appliances, where young
and low-cost labor are extremely needed. The increasing demand in the
manufacturing sector presents huge opportunities for employment. However the
dramatic changes in its demography in the past few decades has exposed Thailand
to a shortage of labor, particularly in certain low-skill sectors of agriculture, fishery
and construction.
The population in Thailand rapidly increased until about 1970. However, as
time passes, fertility rates decline, the young-age cohorts get smaller. The average
annual growth rate of the population in Thailand is now only 0.52% compared to
1.03% in Vietnam. Thailand’s percentage of youth population (15-24 age) is about
15.1% while it is 18.4% in Vietnam, Myanmar (18.6%), Cambodia (21.2%) and Lao
PDR (21.3%) (CIA World Factbook). This implies that the number of Thai newly
entering the national labor force is declining. As the new economic space has just
been created by newly developed infrastructure in the sub-region, Vietnamese
workers have quickly moved in to meet such a demand of labors. The shortage of
low-skilled labour also create a disparity in wage levels between Thailand and its
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neighbors in similar economic sectors, thus giving way to the rise of employment of
foreign workers who are willing to enter this segment of the labor market.
Despite efforts by the Vietnamese government in poverty reduction and
economic development, the large proportion of the population in the rural parts of
the country still do not have equal and full access to necessary basic services,
especially, education and vocational trainings. The number of trained workers
accounts only 25.3% in urban areas and 8% in rural areas (Nguyen, 2012). For those
who have low or poor-quality education and from underdeveloped parts of
Vietnam, seeking employment in Thailand, where low-skilled labors highly
required, seems to be a better livelihood strategy.
Lewis et. al. (2010) highlights that as Thailand become wealthier,
consumption demand increases in line with the rise in wage levels, leading to a
greater demand for goods and services, and thus a need for more labor (Lewis et
al., 2010). With a strong economic growth of between 4-7% since 2000
accompanied with GDP per capital of an average of US$ 3,019 (in the period
between 2006 and 2012, 4 times higher than Vietnam) (CIA World Factbook),
Thailand is clearly more advanced than Vietnam. The better income and better
services also generate better education for most Thai youth, who consequently
later move to occupy the secured and well-paid segments of the national labor
market. Hence, the low-skill and low-pay sectors are left open to migrant workers
from neighboring countries such as Vietnam, from where unemployment and
underemployment chronically remain high. Such a case in Thailand has presented a
vivid example for the theory of dual and segmented labour markets, first described
by M. J. Piore (1979) in his influential bookBirds of Passage.
The Vietnamese Embassy in Bangkok provides an estimate of 40,00050,000 Vietnamese migrant workers in Thailand (RFA Vietnamese, 2012) whereas
Lewis et al. (2010) used data the consensus forecast survey in 2009 and predicted a
number of 28,000 of them currently working in Thailand (Lewis et al., 2010).
Despite the gaps in statistics, almost all Vietnamese migrant workers in Thailand
share similar demographic profiles and migration motivations. They come from the
poor rural of Vietnam, where farming activities do not generate enough income for
a family of an average of 4-5 members while options for domestic off-farm
employment are absent (Vietnamese still share in an extended family, where
grandparents live with a couple who have two children). There is a case of a worker
after 15 years of domestic migration without any decent earnings now cross border
to Thailand for work as to him Thailand offers betteremployment opportunities
(Huu Anh, 2012). Another case reported that if a husband and wife worked
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together, they could save at least US$ 250 a month, far better than domestic
migration (Huong Huyen, 2013).
Vietnamese migrant workers in Thailand are around 18 to 50 years of age
and many of them are women (RFAVietnamese, 2012). In My Loc commune, Ha
Tinh province, for example, among 1,200 people working in Thailand,
approximately 500 of them are women. According to the chairlady of the commune
women union, this number might be higher since many of them do not report
when they go out. Most of the migrant workers just finish primary or secondary
school and have no specific skills before entering Thailand. In some typical cases,
some women even hold a bachelor degree (HaTinhOnline, 2013). Mr. H who is
working in a garment workshop in Suthipon-Khwan Wattana, Din Deng, Bangkok,
shared that as a pure farmer,it took him 6 months to master a skill of sewing a
pants on the sewing machine (Minh Quang, 2012). Often they will receive a higher
pay once they become accustomed to their duties (Srikham, 2012).
It has noticed a labour division by sex among Vietnamese migrant workers
in Thailand. Male workers are often found to work in construction sector, parking
lots or run street vendors. Meanwhile, females work as nanny or sales in street
clothes/food stalls, waitress or wash dishing in restaurants, janitorial work in shops
and schools (RFAVietnamese, 2012). Young and good looking females are recruited
to work in restaurants and bars (Gia Minh, 2010). In some cases, both sexes are
seen to work in the same business entities run byYuon Kao and Yuon Op Pha
Yop(Bui, 2012). Some Vietnamese who have worked in Thailand longer (5-10 years)
even work as tour guides for Vietnamese tourists, in which they can earn between
5,000 and 7,000 Thai bath (US$ 166-233) each tour (Huong Huyen, 2013). In
Bangkok, specifically, it is estimated 66% of Vietnamese laborers working in
garment workshops (Gia Minh, 2010).
Vietnamese workers fall into three employment categories: full-time, parttime and self-employed. Full-time workers are employed on a monthly basis by a
single employer, oftenYuon Kao and Yuon Op Pha Yop. They stay together with
their employers or they are provided with housing nearby (Srikham, 2012; Bui,
2012; Gia Minh, 2010). This offer of free accommodation is more likely given in
provinces, other than Bangkok. For some migrant workers, relatively good and free
accommodation are much better than what they could find if they were to work in
big cities of Vietnam such as Hanoi or Ho Chi Minh (Le, 2011). The other group is
part-time workers who run different shifts with different employers. For example,
Mrs P.T.T works for two employers. From 8pm-3am, she is hired to work for a
clothes stall opposite Patpong, Bangkok. She starts in another food shop as a
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waitress from 6am-3am (RFAVietnamese, 2012). Some laborers are luckier, who
have stayed longer in Thailand, thus they manage to own small street food/fruit
vendors near tourist places or they own food stalls at big markets outskirt of
Bangkok (Huong Huyen, 2013).
Migration income varies upon the type of employment, ranging from 300650 Thai bath per day (US$ 1-2.16). A migrant worker can earn a monthly average
income of 15,000 Thai bath (US$ 500). Such an income is a fortune to many poor in
rural areas of Vietnam. According to the GSO data, as of July 2012, an average of
wage in state sector is US$ 223. Those who work informal sectors such as
housemaid, at best, can earn a monthly amount of US$ 140 whereas workers in
factories and young graduates are paid with US$ 150 (GSO, 2012). This explains
why some young females who hold a bachelor degree leave home and cross border
to seek employment in Thailand.
Looking the issue from this angle, the labor mobility from Vietnam to
Thailand present a win-win solution both at micro and macro levels of both
countries. At the micro level, cross-border migration has become a viable option
for household income diversification. At micro level, for the Vietnamese
government, Thailand with higher incomes and wage levels in a growing demand
for low-skilled labor help ease the tremendous pressure on employment in
Vietnam. The willing of Vietnamese migrant workers to participate in a secondary
labor market of low-skill, low-wage, insecure and generally unpleasant jobs in
factories and the service sector helps reduce labor shortage in unskilled sector. A
manager from one construction site shared that many Thais now refused to work in
the labor intensive or polluting sectors such as construction and refused to work
with the payment of 300 Thai baht (US$10). Thai workers request at least 500 Thai
bath (US$15) (RFAVietnamese, 2012; Minh Quang, 2013). Research by the Thailand
Development Research Institute estimated that the removal of all foreign migrant
workers in Thailand would lead to a decline of around 0.5% of GDP per year (Aung
Set, 2009). Studies elsewhere also confirm that undocumented migrants are
fundamental to the economies of many states. In the United States, for instance,
some 10 million undocumented migrants account for nearly 10 percent of the lowwage labor force. International remittances from migrants produce gigantic
domestic incomes, while relieving the unemployment rates by decreasing domestic
labor supply (Cameron and Edward, 2008).
The direct outcome of labor migration is savings that will be later sent back
to families back home. The annual flows of remittances to the sending countries
have turned labor migration into a pratical strategy for poverty reduction and
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development. Remittances have been acting as a rather attractive ‘pull’ factor to
many migrants, particularly to those from poor areas of Vietnam. Respondents
revealed that they accept all sorts of conditions (retained passports, deception
about wages, physical restriction, inferior working conditions and also threats of
being reported to the authorities) since they can save and send home from US$350
to 500 per month. In an extreme case, a husband works at a garment workshop
while a wife is hired as a waitress, they can send home US$ 1,250 every month
(HaTinhOnline, 2013). For those who work in provinces other than Bangkok are
able to save more, despite they earn less, since chances for spending money in
small provinces are minimum (Le, 2011).
Remittances serve multiple purposes: household consumption, medical
bills as well as tuition fees for children. For Mrs. L. working at one of the food stalls
at a night market in Bangkok, farming back home does not provide with enough
income to cover tuition fees of her two children, hence migration presents a
practical solution to her. Typically, some households use remittances to upgrade
their houses to a concrete type with 2-3 floors which is equipped with fancy
facilities (HaTinhOnline, 2013; Le Thuong, 2013). Being heavily influenced by
Confucianism, in which social status is measured by age, knowledge and wealth, it
is important, sometimes excessively, for Vietnamese to have high education, good
sourceof income and fancy house with fancy facilities. Similar to Thais, Vietnamese
work hard to preserve ‘their faces’. In this light, migration does not only improve
the household economic position with better food, provide access to better
medical services and education but also social status. While more durable and safer
house provides a sense of security, one of the most basic needs after food for
immediate consumption, affording a fancy house with fancy facilities generates
feelings to be more honorable, a sense of pride, in the origin communities of
migrants, hence leading to self-confidence and empowerment. These
improvements have inspired other families to also make their journey to Thailand
(HaTinhOnline, 2013). Some of them even go with a hope of saving enough money
to return home and open business by their own (Minh Quang, 2013).
Diaspora Communities and Vietnamese Migrant Workers
Together with material and human capital, social capital is a valuable
migration resource in enabling and inspiring people to migrate (de Haas, 2008).
Authors of the network migration argued that networks connecting migrants,
formal migrants, non-migrants in origin and destination places would assist in
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sustaining the migration process (Massey et al., 1989). Although Vietnamese and
Thais might look similar, as Western foreign tourists often remark, they do not
share similar culture, traditions and believes. While nearly 95% of the Thai
population are Buddhists of the Theravada school of Buddhism, many Vietnamese
are influenced by Confucianism and Buddhism belonging to the Mahayana school.
The Thai language heavily borrows from Pai, Sanskrit and Old Khmer whereas
Vietnamese vocabularies have their origins in Chinese, in a form of a Latin alphabet
with additional diacritics for tones, and certain letters. Cultural and language
differences together with a relatively geographical distance, as a consequence,
have posed numerous difficulties to those who attempt to cross-border and enter
Thailand. In this light, networks with diasporas communities, Thai people of
Vietnamese descent or Yuon Kao and Yuon Op Pha Yop, have become, at best,
significant assistance to newly arrived Vietnamese.
Yuon Kao and Yuon Op Pha Yop who have become Thai citizens and
successful businessmen that run business entities where laborers are needed. They
recruit Vietnamese from their origin communities, in some cases, pay for food,
housing, on-the-job training as well as expenses for visa-run at the end of 30 days
of the workers’ tourist visa. The mutual nationalistic sympathy shared by the
employers and workers is, in many cases, the main reason for offering employment
(Srikham, 2012). “I am pleased with the working ethnics of Vietnamese, therefore I
always hire them” is among positive comments on Vietnamese workers, shared
among employers (Minh Quang, 2013).
In addition, the strong social networks with Vietnamese diasporas means
no labor brokers are required (Srikham, 2012). Networks also become handful in
emergency situations. For example, Vietnamese Thai employers would help bail out
those workers who are arrested given their illegal status (Le, 2011). Formal
migrants and newcomers often gather in order to share information on
employment and religion. In Bangkok, Vietnamese would meet at a temple in the
Chinatown area (Walsh, 2011), or Catholic Churches in Sathorn and Din Deng areas
(Le, 2011). Similarly, there are also social and religious organizations set up by Yuon
Kao and Yuon Op Pha Yop in provinces such as Ubon Rachathani, Nakhom Phanom,
Mukdhan, Khon Kaen, Udon Thani, Nong Khai, Nong Bua Lamphu, etc (Le, 2011; Gia
Minh, 2010).
Aung Set (2009) argues that while the conventional formal trade
agreements tend to benefit big investors, and traders, social networks are
essentially important for regional development in its unique way. On the one hand,
the “international network” that the community has established in the host
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community over time serves as capital for future migrants by reducing fees for
migration and the risks in the host country, thereby increasing income, savings and
remittances. On the other hand, more importantly for regional integration, this
established link opens a window of opportunity for future economic and social
exchanges, such to facilitate trade, and small and medium sized informal
businesses (Aung Set, 2009). The relationship between Yuon Kao, Yuon Op Pha Yop
and younger generations of Vietnamese also reflects such visions of future. It has
observed that Vietnamese migrant workers often ride back with new ones on their
return trip from the holiday (Srikham, 2012; VietHa, 2011). One would also easily
run to businessmen with original Vietnamese identity in Ho Chi Minh or Hanoi who
dress like Thais but speak Vietnamese language with Thai accents.
Conclusions and Implications for Leveraging Migration for Development
The empirical analysis by far has agreed with the three proposed
hypotheses: (H1) Changes in regional landscapes brought by ASEAN FTA and
specifically, ADB GMS Economic Cooperation program are facilitating and
instigating growing flows of Vietnamese workers into Thailand. The rapid
improvements in road, rail and checkpoint facilities, in combination with the easing
of land travel are making Thailand a relatively cheaper employment destination, for
many Vietnamese migrants, compared to other traditional markets of South Korea,
Malaysia, Taiwan, and South Arabia; (H2) Contextual forces between Vietnam-as a
sending country and Thailand-as a receiving country, affect labor flows from
Vietnam into Thailand in various significant ways. In the absence of viable
livelihood alternatives caused by the chronically high rate of unemployment and
underemployment, particularly in poor areas of rural in Vietnam, cross-border
migration appears a practical solution for households to diversify income sources
and obtain income insurance amidst the global economic recession. At macro level,
the willing of Vietnamese workers to participate in some certain low-wage,
unskilled sectors help reduce the shortage of labors in Thailand. Meanwhile, for the
Vietnamese government, this mobility also eases the immense pressure to create
sufficient and decent jobs for the large proportion of its young population entering
the national labor force every year; (3) the long established communities of
Vietnamese in Thailand are providing significant supports to newly arrived
Vietnamese workers, from job offers, accommodation to legal and spiritual
assistance. Such social networks are important for migrant workers in future
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mobility whereas they cement crucial foundations for social, cultural and economic
exchanges within the Sub-region and beyond.
The investigation on the increasing trend in movement of workers from
Vietnam into Thailand has also constructed new knowledge aiding in the
confirmation of numerous theories of migration. The availability of employment
and wage opportunities in Thailand and Vietnam that initiates cross-labor
migration reflects the neo-classical economics theory. The dual and segmented
labor market theory can find its footprints in the current situation of labor market
of Thailand while the networks theory offer a framework to discover the
relationship between Yuon Kao and Yuon Op Pha Yop and Vietnamese migrant
workers. Migration motivation and use of remittances are perfect examples for the
decision making theory and the new economics of labor migration theory.
Impacts brought by migration, both negative and positive, have long been
an on-going debate in migration studies and on economic development agendas.
While this paper does not attempt to ignore vulnerable situations of Vietnamese
migrant workers due to their illegal status, as widely reported by other authors, it
argues that negative impacts can be well managed and that the economic
significance of cross-border migration to households and national economy of both
Thailand and Vietnam is undeniable. Although not being legally recognized,
Vietnamese workers keep flowing into Thailand mostly voluntary and it results
from regional integration processes and market liberalization.
For this reason, in order to open new channels for development in the
Subregion and to make labor flow as freely as goods, services and capital, it
requires feasible strategies with more proactive approaches toward labor mobility
from Vietnam to Thailand. The two governments first and foremost must push
forward the discussion and signing of labor cooperation agreement. A signing of
memorandum of understanding should be proceeded so that illegal workers can
obtain legal documents. Vietnam and Thailand also have to work together on
policies to support Vietnamese workers before departure, while working in
Thailand and once they return.
Vocational trainings, language and life skills should be provided to workers
prior to their departure so that they are able negotiate and communicate with Thai
employers on terms of employment and related issues. Legal counseling, work
safety, workers’ rights, job opportunities and accessibility to medical services
should be available to migrant workers while they are working in Thailand. This
aims to ensure all forms of exploitation and abusive practice towards Vietnamese
migrant workers to be eliminated. Last but not least, the Vietnamese government
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should strengthen policies of the return migration and reintegration of migrant
workers. A favorable business and investment environment in which remittances
can be utilized to produce further profits should be fostered. In this way, migration
can make its contribution into poverty reduction and economic development.
In order to formulate more comprehensive and feasible strategies, policy
makers require a good stock of data and empirical evidence. In this light, further
studies on various aspects towards labor mobility between Thailand and Vietnam
are urgently needed. Sharing similar views with John Walsh (2011), the paper
proposes further investigations on continuing economic connections between Yuon
Kao and Yuon Op Pha Yop with their origin communities. It is also significant to gain
further knowledge on returned migrants, that how they use new skills and
knowledge acquired during their migration for community development and
entrepreneurship promotion at local level.
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“Making Connection”: Indonesian Migrant Entrepreneurial Strategies
in Taiwan

Rudolf YUNIARTO

In the whole history of economic activity the stranger makes his
appearance everywhere as a trader
and the trader makes his as a stranger. (George Simmel, 1971:144)
Comprehensive explanations of entrepreneurship must include the social context of
behavior, especially the social relationships through which people obtain information,
resources and social support. (Aldrich & Zimmer, 1986:11)

Abstract: This paper examines the function of network as a tool of problem solving in
Indonesian migrant entrepreneurship escaping labor market challenges and social-cultural
adjustment process in Taiwan. As the essential key to social mobility of migrant, networks is
considered not only used as a migrant strategic survival, but may help them get resources
to spur entrepreneurship. By cohesive personal/social networks with local fellow or
nationals and using social media, it facilitated the entrepreneur’s to capital, support
(mentoring), knowledge (access to sufficient capital) and a reliable supply and customer. In
case social network Indonesian entrepreneur in Taiwan is formed through personal or
group migrant ties, religion, ethnic and hometown, or group association depends home
base city where they work.
Keywords: Social Network, Migrant Entrepreneurship, Indonesian, Taiwan

Introduction: Migrant Entrepreneurship and Its Network
Taiwan’s economic prosperity since 1980’s draws people from all corners
of the globe. In 2011, 37,971 of expatriate business people, language teachers and
engineers of various nationalities (NIA, 2011), and in 2013 484,367 Southeast Asian
factory hands, construction workers and caregivers are legally employed on the
island (CLA, 2013). The presence of laborers from Southeast Asia adds to the ethnic
landscape of Taiwan. Since 2000’s foreign enclaves have become fixtures in several
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places which were ethnically homogeneous communities. Memorial Park in
downtown Taipei is crowded with Filipino workers exchanging gossip and
newspapers. The Taoyuan, Taipei, Kaoshiung Railway Station is another place
where workers from the Indonesia, Thailand and Vietnam countries like to gather.
In these developments of the foreign enclave on the other side encourage the
growth of the ethnic economy enclave, several of the foreign businesses around
the station’s now full of stores sell newspapers, books, VCDs and DVDs in local
language and full of restaurants, remittance bank, shipping as well.
On any given weekend, many migrants heading toward the migrant enclave
meet their relatives or relaxing. They gather to sing, talking, eating and cheer as
they use karaoke parlor or watch local programs on a large television. From this
image, there is a person (people) behind all these activities, but busiest to serving
the entire consumers, they are businessman’s own store (the entrepreneurs). For
an illustration Indonesian mini market and associated businesses—a karaoke parlor
and a small restaurant—operated by an entrepreneur named Ratna Sari in Taoyuan
city is one of the busiest enterprises in the Taoyuan Railway station neighborhood,
it functions as an Indonesian cultural center also. Madam Ratna Sari the owner, an
Indonesian Chinese overseas, who moved to Taiwan more than 20 years ago,
opened her store in 1996 after married with her Taiwanese husband. At first she
opens very modest restaurant since the budget owned is very limited and only
served local food for Taiwanese. Changing to sell Indonesian food started when she
has an order for migrant after a door to door to promote her restaurant around the
neighborhood. Drastically changed her mind to sell Indonesian food and rent house
near station to get more customer, gradually her business is progressing.
Furthermore, because seeing the great business opportunity with a growing
number of Indonesian migrant workers, she activated her co-ethnic resources and
networks to import various products from Indonesia and get help to innovate
business place. Her family, friends, and group association become business
partners. They provide all the needs of her business for the eighty percent
Indonesian customer; for other help such as imported local product from
Indonesia, information buying house near station, and some karaoke facilities she
gets from Taiwanese friends; for cultural goods: CDs and cassettes of Indonesian
pop music, videos, newspapers and magazines she gets from Indonesian relatives;
and employee for mini market and restaurant she gets workers from an agent who
was became restaurant customers.
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At the general point of view living as “economic foreigner” above, there is
some issue, especially entrepreneurship in household business scale and capital
low-investment, it is necessary considering a variety of ways in order to get survive
through raise different types of social capital of its own ethnic community or host
country resources. From a knowledge and relation what they gets, be able to
detect business opportunities that come their way so that it can become an
important resource for them when deciding to open up a business. Understanding
to economic activity and entrepreneurship of immigrants in Taiwan must be
understood in the context of changing economic opportunity structures— for
instance the growth of the migrant number, as well as within the Taiwan
temporally migrant policy—three year contract and three years extended, and the
pattern of economic activities—as I observed well mostly working in informal form.
Increasing trends number of migrants and shifting in migrant culture also
important, ranging from widespread the ‘enclave migrant workers’ in many urban
cities of Taiwan, forming ‘enclave economy’ of migrant (the informal economy
activities), and the emerge groups of migrant. Base on this backdrop, various
opportunities exist for immigrant entrepreneurs in Taiwan and related to networks
are involved in these processes. There was opportunities for immigrant
entrepreneurship through vacancy-chain businesses—such opening mini market,
restaurants, or services. In this context, structural opportunity in migration, each
market requires not only a different skill set, but also the mobilization of different
resources, and hence the role and value of networks in each varies (Rath et al.,
2006:2-3).
The complexity working space in the entrepreneurial adjustment process
can affect social relations and lead to various kinds of multiple strategies. This
paper is questioning fundamental issues regarding network and migrant
entrepreneurship in Taiwan on how the network is working and what the effect on
performance in Indonesian immigrant businesses? This question will answer the
form of Indonesian entrepreneurs’ business and social network, the entrepreneur’s
participation in social networks, and the existence of migrant socio-cultural bonds
help to improve their business. As already mentioned above, migrant social
relations build based on the identity with the certain basic principles - such as
kinship (relatives), friendship, same identity, and etc. Those all patterns are used to
build and manage or economic activities and carry out transaction agreement.
Dimensions of individuals or household migrants relationships affect on the system
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of division of labor (relations of production), exchange of resources, determination
of the rights and obligations among owner and workers, and mechanisms problem
solving individually or group (see Bangura, 1994; Saifudin, 1999; Omohundro, 1983;
Agusyanto, 1996; Bagchi, 2001; Netting et. all, 1984; Higuchi, 2010; Faist, 2000;
Brettel, 2000).
The concept migrant entrepreneurs adjustment is the processes that make
the entrepreneurs as an actor who seeks achieve to his objectives or needs, and to
deal with changing social and environmental conditions for survival (Landolt 2001;
Brettel 2003). This includes how to create performance and optimization work
production, also negotiating with the social environment. The idea about making
connection Indonesian migrant entrepreneurship in Taiwan relied through: 1) the
nexus ethnic business and social capital, 2) and building network by online/offline
practice. Base on my observation, Indonesian migrant businesses in Taiwan are
small, middle and low class enterprises majority, running business base co-ethnic
network, and the dominating sector like the beginning of migrant business activity,
is the food sector and migrant basic need facilitation. The position Indonesian
entrepreneur still depends on the migrant consumer as shown in term by migrant,
from migrant, and for migrant. Main business activity usually accommodates
migrant daily needs services (restaurant, grocery stores, ticketing and delivery
services) (Yuniarto, 2011).
Despite of Indonesian businesses are ‘local characteristic’, practically
business is not isolated units and grow from links to others or in other word there a
nexus ethnic business and social capital. According to Janet W. Salaff et. al.,
(2002:5-7) in Ethnic Entrepreneurship, Social Networks, And The Enclave, ethnic
entrepreneurs direct or indirectly develop multiple network with inside or outside
ethnic community to help them in order to start a business. Before social
networking becomes social capital, people come to recognize each other as part of
the same group by defining them as belonging. For instance, those that leave and
arrive from the same location at a similar time often shares biographies. Shared
cultural indicators include ethnic sameness, language, or religion. The enclave
economy is part of a social structure of families, neighbors, friends, and
acquaintances. The advantage of ethnic enclaves are best located become self
employed and share information relatively easily in a concentrated space. This
entire member’s enclave economy is embedded in several other networks that
have a common ethnicity. People that know the same people often share
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perspectives and resources and feel they are similar. In sum, entrepreneurs from
the same ethnic group will get easier access to business networks in the enclave
than outsiders.1 Besides accumulating a network base enclave economy member,
entrepreneurs also can create networks based on family kinship. Ann D. Bagchi
(2001:32-33) in A Study of Networking Among Immigrant Professionals introduce
the idea “Spousal Migrant Network” as one factor in the making migrant
entrepreneurship network. In the more specific marriage serving as the connection
between actors in the network by spousal. The dynamic character of networks by
spousal proves that family-based migrants often attempt to bring in additional
family members as an employee or a labor contract.
The second idea making network by online/offline media practiceis used by
the entrepreneurs, especially to connect with their consumers. Typically boutique,
magazine, music performance, tour and travel, and entertainment restaurant are
the most used online/offline media for maintaining their business. For instance,
Facebook is social media often to use to stay in touch with friends, business
partners, and customer beside the private website as well. Their routine update
wares inFacebook status. Each otherscan talk about orders in Facebook timeline or
private message. It is perhaps inevitable that social networking sites in particular
have become a safe haven for entrepreneur to share, connect, and engagewith the
audience. Online business activities in fact is not a new in business migrant, in
migrant develop countries is commonly happening. To see the experience
Rahman&Lian (2011:271) study on Bangladesh Migrant Entrepreneurship In Japan,
Bangladeshi retail entrepreneurs have developed online shopping, Telesales, and
pay-upon-delivery to expand their business and maintain a network with
customers. Retailers operate online shopping facilities for customers who live in
Tokyo and other parts of Japan, complete with catalogs of prices and pictures of
products. Online shopping for groceries and daily necessities has changed the
traditional notion of ethnic/immigrant businesses. Beside online network, I observe
offline media such as group association activity—such as group tours, music event,
religious expression, or other entertainment activities—to investigate
entrepreneurship issues and found that social media is the way to regularly
1

Nevertheless, people can identify one another and interact, they need not be in one place,
sometimes live in widely scattered communities, and not necessarily where they work.
People form identities by mingling in ethnic stores, community centers, neighborhoods, and
religion association. People with direct or indirect need not locate in a specific place to get
in contact (Salaff et. al., 2002:7).
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connect with customers or business network. Following this idea, it would be easier
to understand the network discourse between entrepreneurs. As mentioned by
Madianou & Miller (2012), “instead of regarding social networking sites as simply a
means for communication between two given localities, it is also possible to start
thinking about social networking sites as a place in which people in some sense
actually live” (cited from McGregor&Siegel, 2013:15).
Generally, this paper base on four monthanthropological field work in 2011
(from March to June) around Taipei City and northern areas (Danshui, Taoyuan,
Zhongli City) and unstructured research in the year 2008 while study Mandarin
language. I made some observation and interviewed around 15 Indonesian migrant
entrepreneurs, 3academic experts and 1 civil society group member as well.
Interview carried out by participation observation technique by the average
interview time at last from one to three hours. Topics included past work histories,
reasons for coming to Taiwan and setting up a restaurant, the challenges of starting
and running a restaurant in Taiwan, and future business visions. Mostly, I do
research in an enclave of entrepreneurship economy concentrated in industrial
areas or railway station, and the area (places) where migrants often most hanging
out together—but sometimes visit other Indonesian enclave economy near
recreational parks, gardens, large and small Mosque, near the night market, cafe
bars, discos or pool room.I acknowledge that the study is based on a limited
number of interviewees due to the length limitation of my stay in Taiwan. This
limitation I backed up with literature review on migrant adjustment and economic
behavior. Gathering data used various sources of documents, i.e. online journal,
article news, company websites, migrant magazine. Unfortunately, no statistical
data are available for immigrant businesses in Taiwan, should be alone find specific
data on the narrow topic of entrepreneurship owned and run by immigrants. Igot a
general number of entrepreneur data from the Indonesian Employers’ Store
Association in Taiwan(APIT) but not specific either.
Brief Profile: Indonesian Migrant Entrepreneurship
The rising of Indonesian migrant entrepreneurship in Taiwan, historically it
could be traced back to 1990’s era when Taiwan government has opened policies
to recruit migrant workers at first time in 1989. In early 1990’s there was only less
number of Indonesian worked in Taiwan. The number more or less was ranging
from 10,000 to15,000, most of them were working in Taipei and Taoyuan area
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(Huey-jen, 2007: 54). From this number I estimate in the late 93s-95’s the first
Indonesian ‘enclave workers’ is formed near living in Zhongli and Taoyuan (North
Taipei) areas. In line with enclave workers about 1995-1996, the emergence a few
of entrepreneurs and owner Indonesian food stalls, it’s formed a migrant ‘enclave
economy’. During the 2001 - 2005 periods, workers enclave began scattered in
many major cities of Taiwan as the number migrant is increased (Huey-jen, 2007:
55). After 2007-2008 periods, Indonesian enclave economies more develop and
many new businesses set up in the northern region spread to various places—
Taipei city, Danshui, Keelung, or Ilan) and also in central and southern Taiwan, the
number is increased.2
Indonesian entrepreneur in Taiwan comes in varying backgrounds, on my
observed I found four entrepreneurs characteristic; 1) Indonesian-Chinese descent
(generally from Singkawang, Surabaya, Jambi, Palembang and Medan) who married
Taiwanese man3; 2) Indonesian and Taiwan joint business partner, they
intentionally joint in entrepreneurship because seeing a business opportunity; 3)
Former factory or domestic worker, usually after finish their job as labor contract
continue to work and change status as trader; 4) Graduate student from Taiwan
school, commonly they start from learning Mandarin in university and doing part
time work (ex: a translator/language teacher, a waitress at a restaurant, private
tutoring, commerce and others) then becoming entrepreneur.From background
entrepreneur’s, it can be classified that Indonesian entrepreneurship in Taiwan into
3 levels: 1) Established group: entrepreneurship with larger capital such as a
shipping company, money changers, able to open branches in other places of
business; 2) Middle Group: Entrepreneur who only have one type of business and
have a place to sell fixed; 3) Low level entrepreneurs: the individual entrepreneur

2

According to the Indonesian Employers’ Store Association in Taiwan(APIT), between 2007
to 2011 they estimated the number of Indonesian migrant workers in Taiwan increased and
the emergence of Indonesia entrepreneurship in Taiwan rapidly developed. The number of
entrepreneurship reached more less 400 mini markets and restaurants. If they were
combined with the individual business, it will be increased by one-third of the number
of entrepreneurs. If the employee 2-5 staffs, overall an Indonesian entrepreneur in Taiwan
employs approximately around 800-2000 staffs.
3
Many Indonesian Chinese descent came to Taiwan in 1992. According to my informant,
importing Chinese decent is part of policy Taiwan government associated with language
barriers, cultural differences, but at the same time increasing to the number of Taiwan state
citizenship. In fact many Chinese descent married to Taiwanese changed their citizenship
especially after they got establish live or got the opportunity to open a business.
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who operates with subsistence. Generally, Indonesian migrant entrepreneurship in
Taiwan can be divided into two groups of formal and informal classification.4Formal
group consisting the entrepreneur who is a member of the
Indonesian Entrepreneurs Association in Taiwan (APIT), i.e., as an organization to
accommodate all the information between entrepreneurs in Taiwan and expected
in the future can help to improve their businesses in the largest business types of
activities. Meanwhile, an informal group originated the friendship group comes
from an entrepreneur in the same area of Indonesia or derivatives from the same
school (Mandarin school). Informal groups are very popular in Taiwan comprise the
‘Borneo Group’, the entrepreneur from mix marriage with Taiwanese men, ‘Medan
Group’, ‘Surabaya Group’ and some groups entrepreneurs comes as former
migrant workers or migrant workers agent.
One of prominent example Indonesian entrepreneur is Mr. DC (37 yo), the
owner Indojaya mini market and restaurant5. He was born as IBC (Indonesian‐Born
Chinese) from West Java, Surabaya City. In the beginning he starts learning Chinese
Language at Mandarin Training Centre in 2000 then he found a lot of great
opportunities to run the business. He and his Taiwanese Partner opened The First
Indonesian Store in Taipei City, called Indojaya at Taipei Main Station. He has run
some business for more than 13 years. His business is commonly related to the
Indonesia society in Taiwan, such as Indonesia restaurant, remittance, and
magazine called INTAI (Indonesia‐Taiwan). He also writes three Novels and one of
the producers of The Film “Diaspora & Love in Taipei” based on his novel. Since
2008 become the chairman of The Association of Indonesian Stores’ businessmen
in Taiwan.
The other example from ex-migrant is Ms. LA (40 yo, owner Al-Barokah
Mini Market/retail shop, restaurant, and karaoke). After finishing her work contract
in 2005, she works as migrant consultant and start her business while she works
4

Need to note here, formal groups define as organization groups, they associate have
structure of organization, and receive guidance and participation such as Indonesia
Government (Indonesian Economic and Trade Office to Taipei--KDEI). As for the informal
group are the entrepreneurs formed by small groups base on friendship relations or
ethnicity. Both of this group originated formed by socialization process between
entrepreneurs, due to the proximity of the location working place or residence
neighborhood.
5
For his detail profile please visit
http://www.diasporaindonesia.org/news/pdf/DeyantoCV.pdf data access on 11/26/2013
2:32:58 PM
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now. Her business has grown up beyond experienced as an ex-migrant and she
knows much about migrant attitudes and customs. In general Indonesian workers
in Taiwan habitually miss their homeland, especially close feeling relation with
family, chatting with friends, and home food taste. She learns from daily migrant
difficulties expression the feeling at different homes. She personally serves and try
to close with the customers and made a good relation with them and not only
making network with a business friend. She made a restaurant where everybody
could gather, eat, and express they feeling. Instead, she wanted to make her own
money and this is the best thing she can do.
Actually, not all entrepreneurs trade and business, has own shop and
display, in many cases I found they work with many limitations, especially the
capital. This is an example of a typical economy informal sector, whereas workers
earn less income, have unstable income, an attempt to escape poverty and earn an
income that is satisfactory for survival. Ms. RS (29 yo) from Indramayu West Java is
just one example. RS is married to a poor Taiwanese husband in 2007. She doesn’t
have a job and become unemployed at home. Considering the difficulty to find a
job at a company pushing her to create own work. Every Sunday she peddles
‘tempeh’ (fermented soybean cake) in the Taipei City Underground mall to
Indonesian where migrant worker usually hanging around. With carries on two
pieces of a cart, she carries out 150 pieces of tempeh and few bottle tomato sauce
and chili paste. Depart from home in north Taipei at eight o’clock in the morning,
from Keelung train station, an hour later arrive at Taipei Main Station and then she
is ready to sell her commodities. She just only made 600 tiny boxes of tempeh and
100 bottles per month could not make it more. She obtained salaries around NT
60,000 per month. However, if she wants to make her business up such as small
industry, it should prepare a more sophisticated machine boxed but she doesn’t
have money. She has been working as a tempeh trader for one a half year. She
faces many obstacles when doing business, bad weather or police is a frequently
obstacle faced. Especially in winter when the wind is blowing hard and because
selling at the station would be subject to raids also. But all she does work with
pleasure.
Pattern of Business Relation
In the context network business Indonesian migrant enterprise, describing
the structure of economic organization will help to understand the internal
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coordination and cooperation unit business form. Business networking work as one
system cause formed from different interactions between business units or
individuals. At least there are four types a entrepreneurs build his of relations, (1)
relations with capital assistants group; commonly related to product goods
suppliers, lessees, relatives or friends acted to provide financial assistance; (2)
relations with the employees; related to working system, managing business, and
administrative personnel; (3) relationships with customers: mostly relation with
migrant workers, also individuals costumers or company; (4) Relationship with
other entrepreneurs, sometimes in the business management is required to
cooperate with other entrepreneurs, this type of relationship is very helpful if
someone needs product for his shop.
Figure 1: General pattern Indonesian Entrepreneurship in Taiwan6
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Conceptually, the Indonesian network business unit can be defined as a set
up interaction between entrepreneurs and business unit share all his interest in the
body of working system in order to sustain. The business pattern placed the
6

Model is adopted from Julan, Thung, Jaringan Sosial Elit Ekonomi etnis Cina di Indonesia:
Studi Kasus Pengusaha Konstruksi di Jakarta. Jurnal Masyarakat Indonesia, tahun XVI, No. 2,
1989 (167-195)
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entrepreneurs at the center of activity as the one who are responsible for planning
and directing the operations of a company. Because center of this operation,
entrepreneurs recognize all operational systems, including the commercial
potential of a product or a service, formulates operating policies for production,
product design, marketing and organizational structure. This kind of relationship
can be described in the pattern diagram presented above.
Indonesian migrant entrepreneurship tends more informal at working
system practices. Trust is the social capital for building relationship with others
rather than in formal legal system relationship. Base of the figure above, the
entrepreneurs usually gets help from providers of ware product (distributor),
tenants, and relative or friend (capital assistance). Capital assistance is needed by
entrepreneurs to develop their business further. Relationship with friendship and
family in some way can make a significant contribution, for example, in terms of
the loan money without interest. In term of capital most Indonesian migrant open
business for the first time is lack of capital or capital ownership is limited, to
overcome this problem is the need to have good relations and trust with tenants or
product distributor. For instance, tenants give leeway in terms of payment and
hope that rented house are maintained goods and not to be broken. With a
distributor, usually get ease a consignment of product or get assistance like
discount product up to 5-10% of the total purchase of goods.
Technically, relationship entrepreneur with the workers were divided into
three types of relations, first relationship with the workers who help the business in
a shop or stall, the second in a relationship with staff who his trust in managing the
store when he is busy or absent, and third entrepreneurs relationship with workers
was chosen as special administrative staff. The condition of this relationship
depends on the size of business, if the employee only needs about 4-5 people,
usually entrepreneurs can act as a worker or responsible for business to perform
administrative activities. All three relations can be cross-linked.
Related to the consumers, they are typically associated with individual or
institution. Consumers from an institution usually need the services provided by
the entrepreneurs, such as meals, tickets or delivery product carried both in large
or small quantities. If consumers from an institution have become a big patron is an
advantage for the entrepreneurs because will benefit on a permanent basis. In
general, there is no difference in handling individual or institutional customers, all
have to serve well. For individual consumers and institutions, entrepreneurs’
usually serve product delivery services with certain minimum purchases, then
goods will be directly delivered to consumer address. The last, relationship with
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other entrepreneur is more colored by the competition to attract the consumer.
But they also formed a partnership that carried out individually or through
associations. Individual’s cooperation normally happens when one party becomes a
sub-contractor to another party, or a source of information that bring jobs to the
other party.
The Entrepreneur Connection
The population in Taiwan was estimated in December 2013 at 23,373,517,
spread across a total land area of 35,980 km². 7 Taiwan is islet and isolated from
strain and pacific ocean, but well known as land of migration in East Asia. Since
1989 Taiwan government has opened policies to recruit migrant workers for
semiconductor factory or chemical industry including household sector. These
migrants’ mostly invited from Southeast Asian member countries such as
Indonesia, Thailand, Philippine, and Vietnam came from. In 2013 there are 484,367
foreign workers with Indonesia as the largest contributor to workers as much as
211,118 migrants, almost half of total foreign workers in Taiwan.8 Due to the
limited geographic area and the high number of migrants across nation borders,
network pattern more centered on the ethnic enclave economy and interrelated
with local society. Data findings show that network Indonesian entrepreneur in
Taiwan could be divided into three types: The first type is network connections
among friends, classmates and fellow workers; the second network based on
geographical location, association and local villagers and co-workers; and the third
is family relations. Business network movement could be described into those kind
of circle.
The entrepreneurs are embedded in three types of social networks which
they take advantage from to manipulate for economic goals. In this pattern, the
network is used to reduce economic risks concerning the creation of new
immigrant businesses, and to support their co-ethnics on the access to information,
capital and labor. Three types of network also consider as an important
precondition to start or improve the business condition, even there’s no guarantee
for economic success as well as there are found business undeveloped. However,
there is one interesting point related to Indonesian living as entrepreneurs in
Taiwan, in term facing difficulties in business management or to improve condition
affected, that is solidarity between entrepreneurs in their relations.
7
8

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics_of_Taiwan accessed at 3/28/2014 1:53:46 PM
http://statdb.cla.gov.tw/html/mon/c12030.pdf download at 3/25/2014 1:20:40 PM
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Figure 2: Indonesia and Taiwan map9

The practice of group solidarity as collective shared workplace grievances
or faced with harsh conditions of the market. The practice of solidarity is covered
business partnership among the all members of the group—both formal groups or
informal. For instance, information exchange on business opportunities and giving
suggestion/information related to open shop opportunity in some attracting place
in Taiwan. This kind of simple information shared from one entrepreneur to
another friends, relatives or neighbors without any demanding. Another form of
solidarity is also provided to assistances other friends not only to find a strategic
location for business, but also capital loan, selling product, and others related to
their store or business. In terms of entrepreneur friendship solidarity being a factor
in establishing relations and business, especially acted as mutual assistance in
difficult times.
Case one: family networking across border
DD (45yo from Sumatera) and RA (40yo from Central Java) has been
marrying couples since 2004. Dodo still has family in Taiwan and becomes
Taiwanese citizenship. They start a hair salon business first and then as a reseller of
Muslim dress, Indonesian local cosmetics, and money exchange/remittance. They
9

Sources:
http://www.worldofmaps.net/en/asia/asia-maps/map-south-east-asia.htm
accessed on 3/28/2014 1:52:21 PM
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know demand Indonesia products in the local market, especially to women migrant
dominated. Mr. DD asks her sister help in Indonesia to send a container of relevant
products buying some —actually in this business activity his sister also asks another
help from fiends/relative to provide what she wants to order. Transaction pattern
across the border, it has commonly happened today since easier shipping of goods
and transfer money, so indeed they don’t have to invest such big the money just
only for shipping cost. After order product reached Taiwan, they contacted a local
agent to reseller/distribute around Indonesian grocery shop near Taipei or the
person who has ordered the product by phone/internet. In a few weeks, they get
some cash then they took some commissions and the rest sends to his sister in
Indonesia. Finding this type of making connection,it could be said that, at first an
entrepreneur starts his business network from the closest person. In Mr. DD case
to continue to develop his business using family resource network across country
borders.
I also found another case for making networks across the border in migrant
entrepreneur from ‘Singkawang’10 (Borneo group)between old immigrant
entrepreneur to a new entrepreneur.NR (36 yo) who establish an Indonesian
restaurant, karaoke, and mini market around in Danshui (North Taipei area) around
2007, after marrying with Indonesian women with Taiwan nationality. He thought
that open store is advanced business and profitable. He has experienced on-the-job
training for entrepreneurship and gained information from his Taiwan employer
open business in North Taipei. He and his wife started own shop with help from his
other colleague and wife’s family. His father in law loaned them NT$ 500.000 for
guarantee to establish the shop and he. Today his business more develop and
continue open branch in another city (Taichung). He trained her sister in law to
operate the store and how to order product from Indonesian suppliers in Taipei
Taiwan or Jakarta Indonesia.
Opening a business in a foreign country seems is easy, but actually
complicated in practice. Entrepreneurship activities are demanding a more
capacious (skills) in the business management, economic and cultural knowledge,
strong social relationships, and a cost. Old migrant act as a person who could
become patron contribute giving a help to create business for new migrants—in
10

Singkawang City is located at the province of West Kalimantan or Kalimantan
Barat, Indonesia. It is located at about 145 km north of Pontianak, the provincial capital,
and is surrounded by the Pasi, Poteng, and Sakok Mountain. Singkawang is derived
from Hakka, San khew jong which refers to a town in hills nearby a sea and estuary.
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this case new migrant become his client. In many cases new migrant
entrepreneurship could be a neighbor, family or friends at home countries.
Actually, the process looking for a job ranging between interpersonal migrant
relationships, this process has very helpful saved costs and also quick to get a job.
Thus, it could be said that there are dependent practices between migrant. One of
the mechanisms for strengthening relationships with the same ethnic migrant
communities is through formal and informal network links with community seniors
and existing businesses. A Migrant entrepreneur from business families generally
did not take the employment route, but preferred to start their own businesses
with financial backing from their families, the support of their husband or wife, and
relatives who has connected with the business. Family support as seen by this
cohort of entrepreneur has been crucial to their success.
Case two: friendship cronyism
EW (38 yo) the owner InfoTech small company (established 2006) came to
Taiwan without any family or Indonesian friends. His experience on purchases and
sale of electronic products business and also shipping, he relies on his friend’s wife
and making friendship networks to run business. At first he is working at a factory
in Taoyuan as driver and delivery operator, packing vehicle spare parts. During his
work he also sells phone credit on other employees and began his own works as a
phone credit seller. In short, EW met many friends are known for his work in
Taoyuan and Taipei. When he looks for a place of business his friend notified that
one of his friends would like to rent his place near the famous market night in
Taipei. EW and his friends finally had agreed work together rent the kiosk sell
electronic products and its accessories. His kiosk places near Center of Mandarin
studies for students from all of the world and also office area, so quite a lot of
buyers there. Relationship with old friends, this is what EW called as ‘friendship
connection’ of network that must be assets. He said, “If you have started to be an
entrepreneur, don’t forget to hang out and communicate, with customers,
vendors, suppliers, successful man, other’s people and others shops who have
been successful whoever and wherever we are. With your connection, maybe we
may find important information, whatever its form, without we ask, without you
thought, might be that information become solution due to our limitations”. The
neighborhood friendship also becomes one factor in helping develop business
operation. For example, his friend who just came from Indonesia, his seed money
for businesses, in progress could be more independent and can return money that
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he borrowed, and now his friend more successful and better socio-economic life
compare to EW who used to give him an assist.
Case three: inner economy enclave network
For many entrepreneurs they state that opening a restaurant and selling
Indonesia food offers opportunities for migrants to invest and develop another
type of business. For example, a travel agent, the jewelry store, budget hotel, IT
services, electronic products, international telephone card service, entertainment,
products clothing shops, and ethnic magazines. Also provides various services of
immigration and information relevant to the migrant communities. Taking example
on the Mr. DD case. His network could be traced after Mr. DD set up Indojaya mini
market and remittance in Taipei railway station in June 2000 then he continue to
set up the second restaurant Indojaya by acquired a Thai Muslim restaurant near to
the Taipei Grand Mosque and Taipei Chatolic Churces then established the second
restaurant on October 2002. In his store he facilitates ‘basic need’ that what
migrant want (as seen in the paragraph above). From this attractive business he
can reach more customer and networking. Successfully opened the store does not
make Mr. DD satisfied. He saw another opportunity. He considers about something
need by Indonesian migrant workers, which is can communicate each other and
place to share stories. In October 2006, Dede publishes a magazine called ‘Intai’,
this magazine specifically only for Indonesian migrant workers in Taiwan. Publishes
a magazine with reaches circulation 7500 copies and sold with price 40 NT per copy
in the first year. Publishing magazine increased significantly, in 2011 circulation
achieves more than 20.000 copies with the price NT80 NT and distribute to more
than 200 Indonesian stores in Taiwan.
Not only active to develop business network with customer or product
distributor, he also to get involved in the migrant social life organization such as
The Association of Indonesian Stores’s businessmen in Taiwan (APIT) and
Indonesian Catholic in Taiwan (KITA) and get financial support from The Indonesia
Economic and Trade Office in Taipei. My impression of the his style of
entrepreneurship, it’s the attention on the interaction between the resources
mobilized by migrants and the opportunity structures. Basically he is not so much
someone who introduces new business ideas, but rather someone who implements
new combinations of existing ideas to create innovative products and processes the
consumer demand. These two perspectives indicate migrant social environment
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give support entrepreneurial network activities formation. To describe the model
of networking it can see in the figure below.
Figure 3: Network Inside Enclave Economy

Caption:
1. Center
= The Entrepreneur
2.
= Open relationship between actors
3.
= Solid relationship
Making online/offline networks
Network Online
The increasing use of internet as cell phones is a significant part of
everyday life among Indonesian migrant and entrepreneurs in Taiwan. The internet
social media is a communication technology that is easy to find and access
everywhere in recent day. Like cell phone internet is able to own and use cell
phones, even to migrant workers with low incomes and limited literacy. In my
observed social media is important in keeping the migrant networks, sometimes as
migrant workers are not easily able to connect to their networks on a face-to-face
basis, and the cell phone and internet provide a channel for communication from
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different locations. Actually, in Taiwan internet connection is able to access all over
the country, even in the countryside and in remote rural areas. WiFi internet is
available free and not free supports free access to the internet throughout in some
city. People, especially migrant, they could connect with their networks outside
Taiwan and with their families who live in the Indonesian, although in Indonesia
countryside still lacks of access to the internet network system. For instance, in the
case of Vietnamese female migrant workers in Taiwan, Wang (2007) found that the
use of the internet and cell phones is one of the strategies they use to connect with
and develop their social networks among their friends and expand their sense of
community. In Loveband’s study on Indonesian domestic workers in Taiwan
(2009:45), it found that migrants have many contact names in their cell phones
some of whom they had never met. Even in Lovebland study found in the using a
cell phone among Indonesian workers, in observing I found they connect cellphone
to internet. Cellphone and internet provided a sense of community and a source of
information between both friends and strangers both Taiwan and Indonesian.
The most internet websites frequently used approach by entrepreneurs to
make money for social media is Facebook online status.11 The online media like
Facebook proves potentials of monetization and networking. In the particular case
of social media for network, migrants entrepreneur carries out several processes to
reconfigure their social networks, especially with customers. Social media uses as
‘mediated interactions’ particularly in some aspects of selling product and
maintaining friendship. They post product photos in wall status or making order
messages by email inbox and obtaining any response or reaction. The use of photos
or messages on the website serves as a manifestation of the presence pervading
product and communicating with the community.
One who practice social media are Ms. SK (40 yo), a young entrepreneur
and migrant only graduates from Junior High School in one small village at Central
Jawa. She uses Facebook under account is MK in between her time working as a
housekeeper and nursing elderly, undertake side activities by selling online as a
means to reach an extra money. It’s starting she since has a laptop and learn how
to browse then try to put some picture selling Muslim clothes in her wall status.
Her knowledge about how to use networks in virtual worlds open up her minds
11

Facebook is a free online service that allows people to connect with people they know or
they don’t. Easily share photos, videos, links, and more with online connected friends. For
Indonesian migrant entrepreneurs use Facebook effectively for strategic business
networking. Facebook helps create instant networking–like add more friends and share the
product. Have an objective in mind that benefits the person you’re contacting (e.g. online
order).
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seeing an opportunity to find the additional money. Selling Muslim clothing has
many advantages and profitable since the majority of Indonesian migrant in Taiwan
is Muslims. In her thought on business migrant, and living as migrant socially,
Taiwan much more democratic compares situation Indonesian migrant living in the
Middle East. In a migrant social interaction and the opportunity to become an
entrepreneur is much more open. Ms. SK incorporated in the Indonesia Muslim
Family in Taiwan organization (Keluarga Muslim Indonesia di Taiwan/KMIT) and the
Indonesian Muslim Association in Taiwan (Ikatan Warga Muslim Indonesia di
Taiwan/IWAMIT).
Most of her customers are friends and member this organization and joint
in the Facebook friendship system, but sometimes if there’s any bazaar activity or
event related to Indonesian Migrant (Tenaga Kerja Indonesia/TKI) also strive to
participate. Her intention to get more friends and customers wearing Moslem
clothes. Her stocks she is ordering from his sister and family Indonesia or retailed
from friends, then photograph and put on Facebook wall. In addition, there are
many constraints selling merchandise in cyberspace. Lack of time, sometimes
forgot with the order, customers request delivered as soon as possible, it turns out
not to be delivered on time. The most important is set up time fit with the main
work, prepare an order to hand over to the customer, and keep maintain network
with friends as main customers.
Figure 4 An example Indonesian Migrant Entrepreneur Online Shopping
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Network Offline
Typically the Indonesian business operation, such as a grocery shop and
restaurant, often combined primary business with at very simple karaoke room, or
with others facilities such as private learning computer and internet facilities for
chatting, learning Mandarin lesson. In other side, also facilitate social activities such
as Arisan12, birthday or wedding party, worshiping (Pengajian)13, silahturahmi14,
music event, tour and travel, and the group meeting association. These types of
entrepreneurship gave them a chance to entering and maintaining their network by
the socialization process in the dynamic migrant cultures. Social environment
around migrant made the entrepreneurs a chance to socialize, entering, or
maintaining their entrepreneurship world, especially making network with
consumers. The variety of activities has function to contribute, the real service, give
inspiration, togetherness as well as the gratitude entrepreneurs for customer
support. Term of ‘migrant cultural entrepreneur’ is raised up considering such
above reality. By drawing on a different cultural repertoire and offering a different
perspective on cultural activities, entrepreneurship can potentially act as a key
stimulus in the renewal and innovation of the local cultural economy (Brandellero,
2009:32).
In Indonesian culture social relationship philoshopy there is a famous idiom
so called “merawat hubungan” or caring relationship which meant caring out the
soul of a fraternity. The other idiom is “mangan ora mangan kumpul” means that
no matter if there is no food, people will still gather with each other, to show some
spirit of the mutual cooperation and social solidarity. In the context migrant
connection, both migrant workers or entrepreneurs defined them self as people
who move to another place with the aim of earning a living (gain money) or seeking
further knowledge or experience. Because far away from home migrant sharing the
same feeling and try to keep their spirit togetherness with friends, in other word
they practice ‘who want to get sustenance and extends the age, let him tighten
friendship relationship’.
12

Regular social gathering whose members contribute to and take turns at winning an
aggregate sum of money
13
‘Pengajian’ came from the word ‘kaji’ its mean ‘review’. Praying session individually or
with a group of people, and it is also known for reviewing surah in qur’an; religious
lecture; public sermon.
14
It means that come to say hallo to someone or your family and taking a conversation.
This term is used for association based similarity regions, religion, or place of work.
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This embodied spirit is known base on an image of the marginalized
sojourner is generally depicted to Indonesian workers (Lan, 2003:119). Indonesian
migrant workers do unskilled jobs, especially domestic works. They face work
difficulties, including language problem, personal relationship between the
employer-employee, and their homesickness. The spatial locations of Indonesian
workers’ Sunday activities clearly symbolize their social status of “marginal
insiders.” They gather at the corners of Taipei’s Train Station; they eat and dance
behind the prime public area in Taoyuan; and they tend to shop underground
rather than in skyscraper department stores. They are seen in public, but only at
those corners less visible to Taiwanese. Meanwhile, Indonesian workers still
struggling for proper treatment, on the other hand, they were trying to enjoy a
social life with friends (Lan, 2006; Lovebland, 2002; Young, 2004). There is one
study in the aspect of migrants consumption in a specific store and social
relationship (Hung Cheng, 2013:22) especially in the Indonesian migrants behavior
described that usually like to choose Indonesian store, supermarket,
communication/cell phone store and used to patronize the stores which selling
homeland commodity.
From situation above, the entrepreneurs import local cultural values in the
host society, then (re) production knowledge of migrant the way of life to make
social relation (connectivity) between their business operation with migrants.
Usually when there are a certain offline activities such as group celebrate Eid alFitr, the celebration of the Indonesia Independence Day or the celebration of
Chinese new year. For those who business is established, they support activities as
sponsor, gave them merchandise, facilitate place, or made some discount product
and in the same time this moment they could advertise the company or product by
leaflets, posters, handouts to migrant participant. But for others with less capital
they maintaining customers made cheaper price or provide friendly services. A
migrant day event usually held at Taipei or Taoyuan railway station, big Park, and
near the Church or Mosque, it is common practices in those events would be
crowded by hundred migrant workers facilitate migrant get their vacation, gather,
relax, and be happy.
Besides celebrating national events some company invites customer take a
tour travel around Taiwan—just mentioned two names Indonesian Delivery Express
or Indonesia-Taiwan Magazine—they regularly held some event such as to visit the
Taiwan National Museum, visit heritage place, hiking and enjoying natural scenery,
bike tours, game music, short story writing competition,etc. All of this effort as an
effort to further enhance the support against the development of migrants
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creativity and self actualization. This event also often carried out to give company
needs a function to stay in continuous contact with the existing customer base.
Someone must know which customer sites are available for referral business, the
state of their implementation, and which features are in production use.
Figure 5 Making Offline Network Indonesian Entrepreneur with Migrant15

15

A compilation from various sources
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Conclusion
This article proved the form social networks strategy Indonesia
businessman migrants in Taiwan their daily activities. Indonesian migrant
entrepreneurs maintain various network relations for the benefit of their business.
They have their own canals by which they obtain information, capital or employees.
Defining their social network, however, is much harder. In a general sense, this
study indicates the composition of networks on two levels: first, a relatively
personal one of family, clan, relatives, colleagues, and classmate; and second, a
somewhat broader level of hometown people, people of the same ethnic group,
and others with whom people interact directly or indirectly, such as a government
official, company distributors, group association, or even investors. Nevertheless, in
the practice among the level of the network often happens to overlap one another.
For example, social networking based upon vertical kinship, on the other side of the
network also involves a horizontal connection with the neighborhood or friendship
in entrepreneurship operation. The above aspects characterize an Indonesian
migrant entrepreneurial strategy network. The organizing principle (or focus) is
determined and the relations are delineated on the basis of their intensity,
direction and type (with explicit attention to the purposes). In such a way becomes
clear with which actors an entrepreneur maintains a specific kind of relation, from
which at the same time ensues with what purpose the migrant keeps up that
relation.
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POLICY PAPERS
Institutions fighting Trafficking in Human Beings in the Contemporary Romania
Lia POP, Irina POP

Abstract: In the last approximately 15 years, mainly in the last decade, Romania made
substantial efforts to establish the institutions fighting THB according with the EU’s
Directive 38 /2011’s requirements and the recommendation assumed by the International
Treaties signed and ratified in this area. The plethora of institutions were founded, but they
are not functioning yet as a system because of the absence of the independent assessing
institution. That is why, it must be, immediately, created. Beside, the institutional system
needs, as a unavoidable complement the launching of Cultural Strategy in tabooing for
good, the THB in Romania.
Keywords: Romanian Institutional System in Fighting THB; the Institution Designed to Assess
the Results in Fighting THB; the Culture of Tabooing THB in Romania.

A General View on the General System of fighting Trafficking in Human Beings
(THB)
In the last decade, Romania has accomplished a real system of institutions
in fighting THB and in ensuring the national and transnational cooperative actions’
efficiency.
With the adoption of UN, CoE and EU’s standards and norms in addressing
the THB plague, the Romanian State constructed an entire structure of protecting
and defending human rights and liberties, and especially, to provide umbrellas for
the persons and social categories vulnerable to the THB.
In the beginning of 2014, the Romanian authorities – guided by the international
expertise in the field - consider that general system of institutions designed to
fight THB comprises two parts.
The first part comprises the institutions directly involved in preventing,
prosecuting and preventing THB and engaged in a domestic and trans-national
cooperation.
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The second must include the Monitoring Institution having as the main goal
the assessing the institutional work. Common name for such an institution in some
others EU countries are the National Rapporteur or the National Observatory.

Romanian Institutions Directly Involved in Preventing and Protecting Victims of
THB and in Prosecuting the Offenders
The Three Ps (Preventing, Prosecuting and Protecting) are describing in
the simplest way the vision on the professionals’ ways in combating THB and
protecting the victims, in Romania, as well as, in the altogether the EU’s countries.
Figure no. 1. The system of fighting THB

Source: A chart made for the purpose of this article by Lia Pop RCIMI – University of Oradea … promoting
the results of researches conducted under the CES – University of Coimbra and RCIMI – University of
Oradea’ coordination within the project EC - DG Home Affairs (HOME/2010/ISEC/AG/054).

Besides the institutional work, in all the areas identified above, there are
also the specific NGOs engaged in developing specific activities in raising the public
awareness on the THB crime, dangers, trends, victims and vulnerable groups and
persons.
Trying to put, in every segment – in every P - the Romanian institutional
actors, which are to assume the specific missions in combating with effectiveness
the scourge, it is resulting a set of diagrams.
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Institutions in Preventing THB in Romania 2014: NAAPT and the Units in Others
National Authorities
Configuring a general and integrated picture of the main units engaged in
fighting THB by developing a culture against THB and of self-protected young
persons, it results a diagram as bellow.
Figure no. 2. The First P. Preventing THB in Romania

The most active unit is the NAAPT in preventing and protecting the victims
is: AGENTIA NATIONALA IMPOTRIVA TRAFICULUI DE PERSOANE - ANITP1
(National Agency Against Trafficking in Persons – NAAPT)
The history of the ANITP /NAAPT could be presented as follows:
2003 – setting up an institution with mission specifically devoted to victims’
protection … the National Office on Prevention of Trafficking in Persons, as
1

ANTIP represents the Abbreviation of the Romanian name for National Agency in Fighting
Trafficking in Human Beings - AGENTIA NATIONALA IMPOTRIVA TRAFICULUI DE PERSOANE
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an institution subordinated to the General Inspectorate of the Romanian
Police, within the Ministry of Internal Affairs.
2006 - In August - the structure designed to prevent TP - upgraded as an
agency (the National Agency against Trafficking in Persons - ANITP /NAAPT.
The upgrade2 was in accordance with the requirements of the Warsaw
Convention, signed and ratified by Romania, and in the perspective of
Romania ‘s entry into EU (2007). Congruently with the new statute, the
NAAPT’s responsibilities extended to cover other fields of action against
trafficking in addition to prevention, as preparing the National Strategy in
fighting THB as well as the biannual National Plans. The protection and the
assistance to THB’s victims became, also, its duties.
2009 - The ANITP/ NAATP downgraded as a Service – without functional
autonomy - and placed under the authority of the General Inspectorate of
the Romanian Police - Ministry of Administration and Interior, as it was
before, in 2003, previous to the signing of Warsaw Convention by the
Romanian State and by the EU members. This means that the unit lost its
autonomy and its funds, too. As consequence, it was out of capacity to
finance the NGOs concretely involved in the fieldwork, in running shelters
for victims.
2011 - The ANITP /NAAPT has been re-installed, re-upgraded, in its
autonomous position, as a Governmental Agency, under the authority of
the Minister of Administration and Interior3. It is now an institution with
legal personality, with internal autonomy.
The sinuous history of the main institution involved in correlated internal
forces in protecting victims is explaining the delay in accomplishing some of its
missions.
Currently the Mission of the ANITP /NAAPT - according with the Law
678/2001, repeatedly amended and with the institution’s website - is:
- to provide the expertise for the Romanian public policies in THB and
Victims protection –
2

It is (the Romanian) Government Decision No. 1083/2006 of 26 August 2006 which
enacted the fact.
3
It is (the Romanian) Government Decision No. 460/2011 of 11 May 2011 which established
it.
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-

to ensure the Romanian policies compliance with the field situation, the
public agenda and their harmonization and to the EU ones and other
regional and international bodies working in the area.
The Roles conferred to it, by the same Law – and by its successive amendments are:
a) to co-ordinate, evaluate and oversee national policies in the field of
combating trafficking and the measures taken for the protection of and
assistance to victims;
b) to draft national strategies which are approved by the Government
c) to co-ordinate the implementation of action plans by public institutions
and NGOs;
d) to collect, process and analyze data by managing the National Integrated
System to Monitor and Assess THB (hereinafter referred to by its
Romanian acronym "SIMEV")
e) to serve as the national contact point for international organizations
working in the field of action against trafficking.
f) to monitor the functioning of the National Identification and Referral
Mechanism
g) to host The Research and Public Awareness Centrefor fighting THB and
Protecting the Victims - a Center designed for carrying out studies and
analyzing the human trafficking situation and trends.
h) to provide an interface with the general public through the abovementioned Center .
Critically thinking it is to notice that, the roles logically belonging to an
observatory body, and of contact point for non-governmental actors – are taken by
the NAAPT. The fact is against the institutional logic, which requires an external
assessment of the system of fighting THB, which is imposing that the NAAPT’s
activity to be evaluated by an independent body. The current structure of
Romanian Agency is sketched in Figure 3.
The ANTIP/ NAAPT Board is composed by a Director and a Vice-Director, both
of them appointed by the Minister of Administration and Interior. At the present
time (2013), the Director of NAAPT is Mr. Romulus Nicolae Ungureanu.
The Agency services are:
a) Monitoring, Assessment and Co-ordination of Victims of Trafficking
Service, inter alia operating the ISMAV /SIMEV database;
b) Inter-Institutional Co-operation and National Prevention Projects Service;
c) Research and Public Information Centre;
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d) International Relations and Programs Implementation Unit;
e) Information Technology Department;
f) Finance and Human Resources, and a Secretariat.
The Figure no. 3. A General Schema on (Ro) ANITP/ NAATP

Source: A chart made for the purpose of this article by Lia Pop RCIMI – University of Oradea … promoting
the results of researches conducted under the CES – University of Coimbra and RCIMI – University of
Oradea’ coordination within the project EC - DG Home Affairs (HOME/2010/ISEC/AG/054). The
operative units (services) are marked in the red.

The ANTIP/NAAPT staff members - police officers and civil servants - according
with The Government Decision No. 460/2011 the staff employed4 by the Agency is
at 95 maximum - including the officers employed at the regional centers.
At regional level, the ANTIP/NAATP has 15 regional unities (corresponding to
each Court of Appeal district). The map in Figure 4 indicates them.

4

The staff members (police officers and civil servants) in 2012 was of 88.
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The Figure no. 4. The Map configuring the Romanian Regional Centers in Fighting
THB (ANTIP/NAAPT)5

That is, the institution is covering territorially all the country, creating equal
opportunity to address themselves and to get support for victims.
The Most Prominent Romanian Institutions in Investigating and Prosecuting THB
Offence
The diagram attached is accounting the system of institutions engaged in
investigating and prosecuting the crime of THB.

5

Abbreviation of the Romanian name for National Agency in Fighting Trafficking in Human
Beings - AGENTIA NATIONALA IMPOTRIVA TRAFICULUI DE PERSOANE
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Figure no. 5. Second P. Romania’s Institutional Actors involved in prosecuting the
Criminals in THB

Source: A chart made for the purpose of this article by Lia Pop RCIMI – University of Oradea … promoting
the results of researches conducted under the CES – University of Coimbra and RCIMI – University of
Oradea’ coordination within the project EC - DG Home Affairs (HOME/2010/ISEC/AG/054).

Within the General Inspectorate of the Romanian Police (IGRP), there is
functioning the Department of Combating the Organized Crime (DCOC), with a
Specific Service charged to fight THB. It is the Service to Combat the Trafficking in
Persons (SCTP) with itsOffice of Combating Trafficking (OCT) and the Office of
Combating Migrants Trafficking (OCMT).De facto, OTP and OCMT are the frontline
fighters against the offenders. As national level fighters, they have their colleagues
in the Territorial Inspectorate of the Romanian Police.
According with the Direction …’ official website6 , it is charged by the Law,
to carry out: “investigative activities, prosecution and monitoring of smuggling
persons, organs, tissues and / or cells of human origin.” In the media, their

6

http://www.politiaromana.ro/crima_organizata.htm
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activities are reported as the activities conducted by the IGRP or by a specific
county’s division of it.
In the Public Ministrya similar role is played by theDirectorate for
Investigating Organized Crime and Terrorism (DIOCT), founded in 2004. The
Romanian abbreviation of the institution name is DIICOT7. The DIOCT8 is the single
structure within the Public Ministry specialized in investigating and countering
organized crime and terrorism. It has its own legal status and budget. It is headed
by a Chief Prosecutor, with similar status as the First Deputy of the General
Prosecutor’s Office attached to the High Court of Cassation and Justice.
DIOCT carries out investigations in cases of serious crimes as they are
defined by the Law No. 39/2003 on Combating Organized Crime. The body is
assuming according with the law, the serious crime fighting. Among them,
according with the official site of the institution9 - at the paragraph g) is specifically
mentioned the countering of the THB. “g) offences provided by Law No. 678/2001
on the Prevention and Countering of Trafficking in Human Beings, with the
subsequent changes and completions;” and “k) offences related to trafficking in
human tissues, cells and organs, if the perpetrators belong to some organized
criminal groups or associations or groups established with a view to committing
crimes;”
The institutions involved as front-liners in judging THB cases are the High
Court of Cassation and Justice, the territorial units related to it, the (15) Courts of
Appeal, and the tribunals. It is the Law 304/ 200410, which regulated the judicial
organization in Romania and establishes the competences of each institutional
level.11
The magistrates who face the THB crimes are specifically trained. They
belong to the Courts – the High Court (at the National Level) and the Courts of
Appeal at and tribunals (only, not the Romanian court called “judecatorie” / a local
level court in the Romanian system.

7

DIICOT is the abbreviation for the Romanian name: Directia de Investigare a Infractiunilor
de Criminalitate Organizata si Terorism..
8
The Regulations on the organization and functioning – published in the ”Monitorul Oficial
al Romaniei”/“Romania’s Official Monitor”No.367/1.06.2009 rules the institution
functioning
9
http://www.diicot.ro/ (see the English version)
10
http://www.scj.ro/legi/Legea%20304_.html
11
http://www.scj.ro/s_penala.asp
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According with the specialized literature in the THB field, the Romanian law
is a severe12 one, according with the European standards. (Romania outlawed the
death penalty.)
An important role in the identification of the victims and the detection of
the traffickers belongs to the Border Guards. (It is an institution with technical
competences in fighting THB - due the previous duties of the border guards in the
field - but without legal competences in investigating the crime). At the national
level, the central institution of Borders Guards is The General Inspectorate of the
Border Police13. It was organized according with the E.G.O, 104/2001.
The institution comprises, beside the central unit, other 6 territorial
inspectorates:
East Romania (external EU border too) / Territorial Inspectorate Iasi; Costal
Guard – for the Danube and the Black Sea;
South Romania and South West (partly external EU Border too) Territorial
Inspectorate- Giurgiu and Territorial Inspectorate Timisoara (for Romania -Serbian
border)
West Romania -Territorial Inspectorate Oradea
North Romania (partly external EU Border, too) Territorial Inspectorate Sighetul Marmatiei.
The EU external borders are lines where the trafficking of migrants
represents a real front to be countered.
As national prestige, the border guards enjoyed the public appreciation.
Their activity is also appreciated in the FRONTEX cooperative actions. The
representative of the Institution mentioned the Romanian unit performances,
involved under the FRONTEX coordination, in defending the Greece border in early
2013.
It is also reminded the warm consideration to it in the Warsaw seminar by
the Mrj. Tomasz Nowak14 from the National Border Guard Headquarter – Poland.

12

See Mateuţ G. (coord.) - Traficul de fiinţe umane –Infractor –Victimă – Infracţiune (2005),
(Trafficking of Human Being – Offender, -Victims- Crime), Editura Alternative Sociale, Iaşi,
2005.
13
http://www.politiadefrontiera.ro/
14
„Conference” How to effectively counter the THB organized by the Institute of Public
Affairs (Warsaw) and Council of Europe Liaison Office in Warsaw, 15 November, 2013,
quotation in the official speech.
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Romanian Institutions in Protecting Victims
The main institutions in protecting the victims are the NAAPT and the National
Office for Witness protections. Aside, it comes many others partners.
Figure no. 4. Third P. Romania’s Institutional Actors involved in protecting Victims

It must be added, also, the effective NGOs as Romania. Reaching Out ruled by Iana Matei15 – an NGO, which steeled victims from the traffickers.
A more detailed perspective on the Romanian Institutions’ mission is
shaped in the Strategies (in their history), the National Plans, the Laws regulating
the THB area, and, especially, the National Referral Mechanism. That is why it is to
be primarily consulted.

15

Iana Matei is also the author of the books: A vendre, Mariana,15 ans. Paris, OH ! Editions,
2010 and (in cooperation with Anne Bethold, - De vanzare: Mariana, 15 ani (2010),
Bucuresti, Editura Rao, 2013, Traducere Vasile Savin, 2011 and the book is having others
translations, too;and I Kidnap Girls: Stealing from traffickers, restoring their victims [Kindle
Edition], 2013 aside Pamela Ravan Pine.
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Institutions Specifically Designed to Promote the Active Cooperation in Fighting
THB
The institutions charged by the Romanian law to carry out the international
cooperation
The inter-institutional cooperation is crucial for the progress in fighting
THB. Romanian institutions are cooperating trans-nationally: in the trans-border
cooperation; within the framework of the EU organizations, within the Regional
and International Organizations. They also cooperate internally.
The special Romanian Law 678/2001, which is regulating the fight against
THB, has a special chapter devoted to the trans-national cooperation. It is the
Chapter VI. International Cooperation16 which regulate the area of the mention
cooperation.
It is in the provisions of the above-mentioned law (Art. s 45), that the
Romanian state fulfils its political engagement to establish the institutions – in
compliance with the European institutional design – meant guaranty the
cooperation.
The are the cases of the institutions as the Liaison Officers17 and the
Liaison Magistrates (Prosecutors), alongside the Courts, entitled by the law, to act
in the THB cases.
The next art., art.46, provides the institutions of Contact Point, with the
role of exchanging data regarding the ongoing investigations. The amendment of
2013 to the Law 678/2001 provides a Contact Point – in the Ministry of internal
Affairs … and a Contact Point, alongside the Romanian High Court of Justice.
Going into details, the Romanian state’s political efforts to develop its
international cooperation could be analyzed using the pattern validated for the
system of political institutions’ analysis. According with it, there are three types of

16

http://legeaz.net/legea-678-2011-prevenirea-combaterea-traficului-de-persoane/art-45cooperarea-internationala
17

Art. 45. This law establishes liaison officers in the Ministry of Interior and the liaison
magistrates, within the court in the prosecutors' offices. They have to ensure mutual
consultation with other liaison officers or, where appropriate, with the liaison magistrates
operating in other states, in order to coordinate their actions during prosecution.
Details:
http://legeaz.net/legea-678-2011-prevenirea-combaterea-traficului-depersoane/art-45-cooperarea-internationala
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institutions meant to facilitate the cooperative work in fighting THB: Legislative,
General Executive and Special Operative.
At the normative level – Romanian Parliament –a special sub-committee
devoted to promote the countering the THB crime is acting. The sub-Committee
was set up in 2009, under the guidance of the current President of the Chamber,
Valeriu Zgonea. The sub-Committee initiated a parliamentary procedure to
establish the procedure for partnership and cooperation for informational
exchange among all the parliamentary actors involved in regulating the fight
against THB. (The sub-committee also provided specific parliamentary analysis and
debates of the normative acts in the field: Law, Strategies18, National Plans … ) It
urges the harmonizing of the Romanian laws and political plans with the EU ones.
In Romania, in 2013, at the executive level, there are functioning specific
institutions, specialized departments, as the already mentioned institutions (the
liaison officers, the liaison prosecutors, the contact points). They are the bodies
designed to plan and to carry out the duties of cooperation and coordination.
There are also units responsible for the operative coordination. According with a
statement done, in the Focus Group, by a senior criminal police officer, the
personal connections among the professionals continues to be the most efficient
way of cooperation. That is why, the institutional role of the liaison officers and of
the contact points allows one to consider that a better cooperation will occur at the
institutional level in the near future.
The institutions charged by the Romanian law to organize and manage the
internal cooperation in fighting THB
The internal institution carrying out the duties on cooperation, briefly
quoted, are the institutions working in designing policies proposals; working in the
operative level; working on self-assessing documents (reports).
Some of the specific organizations meant to promote cooperation – in
Romania – are: the Inter-Ministerial Working Group on Combating Trafficking in
Persons (IMWGCTP) the thematic working groups as the Thematic Working Group

18

The Romanian Strategy 2012-2016 in fighting THB and ensures – in the framework of
parliamentary diplomacy - the cooperation with the similar legislative bodies. The Strategy
… (together with the National Plan of Actions for 2012-2014), was adopted through HG.
(Executive Ordinance) 1142/2012, published in the ”Monitorul Oficial al
Romaniei”/“Romania’s Official Monitor” no. 820/ 6 December, 2012.
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to Co-ordinate National Activities for the Protection of and Assistance to Victims
of Trafficking ( TWG on PAVTP or, abbreviated, TWG …)19
The Inter-Ministerial Working Group on Combating Trafficking in Persons
(IMWGCTP) – established by the Government Decision 299/2003.The following
types of institutions are the members of the IMWGCTP, Ministries20, Agencies21,
NGOs and International Organizations.
They meet when necessary at the request of the Minister of Interior Secretary of State (Vice-minister, in Romanian institutional system) in charge with
such a mission.
The Thematic Working Group to Co-ordinate National Activities for the
Protection of and Assistance to Victims of Trafficking (TWG …)22 works since
2007.) The Public Authorities, which compose the Thematic Working Group…,
according with the official website of NAATP, are: a) the NAATP; b) Ministry of
Education, Research, and Youth; c) Ministry of Public Health; d) Ministry of Labor,
Family and Equal Opportunity; e) the National Authority for Child Protection; f) the
National Agency for Equality between Women and Men; g) the National Agency for
Employment; h)the National Authority for Family Protection; i) the National
Authority for Roma People.
Each of them is represented by a special deputy of the Institution Head,
nominated by an official decision of the head of the institution. The NGOs – with
activities in Trafficking’ Victims Assistance - could be also represented after an
application to the NAAPT.
The Institutional Coordinator of the TWG/GTL is the president of NAPT.
GTL has roles such as:
a) to analyze the social work programs run at national level and to conclude
on them;
b) to analyze the issues of the assistance of the victims identified in critical
situation and to propose plans to meet such kind of problems;

19

GTL is a Romanian abbreviation from the Grup tematic de lucru, which is the above
mentioned, Thematic Work Group (TWG.)
20
I. MINISTRIES: - Ministry of Justice; Ministry of Foreign Affairs; Ministry of Administration
and Interior; Public Ministry (Prosecutor General’s Office); Ministry of Labor, Family and
Social Protection; Ministry of Health; Ministry of Education, Research, Youth and Sport…
21
Agencies, such as: the National Agency for Roma, the Romanian Immigration Inspectorate
and the National Agency for Equal Opportunities between Women and Men …
22
It is established in 2007, Nov. 23 on the basis of the Common Convention of the Ministries,
published in ”Monitorul Oficial al Romaniei”/“Romania’s Official Monitor”, Partea I, nr. 799.
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c) to analyze the data and the information in the Victims of THB field and to
submit proposals in modifying and completion of the normative acts as
well in initiating new acts in improving the assistance of the victims;
d) to scrutinize the fulfillment of the activities in assisting and protecting
the victims of THB established in the specific Plans related to the National
Strategy against the THB 2006-2010 and to formulate suggestions to
improve their fulfillment;
e) to elaborate Reports of activities – to the NAAPT – any trimester.
It has also territorial units in each county of Romania.
For the sectorial, decentralized cooperation - there are in each Romanian
ministry involved in combatting THB, at least, at the level of an office, a body
charged with the cooperation. In the Ministry of Administration and Interior,
there are two such units – with a rank of Department – charged with the
cooperation: the Center for International Cooperation in Police23 (CICP) and in the
DCOTP an unit for the International Representation with duties in cooperation,
rogatory letters and committees, common actions, trainings …24 and mission.
There are comparable units in correlated Romanian ministers could be
identified in the Ministry of Justice25, of Foreign Affairs26, of Labor27 …
The Absent Romanian Institution in Effectively Facing the THB
To assess the effectiveness of the previously mention sets of institution an
independent one must be established. It is the logic of the field and it is the
insistent recommendation of the international organizations, as, by the way, the
OSCE Special Representative and Coordinator for Combating Trafficking in Human
Beings, until recently (the January 2014), Maria Grazia Giammarinaro.
23

Centrul de Cooperare Politieneasca Internationala (CCPI)
http://www.politiaromana.ro/ccpi.htm
24
http://www.politiaromana.ro/ccpi.htm
25
Within the Ministry of Justice there are: the Department of International Law and Judicial
Cooperation) and the Department for European Affairs and Human Rights)
http://justice.gov.md/tabview.php?l=ro&idc=169)
26
For the Ministry of External Affairs – besides its specific mission of developing the
cooperation with other countries – there is to be quoted the Department for the
Romanians from Abroad and the Government Agent for the Court of Justice of the
European Union, or Government Agent for the European Court of Human Rights.
http://www.mae.ro/node/1604
27
Within the Ministry of Labor … there are: The Department for the European Affairs,
Bilateral Relations, and International Organizations.
http://www.mmuncii.ro/j33/index.php/ro.
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The National Rapporteur/ National Observatory or other similar institution
is by its nature an institution independent, out of the institutional framework of the
actors that are to be monitored. In the first stage – some parts of Romanian
authorities seems to consider it as non-compulsory part of the system of fighting or
as an unit inside the three Ps.
The insertion of its creating in the EU Directive 38/2011 made clear that
such an institution must be inaugurated and founded in an university, in a research
center or in an NGOs.
In Romania, - as well as, in some others EU countries - it is not found, yet.
The previous deadline recommended by OSCE was 2012. The CoE Report on 2012
also critically remarked the absence of the final point in addressing coherently the
THB crime.
According with the EU Strategy, it is the end of 2014, when such a
mechanism must be in function.
In 2013, it is to accept that the NATIONAL RAPPORTEUR28 is in progress to be
established as an institution29.
Figure no. 5. The Absent Part B of the system of fighting THB in Romania 2013

28

The international missions - of OSCE, of CoE - in a visit in Romania searching for the
progress in fighting THB have also remarked such a gap in the Romanian Institutional
framework.
29
According to the National Action Plan 2012-2014 for the implementing of the National
Strategy against THB for 2012-2016, the working out and promoting of the draft law
project in the organization and functioning of the National Rapporteur Institution shall be
concluded before June 2014.
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Concluding on Romania’s stage of establishing the system of institutions in
Combating THB
In brief, Romania is a country, which is deeply involved, in designing and
making effective the entire institutional system in fighting THB, in the concept and
forms imposed by the EU standards and strongly advocated by the International
Organizations.
It succeed to found, quite completely, the institutions described in each of the
Ps’ field.
It also accomplished its obligations to establish the domestic networking in an
institutional form and to design domestic procedures in carrying out the
cooperation in fighting THB.
Similarly, Romania made progresses in its international cooperation’s by
creating procedures and institutions ready to fulfill such duties.
The missing part in Romania’s institutional fulfillment is the setting up of the
National Observatory. Without it the system could not work as a complete system
and it is not enough efficient.
Beside the accomplishment of the institutional system, Romanian state have to
consider a cultural strategy appropriate to prevent THB and to defend the
vulnerable persons against such a threat.
The lack of the education for dignity seems to be the Romanian main obstacle
in fighting THB with much more effectiveness. To reduce the number of the victims
with Romanian origin from the highest level in EU 5,4 /100 000 inhabitants, toward
the European average (2/100 000) is having its intermediary point in a new culture
of tabooing for good the THB.
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Marko Valenta and Sabrina P. Ramet (editors), The Bosnian Diaspora. Integration
in Transnational Communities, Surrey: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 335 pages,
ISBN 978-1-4094-1252-6

Review by Cristina MATIUTA

The war in Bosnia-Hertegovina (1991-1995) generated large migration flows,
various estimations indicating that 1.4 million Bosnians (38 per cent of population) are
living today outside Bosnia. The largest Bosnian communities can be found in Western
European countries and neighboring countries which emerged with the break-up of
Yugoslavia, as well as in North America and Australia. What is the situation of
immigrant communities? How have Bosnians migrants and refugees been incorporated
in receiving societies? What is their day-to-day life like? Do they maintain contact with
their home country?
The book reviewed here, The Bosnian Diaspora. Integration in Transnational
Communities, edited by Marko Valenta and Sabrina P. Ramet, tries to answer to these
questions, providing a comprehensive insight into the Bosnian diaspora.
The book is organized into thre main parts, preceded by a theoretical chapter
about the study of ethnicity in immigrant societies- Herder’s heritage and boundary
making approach, written by Andreas Wimmer. In this chapter, professor Wimmer
argues for the necessity to avoid the Herderian fallacy of assumming communitarian
closure, cultural difference and shared identity when studying immigrant communities,
and to be aware of the variety of boundary-making strategies that one finds among
individuals sharing the same ethnic background.
The first part of the book- Integration Outcomes and Transnational
Engagements-, including five chapters, deals with the various aspects of Bosnians’
integration in Australia, Norway, America, Serbia and Austria. Thus, in the chapter
dedicated to Bosnian diaspora in Australia, Hariz Halilovich explores the multiplicity of
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relationships between place, identity and memory among Bosnians migrants. A “chain
migration”, with migrants assisting family members, friends and neighbours to migrate
and join them in Australia, is seen as a key feature of Bosnian migration here. They are
not simply refugees waiting to return to their homeland, but a community developing
“a multiplicity of attachments to places through living in, remembering and imagining
them”.
The next chapter is focused on integration assistance provided by Norwegian
authorities, that makes the Bosnian, along with other factors, one of the most
integrated groups into Norwegian society. The Bosnain experience in this country
teaches us that the scattered settlement in small local communities may result in high
degree of social integration if the immigrants are not perceived as culturally very
distant by native local population and also that the integration into the mainstream
society is not only reconciliable, but even facilitates the transnational engagements on
individual level.
As concerns the Bosnian diaspora in the United States, Reed Coughlan points
out that memories of violence, ethnic conflict and war undermine attachments to the
home country among refugees and the transnational ties among people who were
forced from their homes are substantially weaker than among those who came to the
U.S. as immigrants.
In Serbia large expenditure were dedicated to support the needs of refugees
and the process of finding solutions (return vs. integration) for many refugees is still not
finished, while in Austria there are differences in terms of integration between the
earlier waves of Yugoslavs guestworkers who had migrated in the 1960s and early
1970s and the latter groups, particularly the immigrants of Turkish background, whose
integration is more problematic.
The second part of the book- Transnationalism from Above and Below- analyses
the processes by which immigrants build social fields that link together, in multiple
ways, their country of origin and their country of settlement. Transnationalism from
above refers to different policies and repatriation programmes that generates
involvement of migrants in the socio-economic development of their home country.
Some host countries and international organizations encouraged Bosnians to become
involved in different projects in Bosnia; at the same time, various NGOs and the
Bosnian authorities have organized several programmes with the aim to reconnect
expatriates with their home country. Transnationalism from below includes, as several
contributions to this section suggest, the sending of remmittances, migration
assistance, visits to family members and friends in Bosnia and various collective
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engagements generated by the migrant grass-roots movements and ethnic
organizations.
The last part of the book- Identities, Day-to-Day Realities and Multiple
Belongings- refers to the variety of individual and collectives identities and modes of
belonging. The culture and the religion of migrants are sometimes perceived not only
as distant but also as having negative characteristics. This is the case of Muslims in
Switzerland, discussed here, whose majority come from Bosnia-Hertegovina, Albania
and Macedonia and who are perceived as more foreign and problematic than
immigrants adhering to other religions. Integration of migrants in host countries
involves the acceptance of norms, values and traditions, but even if the migrants and
the indigenous members of the host society share common values, norms and a
common language, they do not necessarily gain the acceptance of the majority. The
situation of refugees in Croatia, after the Yugoslav war, traeted here, is relevant from
this point of view. The authors argue that Bosnian Croats were less exposed to
discrimination, ethnic prejudice and harassment than Serbs and Bosniaks who took
refuge here. However, education and class have made a difference for the acceptance
of the newcomers and the integration has been easiest for businessmen, artists and
skilled professionals, in other words, for the educated and the successful.
As appears from this brief description of its content, the book represents
undoubtedly a valuable contribution for those interested in migration, ethnicity and
the displacement effects of Yugoslav conflicts. By exploring various dimensions of
integration, transnationalism and identity and the challenges for migrants (whether
immigrants, temporary workers or refugees), their connections with the homeland and
their adaptation to their new environment, the volume broader our understanding on
of the complex migration process.
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